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                                                                               Abstract 
 

Results of forecasts of the basic hydrophysical fields for 2010-2012 in the easternmost part of 
the Black Sea became the basis for studying of some features of inner-annual variability of regional 
circulating processes in this part of the sea basin. The forecast of a hydrological mode is carried 
out on the basis of the regional forecasting system developed at M. Nodia Institute of Geophysics in 
cooperation with oceanographic Centers of Black Sea riparian countries within the framework of 
EU international scientific - technical projects ARENA and ECOOP. The analysis of the data 
shows, that the easternmost water area of the Black Sea represents dynamically very active zone, 
where different circulating processes significantly distinguished from each other continuously 
develop.        
   

1. Introduction 
 

Since June 2010  3- days forecasts of a hydrological mode of the easternmost part of the Black 
Sea on a basis of the regional forecasting system are regularly carried out at M. Nodia Institute of 
Geophysics. The regional forecasting system is one of the parts of the basin-scale Black Sea 
Nowcasting/Forecasting system [1, 2] and enables to forecast 3-D fields of current, temperature and 
salinity with 1 km spacing in the regional area,  which is limited to the Caucasian and Turkish 
coastal lines and the western liquid boundary coinciding with a meridian 39.080E. A core of the 
regional forecasting system is the regional mathematical model of Black Sea dynamics of M. Nodia 
Institute of Geophysics (RM-IG), which is nested in the Basin-scale model of Black Sea dynamics 
of Marine Hydrophysical Institute (MHI) of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine 
(Sevastopol). All input data required for calculation of marine forecasts are received in operative 
mode from MHI via Internet. The basic principles of functioning of the regional forecasting system 
and some results of forecast of hydrological fields for the easternmost part of the Black Sea are 
described in [3-5]. 

Nowadays a significant database is created by us, which contains results of modeling and 3-days 
forecasts of dynamic processes developed for 2010-2012 in the easternmost part of the Black Sea. 
The analysis of this material promotes to the best understanding of mechanisms of formation and 
evolution of hydro and thermodynamic processes in one of dynamically active regions of the Black 
Sea and enrichment ours knowledge about these processes. 

The main goal of the present paper is the research of some features of inner-annual variability of 
regional dynamic processes for 2010-2012 in the easternmost part of the Black Sea. 

 
2. Results of  simulation and forecast of circulation processes  
 
In numerical experiments, the results of which are showed below, a grid having 215 x 347 

points on horizons with 1 km spacing were used. On a vertical the non-uniform grid with 30 
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calculated levels on depths: 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 26, 36, 56, 86, 136, 206, 306,…, 2006 m were 
considered. The time step was equal to 0.5 h.    

 Regular calculations of the regional forecasts for 2010-2012 show, that the easternmost part of 
the Black Sea including the Georgian water area, represents a dynamically active zone. Circulating 
processes here develop which are characterized by significant inner-annual variability. 

 
(a)      

 
 

(b 

 

(c)    

 

(d) 

 
 

(e) 

 

(f) 

 

(g) 

 
 

(h) 

 

(i) 

 

 
Fig.1. Simulated surface current fields in autumn 2011. (a) – 6 September , (b) – 16 September, (c) 
–27 September, (d) – 7 October, (e) – 17 October,  (f) - 28 October,  (g) – 6 November, (h) – 15 
November, (i) – 28 November.     
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In Figs. 1-4 the calculated fields of surface currents for period since September 2011 till August 
2012 are shown. Herewith for each month three circulation patterns are chosen which are more 
characteristic for the appropriate month.     
 
(а) 

 
 

(b) (c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

(e)  

 

(f) 

 
(g) 

 
 

(h) 

 

(i ) 

 

 
Fig.2. Simulated surface current fields in winter 2011-2012. (a) – 4 December 2011, (b) – 15 
December 2011,   (c) – 28 December 2011, (d) – 5 January 2012, (e) – 16 January 2012,  (f) – 30 
January 2012,  (g) – 5 February 2012, (h) – 14 February 2012, (i) – 25 February 2012.    
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The main element of September circulation in 2011 is anticyclonic eddy  with diameter about of   
100-120 km (called the Batumi eddy), which is formed in the southwest part of the considered area.  
 
 
 
(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

(e) 

 

(f) 

 

(g) 

 
 

(h) 

 

( i ) 

 
Fig.3. Simulated surface current fields in  Spring 2012. (a) – 3 March , (b) – 15 March,   (c) – 30 
March, (d) – 5 April, (e) – 17 April,  (f) - 27 April,  (g) – 8 May, (h) – 20 May, (i) – 30 May.     
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The structure of this eddy undergoes some changes and by the end of the month substantially 
decreases in the sizes. from middle of September it is possible to observe also formation of the 
second anticyclonic eddy  with rather smaller sizes, which is exposed to the certain changes. Along 
the Caucasian coast the narrow zone with width about of 20-25 km is formed which is characterized 
by intensive formation of small coastal unstable eddies, existence time of which are a few days. It 
should be noted that such coastal eddies of small sizes in coastal zones of the Black Sea are often 
observed [6-8]     
(a ) 

 
 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

(e) 

 

(f) 

 

(g) 

 
 

(h) 

 

( i) 

 

 
Fig. 4. Simulated surface current fields in Summer 2012. (а) – 6 June , (b) – 17 June,   (c) – 29 June, 
(d) – 4 July, (e) – 17 July,  (f) - 27 July,  (g) – 6 August, (h) – 15 August, (i) – 25 August.     
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The transformation of a circulating mode proceeds within October. By the end of October the 

absence of a dominant direction and presence of several small anticyclonic and cyclonic eddies   is 
characteristic for a circulating mode. The similar character of circulation takes place  within 
November and here  current speeds reach 60 cm/s. 

The circulating mode in December 2011 differs from a mode of the previous month and is 
basically characterized by presence of the cascade of sharply expressed anticyclonic eddies. The 
January circulation in 2012 in the first half of month is similar in the certain degree with December 
circulation and the main elements of a circulating mode are obviously expressed cyclonic and 
anticyclonic eddies with characteristic diameter about of 30-40 km. East branch of the Rim Current 
is present at the majority of pictures of February circulation with the maximal speeds 60-70 m/c on 
its core.  In general, Circulating mode of February 2012 is characterized by weak vorticity that is 
possible to explain by action of strong atmospheric winds, which develop in this period. An intense 
atmospheric circulation has smoothing influence on surface sea currents and promote disappearance 
of vortical formations [4].   

 
(а) 

 
 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
 

(e) 

 

(f) 

 

 
Fig.7. Simulated surface fields in Summer 2010. (а) –  4 July , (b) – 17 July,   (c) – 27 July, (d) – 6 
August, (e) – 15 August,  (f) - 25 August.     

 
The circulating mode of first half of March 2012 was characterized also basically by free-vortex 

movement (except for formation some coastal small eddies), but by the end of the month  
generation  of anticyclonic vortical formation in the southwest part of the considered area is 
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observed. In April anticyclonic vortex grows in the sizes and it is present within all month. The 
narrow zone along the Caucasian coast  is a zone of intensive vortex formation, where small coastal 
cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies are generated and  transformed.     

In middle of May the  anticyclonic eddies amplifies, and by the end it weakens. The speeds of 
current decrease.    

In the beginning of  summer the anticyclonic eddy  is stretched along a meridian  and as a result 
in middle of June two anticyclonic eddies are  formed. In June a zone of vortex formation along the 
Caucasian coast is well observed too. In local water area between Sukhumi and Poti  the 
anticyclonic vortex with  diameter about of 25 km is especially well observed.    

In the beginning of July formation of the anticyclonic vortex in the northwest part of 
considered area is observed. This vortex by the end of July extends in the southern direction. In 
August  formation of anticyclonic eddy takes place at the centre of the considered regional area and 
then gradually extends and covers the area with a diameter about of 80-90 km. 

        
(а) 

 
 

(b) 

 
 

(c) 

 
 

(d) 

 
 

 
Fig.8. Simulated salinity fields on z = 10 m. (а) –  17 July  2012, (b) – 6 August 2012, 

(c) – 17 July 2010,  (d) – 6 August 2010. 
 

The analysis of the data of circulating modes for 2010-2012 shows that the circulating modes of 
the same season in the considered easternmost part of the Black Sea can considerably differ from 
each other per different years. There seems different meteorological conditions which are formed 
above the regional water area of the Black Sea promote this phenomenon. In confirmation of this 
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fact the comparison of summer circulating modes of 2010 (Fig. 7) and 2012 (Fig. 6) serves. The 
summer circulation in 2010, which significantly differs from summer circulation in 2012, was 
characterized by sharply distinguished features. The main feature of the regional circulation of 2010 
was the existence of the Batumi anticyclonic eddy practically within all summer period. It was 
rather steady formation, which reached the maximal intensity in August and covered the significant 
part of the considered regional area. It is interesting to note, that under the information of synoptic-
meteorologists  the summer of 2010 in Georgia was abnormal hot for last decades. Temperature of 
air quite often reached and passed 40°C, and coastal waters of the sea were heated up more than 
30°C. The abnormal temperature mode, obviously, has affected a mode of evaporation and 
precipitation and at the end thermochaline conditions of coastal waters have appeared favorable for 
formation intensive anticyclonic vortical formation.       

 
(а)               Autumn 

 
 

(b)               Winter 

 

(c)               Spring 

 
 

(d)                 Summer 

 

 
Fig. 9. Simulated surface temperature fields, corresponding to different seasons 2011-2012. (а) –  

17 October  2011, (b) – 17 January 2012,  (c) – 17 April  2012,  (d) – 19 July  2012. 
 

The analysis of the data for 2010-2012 shows that the distribution of the salinity field  in the 
considered regional area underwent certain inner-annual  changes. The general character of 
variability of the salinity field within one year depends both on inner-annual change of balance in 
system evaporation – precipitation,  rivers’ inflow and on the circulating characteristics. The 
analysis of our data confirms the known fact, that the salinity field well correlates with the field of 
circulation. General law is that anticyclonic eddies promote formation of waters with low salinity in 
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its central art, and cyclonic eddies  - on the contrary. The ascending flows at the centre of a cyclone 
promote carry of more salty waters from deep layers in the upper layers, and the descending flows 
in the central part  of anticyclonic eddy transfer less salt  waters from upper layers downwards. 
Thus, the circulating mode in the greater degree determines structure of the salinity  field  in the 
easternmost  regional area. This fact is especially precisely shown by comparison of pictures of 
salinity, corresponding to summer 2010 and 2012, when the circulating modes sharply differed 
from each other. From Fig. 8, where the calculated fields of salinity on horizon z = 10 м, 
corresponding  to summer season 2010 and 2012 are shown, it is clearly visible that intensive 
Batumi anticyclonic eddy observable in the summer of 2010 has considerably affected a mode of 
salinity in the easternmost  part of the basin. Here was observed rather lowered salinity on the 
significant central area of the Batumi eddy, and the peripheral current of the eddy promoted 
penetration of more salty waters from open area of the sea in the easternmost water area.    

The certain impression about seasonal evolution of a surface temperature field gives Fig.9, 
where the distributions of the Black Sea surface temperature for four seasons are given. The 
temperature field undergoes both significant qualitative and quantitative seasonal changes and the 
character of its change in the upper layer is basically determined by heat exchange between the sea 
and atmosphere.  
 

3. Summary 
 

Summarizing the researches carried out in this work on the base of analysis of simulated 
hydrological  fields for 2010-2012 it is possible to formulate briefly the basic features of inner-
annual variability of dynamic processes in the easternmost water area of the Black Sea. During all 
seasons in the easternmost part of the Black Sea generation, deformation and disappearance of 
anticyclonic and  cyclonic vortex formations  continuously takes place. The analysis of calculated 
current fields again confirms the fact known from the Black Sea oceanographic literature [9], that 
the most intensive vortical formation is the Batumi anticyclonic eddy, which exists in the warm 
period of year. In most cases a narrow zone along the Caucasian coast with width about of 20-30 
km is formed, where  intensive vortex formation takes place. In this zone generation of small 
unstable eddies with diameters  from 5 up to 20 km is observed. Vortex formation weakens in 
February when the atmospheric winds    amplify having smoothing effect on sea current. In that 
case, when the Batumi eddy is intensive and occupies a significant part of considered water area, it 
forms the certain mode of salinity: salinity of waters considerably decreases in the central part of 
the Batumi eddy, but the peripheral current of the eddy promotes penetration of more salty waters 
from an open part of the Black Sea in the considered regional area. 
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Циркуляционные процессы в восточной части Чёрного моря: 

Результаты моделирования и прогноза 
 

Автандил Кордзадзе, Демури Деметрашвили, Вепхиа Кухалашвили  
 

Резюме 
 

Накопленные за 2010-2012 гг. результаты прогноза  основных гидрофизических полей в 
крайне восточной части Чёрного моря явились основой для  исследования  особенностей 
внутригодовой изменчивости региональных циркуляционных процессов в этой части 
бассейна. Прогноз гидрологического режима производится на основе региональной 
прогностической системы, разработанной в Институте геофизики им. М. Нодиа в 
сотрудничестве с океанографическими центрами причерноморских стран в рамках 
международных научно-течнических проектов Евросоюза ARENA  и ECOOP. Анализ 
материала, накопленного за отмеченный период, показывает, что крайне восточная 
акватория Чёрного моря представляет собой  динамически довольно активной зоной, где в 
течение года непрерывно развиваются разные  циркуляционные процессы, резко 
отличающиеся друг от друга.       

 
cirkulaciuri procesebi Savi zRvis aRmosavleT 

nawilSi 2010-2012 ww-Si: Mmodelirebis da prognozis 
Sedegebi 

 

avTandil korZaZe, demuri demetraSvili, vefxia kuxalaSvili  
 

reziume 
 

 
 

2010-2012 wlebSi dagrovili ZiriTadi hidrofizikuri velebis prognozis 
Sedegebi Savi zRvis ukiduresi aRmosavleT nawilisaTvis warmoadgenen 
safuZvels regionaluri cirkulaciuri procesebis Sida wliuri 
cvalebadobis TaviseburebaTa gamokvlevebisaTvis zRvis auzis am nawilSi. 
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Hhidrologiuri reJimis prognozi xorcieldeba regionaluri prognozuli 
sistemis safuZvelze, romelic SemuSavebulia m. Nnodias geofizikis 
institutSi SavizRvispira qveynebis okeanografiul centrebTan 
TanamSromlobiT evrokavSiris samecniero-teqnikur proeqtebis ARENA da 
ECOOP farglebSi. aRniSnul periodSi arsebuli masalis analizi 
gviCvenebs, rom Savi zRvis ukiduresi aRmosavleT akvatoria warmoadgens 
dinamikurad sakmaod aqtiur zonas, sadac wlis ganmavlobaSi uwyvetad 
viTardebian erTmaneTisagan mkveTrad gansxvavebuli sxvadasxva 
cirkulaciuri procesebi.      
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On the effective numerical methods of solution of shallow water problem. 
Realization of the model for the easternmost part of the Black Sea 
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Tbilisi,  
    Georgia,  e-mail: akordzadze@yahoo.com,  demetr_48@yahoo.com 
                                                
                                                                               Abstract 
 

Two versions of the numerical method of solution of a shallow water equation system based on 
the two-cycle splitting method with realization for the easternmost water area of the Black Sea are 
presented. In the first version solution of the equation system, which is received as a result of 
splitting of the basic equation system with respect to physical processes (adaptation stage), is 
carried out with use of factorization method regarding to current velocity components. In the 
second version the equation system received on the adaptation stage is reduced to the oscillation 
equations of string, which are also solved by factorization method. The algorithms considered in 
the present paper do not require use of iterative methods, which considerably increase machine 
time for realization of a task.            
 

1. Statement of the problem 
 

In a 3-D area Ω  limited from above by the free 
surface  , from below -  by the motionless bottom  and by the enough smooth lateral 
surface , let's consider a mathematical task describing dynamics of shallow water area. The area Ω   
represents coastal part of the deep sea or shallow lake with depth H= + . The 
boundary   of 2-D area    is formed by crossing of the free surface with the bottom relief. The  
coordinate system is located so that the plane xoy coincides with  undisturbed water surface, z is 
directed vertically downwards. By taken into consideration mobility of the boundary of the 
considered  area the problem describes processes of drainage and flooding because of fluctuations 
of a see surface level. In other words, the problem consists in definition of the free surface level  
and current characteristics averaged on a vertical  
                                 = dz          and          = dz , 

where u and v are horizontal components of the current velocity vector on coordinates x and y, 
respectively. 
       With the purpose of reception of a shallow water problem the equations of  movement and 
continuity for an incompressible liquid are considered, integration of  which on a vertical from z = 

 to z=  with use of  appropriate transformations enables us to receive the system of 
differential equations of the shallow water theory [1-5]: 
 
                                   , 

 
                                  ,                                              (1) 
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                                  , 

 
where                   ,   V ,      , 
                                
                              ,      . 
For a pressure of sea water the hydrostatic law is accepted 
                                                                             
                               .                                                                                      
Here   is the atmospheric pressure above the free sea surface,   g is the gravity acceleration,  µ is 
the factor of turbulent viscosity, the density  , and   are wind stress components on 
the free surface  , and    are the bottom friction components on . 
 The system of equations  (1)  is solved under the following boundary and initial conditions: 
 
                        ,            V       on          ,                                              (2) 
                        
                       ,             V                            on           ,                                               (3) 

                      ,   V  ,        ζ         if                ,                            4        

where    is the lateral  solid surface adjacent to the land,   is the liquid (open) boundary  
separating  the sea basin from the remaining water area. On the open boundary  the vector of a 
complete flow is the given function of horizontal coordinates and time.       

We assume that the input data of the given task have sufficient smoothness providing 
solvability of the task (1) - (4) [1, 4, 6, 7]. 
     
     2. Numerical method of solution  
     2.1. Splitting of the problem with respect to physical processes  
 

For numerical solution of the problem (1)-(4) the entire time interval (O, T), on which the 
solution is searched, is broken up into equal intervals    and is supposed that on the 
each interval the components of the vector velocity   are known from the previous time step [8, 9, 
10]. 
Let's consider vectors , Q, F,  and  matrixes   A  and B  
 

          ,     ,    ,    A ,     . 

 
Here   . Then the equation system (1) we shall write in the operator form 
 
                                                                                                                             

(5) 
 and as the initial conditions  we shall accept 

                                   if    t = 0.                                                                              (6) 
 After scalar multiplying the equation (5) by ,  we shall receive 
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 , 

 
where the scalar product is determined as follows 
                                

 . 
Here     and     are the vector components of functions a and b. 
With taken into consideration uniform conditions corresponding to (2) and (3)  it is easily to check 
up that the following ratio takes place: 
                     

                                                                                                                              
 Now we shall present the operator A as the sum of two operators 
  
                                           , 
where 

                        ,
                       

 
  
Similarly, it is possible to show that the following ratios take place   
 
                    ,                 .   
                                                               
These conditions are necessary for construction of steady finite-difference schemes of splitting. 
Let’s now    and on each extended time interval    the two-cyclic 

method of splitting on physical processes to the task (5), (6) we shell apply. Then if we assume that 
 is the solution of the task (5), (6) at the moment   then we receive the following tasks: 

on the first time interval    -         
          

  ,     .                                                                                   (7) 
 
 on the time interval    -  
 
    ,    ,                                                                                      (8) 
 
 on the last time interval   - 
 
   ,    .                                                                                       (9) 
 

In equations  (7) and (9) values of functions   и  are taken the same within each time interval 
 to obtain second -order accuracy in τ  [9]. 

In the component form the  tasks (7) - (9) will accept the following form: 
on the time interval  
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                                     (10) 

                    
with boundary conditions (2), (3) written   for   and  
 
                                  ,                           on    ,  
                                  
                                  ,                            on     .                                            (11) 

             On the time interval     we have the differential equation system    

  

                                                                                                     (12) 
 
    at following boundary and initial conditions 
 
                                          on             , 
                                            on              ,                                                                   (13) 
 
where  is  normal  component of velocity vector    , and    is known function, 

                  ,           ,      ;                                                  (14) 
and,  on the time interval      - 
 

                                                     (15)

 
at the boundary conditions  (2), (3)   for functions     and   - 
           
                 ,                         на             , 
                 ,                         на             .                                                       (16) 

Thus, as a result of application of the splitting method with respect to physical processes the   
task (1) - (4) is reduced to the consecutive solution of a set of more simple  three tasks (10) - (11), 
(12) - (14) and (15) - (16). 
  
 2.2. Finite – difference approximation of the transfer-diffusion equation. A method of 
component –by-component splitting 
 

As the differential equations (10) are same, we shall consider one equation 
                           
                          ,                                              (17) 

at boundary conditions (11)  for function  .  Here   is any  function of   or . An index "1" 
at function we shall omit for simplicity. Let 
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                                     . 

It is easily to be convinced that in case of homogeneous boundary conditions the differential 
operator is positively determined. 

For the finite-difference approximation of the differential operator  let’s consider a difference 
grid, which is received at crossing of coordinate lines  и . As a result we receive a set 
of basic nodes. Let's assume that indexes k and l change in limits :   and  

. In addition, it is considered that the boundary points coincide with the boundary  of 
the solution area . The set of such points we shall denote by . Let's consider the basic points  

, , and the auxiliary points ,  , and we shall denote 

 ,    and  ,  

 . 
 Now we use the scheme of the second -order accuracy 
 
           ,   ,     ,                             (18) 
where 
 

                  ,     , 

        

               , 

 

              . 

 
It is easily be convinced that the grid operators and    with taken into consideration of 
homogeneous boundary condition are skew-symmetric and positively determined [4, 8, 9, 10]   
 
             ,    ,   i                                     
 
  and 
                                             ,              .                         
Here the scalar product is determined as  
 
                                   . 
  

 The summation is made on all internal points of the grid area . 
With taken into consideration (18), the system of finite-difference equations approximating the 

task (17) with the second-order accuracy on space variables  accepts the following  operator form: 
                                                    ,                                                                (19) 

where   and   are the vector-functions with components  and , respectively, given in 
grid points  . 
   Now, multiplying the equation (19) scalarly by   , we receive   
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                                                         .                                  

If in (19) we assume that  and grid vector-function    in the right part of the 

difference  equation, caused by boundary conditions for the equation (17), is identically equal to 
zero then  we  receive 
 

                                                                               
Thus, the norm of grid solution  

                                  
 
is kept, i. e. 

                                           

With taken into consideration the continuity equation for functions   and  the 

condition of conservation of substation on time takes place:  
 
                                       , 
 
where   is the unit vector. 

For approximation of the equation (19) in time on the time interval  the Crank-
Nicholson scheme by the subsequent application of a two-cycle splitting method is used. As a 
result, the problem is reduced to a sequence of more simple one-dimensional finite-difference 
equations which are effectively solved by a factorization method. These equations have the 
following form:  
 

                        , 

  

                        , 

 

                        ,                                                                                     

             

                         , 

    

                         . 

Application of the two-cycle splitting method provides the second order accuracy in time.  The 
received system of finite –difference  equations  is absolutely steady on the interval  0 . 

         Thus, the considered scheme approximates the differential equation (17) with the second- 
order accuracy both on time and on spatial coordinates and is absolutely steady. The task (15),(16) 
is similarly solved. 
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2.3. Finite –difference approximation of equations of adaptation. Splitting of the problem  
  

  Let’s consider on the time interval   the problem of adaptation (12)-(14).  
index  “2” at solution components we shall omit for simplicity.  Here the finite –difference scheme    
approximates the differential problem  with the second-order accuracy on spatial coordinates. The 
Crank-Nicholson scheme with the subsequent application of a two-cyclic method of splitting is used 
for approximation on time. As a whole, the scheme received here is absolutely steady and 
approximates (12) - (14) with the second order accuracy. Note that coefficients    and   

  which are in transfer-diffusion equations, are defined after solving of the adaptation 

problem. Before to consider  the difference  approximation of the system of differential equations  
(12) let’s consider  the operators   ,   and . We assume that   
                                                          ,  
where   

   ,   ,    .  

 
Then the system of equations  (12)  in the operator form is 
 
                                          .                                                          (20) 
Now if on the time interval   we shell use the two-cycle splitting method for (20), 
then the problem is reduced to solution of a set of more simple problems: 
on the time interval   -  

      ,        ,         (  is solution of (7) at moment   ), 

  
      ,         ,                                                                           (21) 
  
      ,         
                                                                
and  on the interval       we have 
 
      ,              ,   
     
      ,              ,                                                                       (22) 
 
       ,              . 

 
The first equation from (21) and last equation from  (22) we shall write in the component-by- 
component  form for the basic grid  points (grid points  by integer indexes). As a result, we shall 
receive simple systems of the equations, analytical  solution of  which  are: 
           
             , 
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and 
             , 
        
               .                                                                                                                   
  

For numerical solution of other tasks from (21),(22) let’s consider their finite-difference  
approximation on space variables. With this purpose Let's consider approximation of the operators 

 . Let the function  U is given in points   and  . Besides  ,  

    and . Then  we shall use the following approximation 
                                           
                                                      and                  ,    

where 
 

                         

                               
 

and  
 

                       
Operators   and   are similarly determined, which approximate differential operator  . Then 

finite-difference approximation of the differential operators  and   we will consider in the 
following form  

                    ,             . 

 
Similarly to operators   and  the operators   and   are skew-symmetric. These conditions 
are  necessary for construction of absolutely steady finite –difference schemes. 

Taking into consideration the finite-difference operators  and  in equations (21),(22) and 
using  the Crank-Nicholson scheme for approximation on time, after the appropriate 
transformations  we shall receive the following   systems of  the finite –difference equations 
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                                                                        (23) 

 
 with the initial conditions  
  
         ,          ,                                        

 
and 

                                                                         (24) 

 
with  the initial conditions 
 
          ,                           .                              

 
Here   ,   is any function of   ,  or    ( . 
 

Now Let’s consider the system of finite-difference equations (23). Then with use of  the 
third equation we shall exclude from the first equation  function  , as a result we shall receive 

one-dimensional   finite-difference equation 
 

             .                              (25) 

 

 After salving of this equation from the third equation we shell determine the function   
 
                                             .                                                     

 
The equation  (25) is effectively solved by the factorization method. 
Similarly to equation (25), from the equation system (24) for the function  , we receive the 

following equation 
 

               .                       (26) 
 
The equation  (26) is salved  similarly to  (25). 
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On the time interval  ,  the systems of finite - difference equations (22) for grid 

function   ,        ,     and    ,    ,    are solved  completely 

similarly previous systems.   
Thus, the considered numerical scheme allows the solution of a shallow water problem  

reduce to solution of a set of more simple one-dimensional  tasks which are effectively solved by 
the   factorization method. The constructed scheme has the second-order approximation both on 
time and on horizontal  coordinates and is absolutely steady.  

At solution of the equation system (23),(24) it is possible from the continuity equation 
eliminate the functions   and  , which are determined from the first and the second 

equations, respectively.   As a result the three-point equations are received   for  and   ,        
which are solved also by factorization method.   Analogically are determined the grid functions  

 and      from (21),(22).  
Now let's consider methodically other algorithm of solution of the adaptation task (the 

second version of the algorithm). With this purpose on the time interval   we shall 
consider second and third equations from (21), and on the interval  - the first and 
second equations from (22), which are approximated on spatial variable. The received equations in 
the component  form  will accept the following form: 
on the time interval    -  
 

                                                                                                               (27) 

 
with the initial conditions 
   
                                   ,     ,                                                    (28)   
and 
      

                                                                                                                 (29) 

with conditions    
 
                                ,  ,      .                                                   (30)   
 
On the time interval    we have following tasks   
 

                                                                                                                 (31) 

 with  conditions 
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                          ,  ,                                                                            (32) 
and 

                                                                                                                 (33) 

 with initial  conditions 
  
                                    ,  ,  .                                                    (34) 
 
It should be noted that the problems  (27),(28) - (33),(34)   may be received   from (20),  if on each 
time interval     we shell use  the  two-cycle splitting method in case, when  

                                         
 Thus,  the  specified tasks are received from the equation system  
 
 

                                 

                                                                              (35) 
 with conditions 
                                
                                    ,  ,                                                        (36) 

(where   and   are  solutions of the task on the stage taking into account the Coriolis force   and   
 is  the initial condition of the basic problem).  

The problem (35),(36) may be to reduce to the oscillation equation of a membrane. After the 
appropriate transformations on the interval   we shall receive the equation [8] 
 
                                                                                          (37) 
 
 with initial conditions at   
                                  
                                       и     ,                                                                     (38) 

            
                         where        и   . 

On the other hand from each problems  (27),(28) - (33),(34)  analogically  one-dimensional 
problems are received: 
on the interval    -  
   
                                          ,   ,  
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                                             ,                            (39) 

 
and  on the interval    the following problems 
 
                                                ,   ,  

 
                                          ,   ,                        (40) 

 
which as a whole  give solution of the problems   (27),(28) - (33),(34), i. e. of the problem (35),(36) 
or  (36),(37).  

As a result of solution of received one-dimensional problems, the grid functions  ,    ,    
 and   are determined, with help of which values  of   ,   ,   ,   ,  ,   ,   
      and  are easily calculated.         

As the one-dimensional tasks from (39),(40) are the same, a method of solution of the received 
tasks we shall consider on an example of the first task from (39).   
 Thus, on the time interval    we consider the problem 
 
                                        ,                                                                    (41) 

 
                                             ,           at        .                                      (42) 

With the purpose of approximation on time on the interval  of the task (41),(42) we 
shall consider the implicit scheme, which is   similar to the Crank-Nicholson scheme [ 8 ] 
  

                                                                                                     
    
at initial conditions   
 

                                               ,    .                                              (43) 
 
 Further we shall consider approximation  
 

                                                                       (44) 
 
Then  from  (44)  with use  (43)  we receive 
                    
                            .                                             
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Similarly we receive algorithm of solution for the first task from (40) on the time interval  
.   In this case we have 

 

                               ,                                                              
                        ,      .                                

 
Concerning unknown grid functions  and  from (39) and (40) it should be noted that 

also the similar equations are received, which are effectively solved by the factorization method. 
To the similarly previous algorithm (the first version), in this case received scheme is absolutely 

steady and has the second order  accuracy on time and  spatial variables. At all stages of splitting 
the received equations are effectively solved by the factorization method. 
 .  .   
                  2.4. Some  questions of  considered algorithms 
 

As a result of using of the splitting method with respect to physical processes on each time 
interval   the main problem is reduced to solution of set of more simple tasks on the 
intervals ,     and  .   

Thus it is assumed  that coefficients    and    included in the transfer-diffusion 
equations (at the first and third stages of splitting  of the basic task), are known and constant on all 

interval  . Thus, on the time interval    the values of these 

coefficients are  determined on the previous step  at the adaptation stage of solution 

of the problem (12)-(14). For definition  of grid functions the following approximation are also used       

 

                  and                                    
    
Coefficients of turbulent viscosity on the interval   at the first and third stages of 
splitting (transfer-diffusion stages) of the basic task are also the same, which are determined on the 
previous time interval by the formula [12] 
 
 
                                                                                                                    
 
where  x Δ  and  y Δ  are horizontal grid steps along x  and y  axes, respectively.                                
                                                                        
           2.5.  Numerical realization of the model for the easternmost part of the Black Sea 
 

The shallow water model (SHWM) is included in the regional forecasting system for the 
easternmost part of the Black Sea [13-15], which is a part of the Basin-scale Black Sea  
nowcastong/forecstong system [16-17].  functioning of the regional forecasting system 
schematically is illustrated in Fig.1.  

A Basin-scale model of Black Sea dynamics of Marine Hydrophysical Institute (MHI, 
Sevastopol) of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine provides RM-IG and SHWM of M. 
Nodia Institute of Geophysics with initial and boundary conditions on the liquid boundary. SHWM 
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requires also wind stress components and  atmosphere pressure gradients along x and y axes, which 
are provided from atmospheric model ALADIN. All these data with one-hour time step frequency 
within the 4-days period are received operatively via ftp site from MHI. Test calculations  on 
SHWM  were carried out for  the same regional area, for which are calculated marine forecasts by 
3-D RM-IG [13-15]. This area is bounded with the Caucasus and Turkish shorelines and the 
western liquid (open) boundary coincident with 39.08°E. The grid parameters are also the same for 
both RM-IG and SHWM:  a grid has 215 x 347 points on horizons with step 1 km.             

       
  

 
                                 Fig.1. The scheme of functioning of the regional forecasting system. 
 
 
( a ) 

 
 

(b) (c  ) ( d  ) 

 
 

(e) (f) (g) (h) 
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boundary 
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(i) 

 
 

(j) (k) (l) 

 
   Fig.1.Simulated current fields within  4-7 October 2012. (a), (b), (c), (d) –  calculated from  
  SHWM (the first version of the algorithm), hmax = 111 m, dlt = 150 s; (e), (f), (g), (h) -   
calculated from   SHWM (the second version of the algorithm), hmax = 111 m, dlt = 3 s;  
 (i), (j), (k), (l) -  averaged in the 111 m upper layer current fields  calculated from 3-D   RM-IG. 
 

With the purpose of testing the SHWM numerical experiments were carried out by using of both 
versions of numerical algorithm, which are described in the previous section. The numerical 
experiments showed that realizations of the model with use of the second version of numerical 
algorithm of solution, when the equation systems at the stage of adaptation are reduced to the 
oscillation equations of a string, requires much less time step than in the first version. In both cases 
maximal depth equal to 111m was consider.  

        
( a ) 

 
 

(b) (c  ) ( d  ) 
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(e) 

 
 

(f) 

 

(g) 

 

(h) 

(i) 

 
 

(j) 

 

(k) 

 

(l) 

 
   Fig.2. Simulated sea level changes (in cm) within  4-7 October 2012. (a), (b), (c), (d) –   
calculated from  SHWM (the first version of the algorithm), hmax = 111 m, dlt = 150 s; (e), (f), (g), 
(h) -  calculated from   SHWM (the second version of the algorithm), hmax = 111 m, dlt   = 3 s;   
(i), (j), (k), (l) -  calculated from  the  3-D model of Black Sea  dynamics of MHI. 
 

By  SHWM the autumn circulation was simulated during 3-7 October 2012. The integration of 
the equations began at 00:00 h (Greenwich time), October 3 2012 and 4 days last, but we consider 
that the SHWM gives forecast only for three days as during the first day the coastal model runs in 
the prognostic mode only to have better adjustment of the fine resolution to the course initial 
conditions provided by the basin-scale model of MHI. At realization of the SHWM with use of the 
first version of the numerical algorithm  for the easternmost area of the Black Sea the time step was 
equal to 150 s, but  at realization  with use of the second version  the time step was 3 s. 

With the purpose of illustrating in Fig.2 simulated currents are shown after 24, 48, 72, and 96 h 
after start of integration by the SHWM with use of the first version of the numerical algorithm 
(Fig.2a, b, c, d)  and with use of the second version of the algorithm (Fig.2e, f, g, h), also averaged 
on a vertical within 111 m upper layer simulated currents by the 3-D RM-IG (Fig.2i, j, k, l). From 
Fig.2 it is clear that the main feature of the regional circulation for the considered time period is 
formation of the anticyclonic eddy (called the Batumi eddy), which covers the significant part of the 
considered regional area. Comparison of circulation patterns calculated from SHWM (with use of 
both versions of algorithm) and RM-IG  shows that circulation patterns received from SHWM with 
use of the first  version is more close to circulation patterns received from 3-D RM-IG.   

In Fig.3 are illustrated simulated sea level changes after 24, 48, 72, and 96 h after start of 
integration using  SHWM (with use of both versions of algorithm) and sea level changes received 
from  the 3-D of MHI (Fig.2i, j, k, l). The change of the free surface level in many respects  is 
caused by circulating features. From Fig.3 it is well visible, that in the considered area the 
decreasing of the sea  level from the undisturbed level is observed during all time, but in the central 
part of the Batumi eddy the level rises. Comparison of results show that sea level patterns received 
from the first version of SHWM  are more close to sea level patterns received from the 3-D of MHI. 

Summarizing results of the carried out numerical experiments we come to opinion, that for 
simulation and forecast of sea coastal processes the first version of the numerical algorithm of 
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solution of equations of the shallow water theory is more acceptable than the second version, when 
solution of equations on the adaptation stage of splitting is reduced to the oscillation equations. In 
addition, the realization of the second version requires to use very small step in time. But the 
consideration of this algorithm has the significant interest, as it can appear very convenient and 
useful to tasks concerning fluctuations and wave processes in different environments.                             

Finally, it should be noted that the further improvement of a regional forecasting system is 
connected to inclusion of modeling of coastal processes connected to change of a sea level for the 
shallow part of the Georgian coast with the very high spatial resolution. Thus the results of models 
stated in the given paper, will be used as the input data. The model takes into account mobile lateral 
boundary with the land, which is determined on a free surface level. It enables to predict processes 
of drainage and flooding.        
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Об эффективных численных методах решения задачи мелкой воды. 

Реализация модели для восточной части Чёрного моря 
 

Автандил Кордзадзе, Демури Деметрашвили, Вепхиа Кухалашвили  
 

Резюме 
 

Предложены два варианта численного метода решения системы уравнений мелкой 
воды, основанного на методе двуциклического расщепления, которые реализованы для 
восточной акватории Черного моря. В первом варианте решение ситемы уравнений, 
полученной в результате расщепления основной системы уравнений по физическим 
процессам  (этап адаптации) сводится к применению метода факторизации относительно 
компонентов скорости течения, а во втором варианте на этапе адаптации полученная система 
уравнений приводится к уравнениям колебании струны относительно координатных линий, 
которые решаются также методом факторизации. Предложенные в данной статье методы 
решения не требуют применения внутренних итераций, что значительно увеличивает 
эффективность их практического применения.        

 
 
     

 “mcire” wylis amocanis amoxsnis efeqturi ricxviTi 
meTodebis Sesaxeb. modelis realizacia Savi zRvis  

aRmosavleT nawilisaTvis 
 
 

avTandil korZaZe, demuri demetraSvili, vefxia kuxalaSvili  
 

reziume 
 

ganxilulia gaxleCis orciklian meTodze dafuZnebuli “mcire” 
wylis Teoriis gantolebaTa sistemis amoxsnis ricxviTi meTodis ori 
varianti, romlebic realizebulia Savi zRvis aRmosavleTi 
akvatoriisaTvis.  pirvel variantSi ZiriTad gantolebaTa sistemis 
fizikuri procesebis mixedviT gaxleCis Sedegad miRebuli gantolebaTa 
sistemis (adaptaciis etapi) amoxsna daiyvaneba faqtorizaciis meTodis 
gamoyenebaze dinebis siCqaris komponenetebis mimarT, xolo meore variantSi 
igive adaptaciis etapze gantolebaTa sistema daiyvaneba simis rxevis 
gantolebebze sakoordinato RerZebis mimarT, romlebic aseve efeqturad 
amoixsneba faqtorizaciis meTodis gamoyenebiT.  SemoTavazebuli amoxsnis 
meTodebi ar moiTxovs Sida iteraciebis gamoyenebas, rac mniSvnelovnad 
zrdis maTi praqtikuli gamoyenebis efeqtianobas.   
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Abstract 

 
By means of regional model of development of atmospheric processes in the Caucasian Region and 

the equation of a substance transfer the spatial distributions of the radioactive pollution (131I) and zones 
of radioactive deposition are investigated. In the model the radioactive decay and aerosols deposition 
processes are taken into account. The distribution of radioactive pollution is simulated in cases of the 
South, South West and South East background winds. The distribution of only one radionuclide aerosol 
131I with diameter 10 m μ is considered. 

It is shown, that the relief of the Caucasus significantly influences on the trajectory of the pollution 
distribution.  The North West orientation of the Main Caucasian Range resists air motion to the north, 
constrains the radioactive pollution in the boundary layer to flow around the Main Caucasian Range 
from the west or east sides. It is obtained that the 48 hours are necessary for the radioactive cloud to 
overflow the South Caucasus and distribute over the territory of the North Caucasus. The radioactive 
pollution is falling out mainly in the central, southeast and northwest parts of the South Caucasus. The 
zone of the radioactive deposition is extended along the background wind and deformed by the influence 
of the relief. The maximum length of the zone of significant deposition of radioactive substance equals 
approximately 750 km in case of the background South East wind and 350 km in other cases. The 
maximum width of the zone approximately equals 150 km. It is obtained that the surface density of the 
deposited radioactive nuclide in the zone of significant radioactivity decreases from 360 a.u./m2 down to 
1 a.u./m2  when the concentration of 10 mμ  aerosol 131I in emission plume during 6 hours are equal to 
100 a.u./m3. 

 
1. Introduction 

 
The accidents of the Chernobyl, Fukushima and other power plants show that the nuclear reactors 

carry the great potential hazards for population and environment especially when plants are located in 
the seismic hazardous regions [1, 3].  

The Armenian Nuclear Power Plant (ANPP) is one of such objects. It lies in the South Caucasus in 
Metsamor 20 km from the capital of Armenia Yerevan on one of the Earth's most earthquake-prone 
terrain. ANPP, as a very dangerous object, was closed after earthquake in Armenia in 1988 but was 
reopened in 1995. ANPP has one of just a few remaining Soviet nuclear power reactors that were built 
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without the primary containment structures. Consequently, the hazard of the radioactive pollution of the 
environment in the Caucasus becomes highly probable event. The neighbouring countries, Turkey and 
Azerbaijan, protest the operation renewal of ANPP, and Azerbaijan has called on the UN Security 
Council to suspend the operation of the nuclear power plant in Metsamor [4-6]. 

The radioactive aerosols, emitted in the atmosphere from the nuclear reactors, can be transferred 
on the large distance and produce a radioactive contamination of the underlying territory [3, 7]. 
Therefore, a preliminary determination of the possible trajectories of the radioactive pollution cloud 
and nuclear deposition in the various meteorological situations has a practical importance for the 
environmental safety services.  

A prediction of the dispersion of the radioactive pollution is possible by means of numerical 
simulation of the radioactive substances transfer.  The accident of the Chernobyl nuclear plant shows 
necessity of development of the hemispheric, long- and meso-scale transport models for radioactive 
substances. The existing numerical dispersion models of pollution were developed as well as some 
new models of transfer of radioactive pollutions were elaborated (ApSimon et al., 1987; Lange et al., 
1988; Alberger at al., 1988; Hass at al., 1990; Ishikawa, 1991, 1995; Ishikawa and Chino, 1991; 
Brandt at al., 2002; Khatib, 2008; Winiarek and etc. [8 -17]). 

 The tasks of the article are the numerical simulation of the possible trajectories of the movement 
of the radioactive clouds hypothetically emitted from ANPP and determination of the possible zones 
of nuclear fallout in the Caucasus. G. Lazriev considered some issues of this problem [18].  

In the present article G. Lazriev’s approach is continued to be investigated on the basis of the use 
of the regional model of the atmospheric processes over Caucasus region elaborated at the M. Nodia 
Institute of Geophysics; it allows calculate the spatial distribution of the meteorological fields over the 
complex relief of the Caucasus [19].  We have simulated the dispersion of the radioactive pollution by 
using of the momentum equation. 
 

2. Formulation of the problem 
2.1. Basic equations 
The main equations of the model describing variations of the meteorological fields are 
(a) for the troposphere 
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b) for the active layer of soil 
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c) for the layer of sea water  
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where t  is time; x , y , and z are the axes of the Cartesian coordinate directed to the east, north 

and vertically upwards, respectively; ( ) /z hζ δ= −  is the dimensionless vertical coordinate; 

0 ( , ) 50x yδ δ= + m is the surface layer height; 0δ  is the height of the relief; ( , , )H t x y  is the height of 
the tropopause; h H δ= − ; u , v , w , and w%  are the wind velocity components along the axes x , y , 
z , and ζ , respectively; /T Tϑ ′= , and / ( )P P zφ ′=  are the analogues of temperature and pressure, 
respectively; 300T K= ; T ′  and P′  are the devotions of temperature and pressure from the standard 
vertical distributions  

( , , , ) ( , , , )  ( , , , )T t x y z T t x y z T z T t x y zγ′ = − + − ,  )z,y,x,t(P′ = )z,y,x,t(P  – )z,y,x,t(P)z(P − ;  
T and P are  the temperature and pressure of the atmosphere, respectively:  T zγ−  and   )z(P  

are the standard vertical distributions of the temperature and pressure, respectively; γ  is the standard 

vertical temperature gradient; T  and P  are the background deviations of the temperature and pressure 
from standard vertical distributions; ϑ  and θ  are the mesoscale and background components of the 
analogue of temperature, respectively; θϑϑ −=′ ; q and Q are the mass fraction of water vapour and 
the background mass fraction of water vapour, respectively; Qqq −=′ ; m  and  M are the mass 
fraction of cloud water and the background mass of cloud water, respectively; Mmm −=′ ; soilT  and 

seaT  are the temperatures of soil and seawater, respectively; C  is the volume content of soil water; 
ρ (z)  and seaρ  are the standard vertical distributions of the densities of dry air and seawater, 
respectively; 1 / ;−= − dp dzσ ρ  g is the gravitational acceleration; R is the universal gas constant for 
dry air; pC  and seaC  are the specific heat capacities of dry air at constant pressure and seawater, 
respectively; S is the thermal stability parameter; L is the latent heat of condensation; conφ  is the 
condensation rate; t/N ∂∂  is the intensity of prescription;  

crcrcr mmwhenandmmwhentmmtN ≤=>−=∂∂ 0/)(/ δ ; crm is the critical magnitude of the 
mass fraction of a cloud water; tδ  is the time of setting out of a surplus cloud water;  D is the diffusion 
coefficient of water in soil; E  is the filtration coefficient of water in a soil; seaI is the total solar 
radiation flux in sea water; soilK  and seaK  are the thermal diffusivity coefficients of soil and sea water, 
respectively; μ  and ν  are the horizontal and vertical turbulent diffusion coefficients. 
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 The equation of transport of the radioactive nuclide is    
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the concentration of radioactive nuclide i; the index radT/2ln=α  is the radioactive-decay constant; 

radT is a decay period; sedW is an aerosol deposition velocity.        The equation (4) shows that any 
functions that equal to constiCon ×)y,x,(t, , ζ   also obey the equation (4). Therefore we will consider 

)y,x,(t, , ζiCon as unit value and then in order to obtain the real magnitude of concentration we are to 
multiply the calculated field of  ,iCon by const . The set of equations (1) and (2)-(4) are solved in the 
coordinate systems (t, x, y, )ζ and (t, x, y, z), respectively.The initial and boundary conditions, the 
values of background fields, and methods of parameterization of the separate meteorological processes 
are selected in accordance with specific objectives of modeling.   

 
2.2. Initial and boundary conditions, main parameters of the regional problem  The initial 

and boundary conditions for the set of equations (1) - (4) are  
 
The initial conditions at 0t = we have  
 
a)  for the system (1) 
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c)  for equation (4)  
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The vertical boundary conditions 
 
d) for the system (1) 
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e) for equations  (2) and (3) 
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 f) for the equation (4) the concentration of radioactive pollution In the area of emission  
              during an interval of time 0 – t  is given by the formulae 
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The lateral boundary conditions 
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where ( )1/22 2V u v= + ; 1φ  is given function of time and coordinate and shows the magnitude of 

the pressure in the tropopause; 0ζΔ  is non-dimensional thickness of the atmospheric surface layer; X 
and Y are the coordinates of lateral boundaries; n is a unit normal vector;  ( , , , , )u v q mψ ϑ′ ′ ′= ;  index 
,,0” indicates the value of the function at the level 0z δ= ; 0 0 satq q q′ = −  on the sea surface and  

0 0( ) /sat porq q q C C′ = −  on the soil surface; porC  is the porosity of the soil,  index ,,e” indicates either 
,,sea”  or ,,soil” for the sea and soil surfaces; Ω is a rectangular prism area  in vicinity of the lower 
boundary;   iCon, 0 is a known initial magnitude of  emitted radioactive ingredient; 0t is duration of a 
radioactive emission; soilC  and soilρ  are the specific heat capacity and soil density, respectively; 0C , 

0, seaT  and soilT ,0  are average monthly values for the June of  functions C , seaT  and soilT , respectively; A 

and 0ζΔ  are constant parameters;  ,u v  , and h  are the background values of the wind velocity 
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components and atmosphere thickness, respectively;  u and v are calculated by means of geostrophic  
wind and quasi-static equations using the known background values of temperature and pressure at the 
tropopause level ),,,( ζθ yxt  and )1 ,,,(1 yxtφ , respectively. By vary h , θ and 1φ  it is possible to 
obtain the necessary background winds.  

Coefficient of vertical turbulence is decreasing in the vertical direction from the value at the 
surface layer from 5 2 1m s−⋅  up to 0.001 2 1m s−⋅  at a height of 3-4 km above the Earth’s surface. At 
more high altitudes it equals to 0.001 2 1m s−⋅ . Coefficient of the horizontal turbulence is equal to 
5000 2 1m s−⋅ . Background value of the relative humidity is equal to 40%, the background value of the 
water content mass concentration equals to zero.  

Other meteorological parameters are the well known values characterizing middle latitudes. 
 
3. Analyze of results 
 
 Numerical integration of equations (1) and (2)-(4) with the initial and boundary conditions (5)-

(9) are carried out using both the explicit and implicit schemes. In the modelling domain the 
rectangular finite-difference grid is used with 1790108 ××  points having 10 km horizontal steps and 
the non-dimensional vertical step equalling 1/17. In the soil and sea the number of levels is equal 20, 
the vertical step equals 10 cm. The temporal step equals 4 min. 

The background fields of temperature and pressure are selected in such a manner that they form 
the South, South-East and South-West background stationary geostrophic winds.  

    Since we limited ourselves by the Caucasus Region, the calculations were performed for a 
period up of 48 h. The transfer of the radioactive nuclide 131I was modeled which during 6 h was being 
emitted in the atmosphere into rectangular prism area  Ω  (10 km×10 km×1.5km) in vicinity of ANPP 
(Fig.1). The initial concentration 0, iCcon =100 arbitrary units (a.u.). The radius of the particles equals 
10 mμ and corresponding fall-out velocity calculated by Stokes formula is equal to sedW = 1cm/s [21], 
the decay period radT =8,02 day. 

Figures 2, 3 and 4 show the distribution of the concentration of I131 and the wind field obtained in 
case of the background south wind on the surface level z = m 100y) ,( += xdelta δ  and on the altitudes 
z = 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 km at the moment of the time t = 6, 24 and 48 h, respectively. In Fig. 2 we can note that 
during 6 h the radioactive emission forms the radioactive cloud over ANPP that by wind and 
atmosphere turbulence is stretched to the north along the direction of the background wind. The 
radioactive cloud is located into ellipsoid columns area with maximum horizontal sizes 100 km and 

 
 
                            
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1.  The Caucasus Region relief and topography (heights in km) and the location of the 
ANPP (the red circle) 
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170 km along x and y coordinates, respectively, and with vertical width approximately equal 9 

km. The magnitude of the concentration is equal to 100 a. u. into the emission plume in the 4 km layer 
and exponentially decreases on the periphery of this area. 

After six hours the radioactive cloud increases step-by-step in size because of the movement 
along the wind and atmospheric turbulence; simultaneously the concentration of the pollutant 
substance decreases in result of the processes of dispersion, deposition, and radioactive-decay. The 
radioactive cloud in the surface layer at t = 24 h is obtained over the central part of the South Caucasus 
mainly up of the territory of the north part of the Armenia and the east part of Georgia. Over this 
surface layer the size of the polluted atmosphere volume gradually increases up to 6 km; the zone of 
the higher concentration is displaced from the South Caucasus to the North Caucasus (from the East 
Georgia to the Stavropol Kray). The magnitude of maximal concentration during the 24 hours is 
decreased down to 0.48 a. u. In the upper troposphere z > 6 km, the size of the polluted area and 
concentration of radioactive pollution is decreased, and the zone of pollution is wholly located over 
the North Caucasus. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. The spatial distribution of the concentration Con,i and wind fields at t = 6h. 
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During two days (Fig. 4) the radioactive cloud mainly moves over territory of the North Caucasus 
and localizes over the Stavropol Kray. In the South Caucasus the radioactive cloud is obtained over a 
small territory of the central part of Georgia. The concentration there is small varying between 0.001 - 
0.006 a.u.  The maximal value of concentration in the plume of pollution caused by the processes of 
dispersion, deposition, and radioactive-decay is decreased about 2000 times from 100 a. u. to 0.05a.u. 
The spatial distribution of the radioactive deposition on the earth surface is shown in Fig. 5. As it is 
shown here, the main part of the radioactive dust falls on the territory of Armenia and Georgia into the 
stripe of 100 km in width and about 400 km in length. The radioactive ingredient up to 12 h falls out 
only on the territory of the South Caucasus. After this time the process of fallout begins also on the 
territory of the North Caucasus. After 20 h from the beginning of emission  the radioactive fallout 
happens mainly on the territory of the North Caucasus and at t = 48 h the surface density of 131 I  on the 
territory of the north slope of the Main Caucasus Range reaches 10 a.u. on 1 m2. The radioactive 

deposition on the territory of the South Caucasus ends after 30 h.         
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. The spatial distribution of the concentration Con,i and wind fields at t = 24 h. 
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The results of the numerical modeling of the radioactive diffusion when the background south-east 
wind is considered are shown in Fig. 6. The calculation shows that the radioactive pollution moves to 
the north firstly on the territory of Armenia and then over the central and north-west parts of the 
Caucasus Region. At t = 24 h the main part of atmosphere over Georgia is polluted by radioactive 
ingredient. Further the radioactive cloud falls over the Main Caucasus Range, splits in two parts and at t 
= 48 h we obtain two zones of the radioactive pollution. One of these zones is located over the Black 
Sea and another over the north slope of the Main Caucasus Range. The radioactive deposition obtained 
at t =0, 24 h and 48 h are also shown in Fig. 6. We see that in 48 h the radioactive fallout mainly 
happens on the territory of the north part of Armenia, the south, central, and north-west parts of Georgia. 
The small amounts of the radioactivity are also deposited on the territories of Turkey and Russian. 

The maximal magnitude of he surface density at t = 48 h is equal to 360 a.u./m2 and is obtained in 
vicinity of source of emission.  

When the background south-west wind blows, the radioactive pollution diffuses in the atmosphere 
over the north-east part of Armenia, whole territory of Azerbaijan, Republic, Dagestan, and the Caspian 
Sea (Fig. 7). The atmosphere in vicinity of east border of the Georgia will be polluted also. 

 
       4.  Discussion  
 This article is our first investigation about of the possible radioactive pollution of the Caucasus 

territory in case of the accident takes place in ANPP. In this article, the problem of distribution of the 
radioactive element 131I with diameter 10 mμ  is discussed. Such modeling can be made for other 
radioactive radionuclides. 
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Fig. 4. The spatial distribution of the concentration Con,i and wind fields at t = 48 h. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the surface density of the radioactive 

 deposition at t = 6, 24 and 48 h 
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Fig.  6.  Concentration  of  the  radioactive  substance  in  the  atmosphere  (upper  six 
figures) and  surface density     of  the  radioactive deposition of  131I  (lower  three  figures)  in 
case of the south‐east background wind. 
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Fig. 7. Concentration of the radioactive substance in the atmosphere (upper six figures) 
and a surface density of radioactive deposition of 131I (lower three figures) in case of the 

south-west background wind 
 

It is evident, that the sum of obtained concentrations and radioactivities will give us the main 
picture of the possible radioactive contamination.  

The radioactive pollution falls out mainly on the central, southeast, and northwest parts of the 
South Caucasus. The zone of radioactive deposition is extended along the background wind and 
deformed by influence of the relief. In case of the background southeast wind the maximal length of the 
zone of significant deposition of radioactive substance is approximately equal 750 km and – 350 km in 
other cases. The maximal width of this zone equals approximately 150 km. The concentration of 
deposited radioactive element in the zone of radioactive fall-out decreases from 360 a.u./m2 down to 1 
a.u./m2.  

For the reason of the absence of the observation data it isn’t possible to estimate a quantitative 
reality of the obtained results. But, having compared the trajectory and shape of the radioactive cloud 
obtained in this article and in other works [1, 10, 15-17], it may be concluded that the obtained results 
properly describe the main features of the radioactive dispersion process in the Caucasus. Therefore, the 
model and results obtained here can be considered as first approximation for the further investigation 
and practical use. In addition, in our opinion, the spatial grid step 10 km is rather large for adequate 
description of studied process over complex terrain of Caucasus. We intended simulating the diffusion 
processes of radioactive pollution with the horizontal step approximately equal to 1-5 km in the 
atmosphere of the Caucasus.      
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Численное исследование модельного распространения и осаждения 

радиоактивного загрязнения  (131 I) в случае 
 гипотетической аварии на Армянской атомной электростанции  

 
А. А. Сурмава 

 
Резюме 

 
С помощью региональной модели развития атмосферных процессов в Кавказском регионе  

и уравнения переноса примеси исследовано пространственное распределение радиоактивного 
загрязнения (131I) в атмосфере в случае возможной гипотетической аварии на  Армянской 
атомной электростанции. В модели учтены процессы радиоактивного распада и осаждения на 
подстилающую поверхность. Распространение радиоактивного загрязнения смоделировано для 
случаев южного, юго-западного и юго-восточного ветров и радоактиного аэрозоля с диаметром 
10 мкм. 

Показано, что рельеф Кавказа в приземном слое атмосферы существенно влияет на 
траекторию распространения радиоактивной примеси. Ориенторованный на северо-запад 
Большой кавказский хребет, препятствуя перемещению воздуха на север, заставляет основную 
часть загрязнения обтекать препятствие с северо-взападной или  с северо-восточной стороны, и 
далее распространиться над територией Северного кавказа. Получено, что радиоактивному 
облаку необходимо проблизительно 48 часов для перетекания через Южный кавказ. Основная 
часть радиоактивного загрязнения выпадает над центральной, северо-западной и юго-восточной 
частями Южного кавказа. Зоны радиоактивного осаждения вытянуты вдоль фоновых ветров и 
частично деформированы под влиянием рельефа территории. Максимальная длина зоны 
значительного выпадения радиоактивного вещества приблизительно равна 750 км в случае 
фонового юго-восточного ветра и -  350 км для других направлений фоновых ветров. Получено, 
что когда в течение первых 6 часов концентрация частиц с диаметром 10 мкм равна 100 п.е./м3 
(произвольная единица/м3), тогда поверхностная плотность выпавшего радиоактивного вещества  
в зоне максимального загрязнения уменьшается от максимального значения 360 п. е./м2  до 1 п. 
е./м2. 
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radiaqtiuri dabinZurebis (131 I) gavrcelebis da 
daleqvis ricxviTi gamokvleva somxeTis atomuri 
eleqtrosadguris hipoTeturi avariis SemTxvevaSi 
  

a. surmava 
 
                               reziume 
 
kavkasiaSi atmosferuli procesebis ganviTarebis regionaluri ricxviTi 

modelisa da minarevis gavrcelebis gantolebis gamoyenebiT Seswavlilia 
somxeTis atomuri eleqtrosadguridan atmosferoSi hipoTeturi  SesaZlo 
avariis Sedegad amofrqveuli radioaqtiuri elementis 131I-is gavrceleba 
fonuri samxreTis, samxreT-dasavleTis da samxreT-aRmosavleTis qarebis 
SemTxvevaSi. gaTvaliswinebulia radioaqtiuri daSlisa da aerozolis 
daleqvis procesebi. ganxilulia mxolod 10 mkm diametris radioaqtiuri 
nuklidis gavrceleba.  

naCvenebia, rom kavkasiis regionis reliefi Zlierad moqmedebs minarevebis 
gavrcelebaze. paralelis gaswvriv orientirebuli kavkasionis qedi, 
ewinaaRmdegeba ra haeris CrdiloeTiT moZraobas, aiZulebs radioaqtiuri 
nivTierebis ZiriTad nawils, garsSemoedinos mTavar kavkasionis qeds 
dasavleTis an aRmosavleTis mxridan da Semdgom gavrceldes CrdiloeT 
kavkasiaSi. gamoTvlebiT naCvenebia, rom daaxloebiT 48 saaTia saWiro 
imisaTvis, rom radioaqtiuri  Rrubeli gadaevlos samxreT kavkasias da 
gavrceldes CrdiloeT kavkasiaSi. radioaqTiuri nivTiereba ZiriTadad ileqeba 
samxreT kavkasiis Crdilo-dasavleT, centralur da Crdilo-aRmosavleT 
nawilebSi fonuri samxreT-aRmosavleTis, samxreTis da samxreT-dasavleTis 
qarebis SemTxvevebSi, Sesabamisad. Ddidi raodenobiT daleqvis zonis sigrZe 
daaxloebiT 750 km-is tolia samxreT aRmosavleTis fonuri qaris dros, da – 
350 km-is sxva SemTxvevebSi. Aam zonis sigane daaxloebiT 150 km-s udris. 
miRebulia, rom rodesac 10 mkm zomis aerozolis amonafrqvevis koncentracia 
amonafrqvev WavlSi 6 sT-is ganmavlobaSi 100 p.e./m3–is (pirobiTi erTeuli/m3) 
tolia, maSin daleqili radiaqtiuri nivTierebis zedapiruli simkvrive 
maqsimaluri daleqvis zonaSi mcirdeba 360 p.e./m2-dan 1 p.e./m2-mde. 
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Abstract 
 

Using the filtration and kinetic equations of the chemical reaction between the carbonate 
sodium and calcium sulfate, the soil salinity change is numerically simulated. It is shown that an 
application of external sorbent intensifies reduction of sodium in the upper 20 cm layer of the soil 
on 10%. The process of infiltration causes a displacement of liquid phase of sodium carbonate in 
the lower depths (z > 2 m) from the upper levels and rise its concentration in the lower levels.  

 
1. Introduction 
 
   Salinization of the soils is a serious problem for agriculture of the East Georgia. In the arid and 
semi-arid regions of Georgia, the salted soils occupied a significant territory – about 250 thousand 
hectare [1].These territories aren’t used or are small used in agriculture of the republic. Therefore, 
an elaboration of the soil salinity reduction method for the Georgian soils has a practical 
importance.    
         An equitable treatment of the problem of soils salinization is available from the FAO [2]. The 
complex computer simulation packages SALTMOOD and PESTFADE are elaborated to describe 
the movement of water and solutes in soil system [3, 4]. 
    In the practice, the  salinity reduction processes are doing by several ways (a) by leach of the 
saline soils, (b) by application of a external sorbent – calcium sulfate or others salts, (c) by using the 
some solinity consumptive plants  (xerophyte, arid glasswort, and etc.), and (d) by means of 
combining of the noted above methods.  
      The theoretical basis for use of the practical methods was elaborated in [4- 11]. A tries of such 
investigation for the  Georgian soils were made in [12, 13].  In the presented article, these 
theoretical investigations are continued. Here is simulated the soil salinity reduction by action of the 
external sorbent and following it a watering of the soil.   
 
 2. Formulation of the Problem 
 
       In the agriculture, the gypsum drag-in process for reduction of the salinization of the sodic soils 
is used. The corresponding chemical reaction for the humid environment of the soil may be writing 
by the following way:   
                        
                           CaSO4 +Na2CO3                CaCO3 + Na2 SO4  .                       (1)   
                            
 After drag-in of the gypsum in the sodic soil, the sodium ion is substituting with calcium ion, and it 
is obtained the calcium carbonate and sodium sulfate. By means of this reaction, the sodium 
carbonate is reduced and the small amount of sodium sulfate appears. In small amounts, the sodium 
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sulfate aren’t difficult for plants and it can be moved in deep layers of soil and leached from the 
root zone by irrigation water.  

These chemical and hydrological processes can be described by following equations of 
diffusion and kinetic:  
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where t is the time; z is the vertical coordinate directed from the ground surface into soil; x denotes 
the chemical substance;  W is the volumetric content of the soil water; 3  2 CONaV and 4  2 SONaV are 
the volumetric content of the soluted parts of sodium carbonate and sodium sulfate, respectively; 

sat 3 CO 2 Na ,V Ada  satSONaV  ,4  2 are the saturated volumetric content of sodium carbonate and 

sodium sulfate, respectively;   3  2 CONaQ ,    4  2 SONaQ ,
32    COCaQ , and 4  2 SOCaQ are the volumetric 

content of the solid phase of  sodium carbonate, sodium sulfate, calcium carbonate, and calcium 
sulfate, respectively;   σ  is the porosity of the soil; M is the volumetric content of another fractions 
of the solid soil; 3 CO  2 NaC and

 4 SO  2 NaC  are the velocity of dissolution of  volumetric content of 
the correspondent soils;

  3  2   ,4  CONaSOCaC  is the time of an appearance of one unit calcium carbonate 

the chemical reaction; Sx is the kinematic coefficient;  4SO 4 2   , CaSONa MM , 3   COCaM ,  and 

3 2 CONaM are the molar masses of the correspondent soils; K and D are the velocity of filtration and 
diffusion coefficient of the soil water and soluted soils [14]: 
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where y is the volumetric content of a sum of water and soluted parts of the substances, Kmax and 
Dmax are the maximal magnitude of the coefficients of the velocity of filtration and diffusion, 
respectively; W0 is the volumetric content of the bound water. 
 The system (2) is soluted by using the following initial and boundary conditions: 
 
W = W0,                                                
 
                                                                                                                           if    t = 0,     
 
                                                                                                                          if     z = H,  (3) 
                                                                                                         
                                                    

                                                             if     z = H,  
 
where W0 = 0.0001. Expression of W(0, t) describes the model situation when during one first day 
the soil is irrigated. After of this interval of time, the soil surface becomes dry.

  0   , 
3 2 CONaQ  and  

0    , 
42 SOCaQ  are the known distributions of sodium carbonate and sodium sulfate into solid soil: H 

= 500 cm is the depth of the soil.  
The solution of the equation system (2) with the initial and boundary conditions (3) is made, 

using the Krankl-Nikolson implicit scheme with temporary and spatial steps equals 6 s and 1 cm, 
respectively.  

It is considered a middle soluted sodic soil. In the upper layer of soil (with 20 cm thicknes), 
the external sorbent the gypsum is drag-in.   In Table 1,  the magnitudes of some parameters used in 
the model are shown.  

 
Table 1. The hydrological and hydrochemical parameters of soil          
  
depths 
(cm) 

poros- 
ity 

   σ  

042  , SOCaQ
 

032  ,CONaQ  coefficient of 
filtration  

Kmax (cm/s) 

coefficient of 
diffusion Dmax 

(cm2//s) 
0-20 0.7 0.025 0.0025 8×  10 -5 ;        5 ×   10 -4 ;  
20-500 0.5 0 0.0025 8 ×  10 -5 ;  5 ×   10 -4 ; 

 
The magnitudes of the other parameters are following:   3 CO  2 NaC  = 83.79×10 -6  s -1 ;  4 SO  2 NaC  =  

3.83 ×10 -6  s -1 ; 3  2   ,4  CONaSOCaC    =   5×10 -6  s -1 ;    
 
3. Results of calculations      

 
 The numerical simmulation was made for the interval of time equal to one month of physical 

time. In the Fig. 1, the calculated water cotent in the soil is shown. This figure shows that by means 
of action of the process of filtration and diffusion the water is distributed in the soil. During the first 
day, when the soil is irrigated the water saturates the upper 70 cm layer of the soil. After stopping of 
the irrigation process, the water content in the upper part of the soil decreases.Then, the water 
distributes into the depth of the soil and simultaneously increases the width of the water-containing 
layer of soil.   
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Fig. 1. The volumetric contet  of water         Fig. 2. The volumetric content of  liquid sodium 
in the soil obtained for t = 1, 3, 15, and         carbonate in the soil obtained for t = 1, 3, 15,                                    
30 day – lines 1-4, respectively.                     and 30 days –  lines 1-4, respectively.                      

                    
 
Fig. 3. The volumetric contet of summary         Fig. 4. The magnitude of decrease of volumetric 
sodium carbonate in the soil for t = 1, 3, 15,      content of gypsum in the soil for t = 1, 3, 15, and 30 
and 30 days – lines 1- 4,  respectively.               days – lines 1- 4, respectively. 
            
      The calculation shows that during one month  the content of the gypsum in the soil is decreased 
about 10%  (Fig. 4).  Simultaneously the small amount of calcium carbonate and sodium sulfate are  
arised (Figs. 5-6).   

 
Fig. 5. The volumetric content of calcium             Fig. 6. The volumetric content of  sodim 
carbonate in the soil obtained for  t = 1, 3,             sulfate in the soil obtained for t =1, 3, 15, and   
15, and  30 days –  lines 1- 4,    respectively.        30 days – lines 1- 4, respectively.  
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4. Discussion 
 

The numerical simulation shows that the irrigation and followed it leaching of soil are the main 
procedures that can cause reduction of soil salinity in  the upper part of siol. An application of the 
external sorbent – gypsum  promotes to intensify this process by 10% . In the  issue of action of noted 
above two processes the salinization of soil can be decreased in the upper 2 m layer. The liquid part of 
sodium carbonate through infiltration dissolved salt from upper levels can be accumulated in soil below 2 m 
and cause a grow their concentration. 

 The results obtained in this article have quantitative meaning, because we couldn’t find the real measured 
magnitudes for kinematic parameters of processes of dissolution and chemical reaction. Parameters, used in 
the article, were taken from some handbooks and they can be used only as approximately values for soil of 
Georgia.  Therefore, for further development of  the theoretical investigation of considered task it is 
nessesury to determine experimentally the real magnitudes of the kinematic, filtration and hydrochemical 
parameters for salinited soils of Georgia.  
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Численное моделирование уменьшения солёности почвы  
 

А. А. Сурмава   
 

Резюме 
 

  С помощью уравнения фильтрации и уравнения кинетики для химической реакции 
карбоната натрия с сульфатом кальция численно смоделировано изменение солёности 
почвы. Показано, что внесение сорбента интенсифицирует уменьшение натрия в 20см слое 
почвы на 10%. Процесс инфильтрации вызывает перемещение жидкой фазы сульфата натрия 
из верхних уровней в нижние уровни (z > 2 м) и рост его содержания на нижных уровнях 
почвы.     
 
 

Nniadagis marilianobis Semcirebis ricxviTi 
modelireba 

 
a. a. surmava  

 
reziume 

 
  siTxis filtraciisa da natriumis karbonatis kalciumis  sulfatTan 
qimiuri reaqciis kinetikis gantolebis gamoyenebiT ricxobrivad mode-
lirebulia niadagis marilianobis cvlileba. naCvenebia, rom sorbentis 
Setana iwvevs ganmarilianebis procesis intensificirebas daaxloebiT 10%-
iT niadagis zeda 20 sm fenaSi. infiltracia iwvevs gaxsnili natriumis 
sulfatis gadatanas niadagis zeda nawilidan qvedaSi da qveda fenaSi (z > 
2 m) misi koncentraciis zrdas.    
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                                                   Abstract 
 

From the unified point of view, this paper discusses some known and new results of 
theoretical and experimental investigations of slow mesoscale convective motions in the neutral and 
conductive gas and liquid mediums, and a mantle. Specific thermo-hydrodynamic regime conditions 
of the considered mediums were taken into account for determination of onset of convection and the 
vertical velocity of arisen heat thermal.  
 
1. Introduction.        

 
Turbulent heat- and mass-transfer processes are well known, and their research represents 

great interest for specialists, dealing with investigations of the geophysical and various practical 
problems. In that consequence, some known of other authors and some original results and 
discussions of the problems will be considered below [1-14]. This paper is sequential of the article 
[15]. 

.  
2. Double convective diffusion in an ocean. Thermal and haline convection.  
    

2.1. Theoretical analysis of Benard’s experiments was made by Rayleigh, which issued 
linearized thermo-hydrodynamic equations of incompressible viscous liquid in the Boussinesq 
approximation [5, 7] 
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where hTTA /)( 12 −= , θ+= )(0 zTT , AzTT += 10 .  
For solution of the Benard problem Rayleigh introduces the idea of free layer without tension forces 
at its boundaries: 
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2

=
∂
∂

==
z
wwθ      at      z = 0 and h.                                       (2) 

 
Seeking the solution in the form normal modes Rayleigh found exact solution and obtained the 
critical values of the introduced parameter θννα /ThgRa 3Δ=  , 427 4 /Rac π= = 657.511 (of the 
onset of thermal instability), and wave parameters ( nk , ) of the most fast growing perturbation. 

 
     ( θ,, pvi ′ )= ))(ˆ),(ˆ),(ˆ()( 2211 zzpzve xkxkit θλ ′′++− ,                            (3) 
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        znsinw)z(ŵ π0= .                                                                   (4) 
 

Breaking stability depends on the form and dimensions of convective motions, perturbations 
scale, conditions at the boundaries of convective layer etc. The Rayleigh criterion is a criterion of 
onset and evolution of the cellular convection. At the critical value of the Rayleigh number, 
periodical relative to the spatial values stationary convective motions are arisen. 

2.2. The temperature and salinity of sea water has non-uniform distribution. Most essential 
peculiarity of the sea water is influence of heat and salt on the density and characteristic property of 
heat and salt. Their opposite action upon the density of the sea water is reflected in expression 

TS Δ−Δ=Δ αβρρ 0/ . Diffusion of a heat and salt in the sea water is determined by the thermal 
diffusivity ( 123105.1 −−⋅≈ scmTν ) and the diffusion constant ( 125103.1 −−⋅≈ scmSν ), ST νν / ≈ 115. 
Brilliant mental experiment of Stommel-Arons-Blanchard (1956) [6], short report “An 
oceanographical curiosity: the perpetual salt fountain” become basic work initiated and stimulated 
study of convection in the presence of double diffusion process. The authors also suggested a 
scheme of operation.   

In the sea, where the double convective diffusion takes place, the Archimedes force of total 
buoyancy has following form [7]: 
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Δ
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,                                      (5) 

 
where 0ρρρ −=Δ , 0TTT −=Δ , 0SSS −=Δ , here 0ρ , 0T , 0S are means of the density, 

temperature and salinity at the layer lower boundary, ρΔ , TΔ , SΔ are increments of the density, 
temperature and salinity at the layer upper boundary;  α  andβ  are coefficients of volumetric 
expansion and its salt analogue, respectively; R is so called relation of buoyancy, which 
characterizes influence of two diffusive components upon the density change. 

It is said that the layer is stably stratified if ρΔ < 0; when ρΔ = 0, stratification of layer is 
neutral; when SΔ = S = 0 – thermal convection (heating from below), then TΔ < 0 and ρΔ > 0 
stratification of layer is unstable; when TΔ = 0 – isothermal salt convection (salinization from 
above), then SΔ  > 0 and ρΔ  > 0 – stratification of layer is unstable, too. 

In the non-trivial double-convection case when TΔ  ≠ 0, SΔ ≠ 0 it is evident that four cases of 
the temperature and salinity drops may be considered (salinization and heating of the water layer 
from above or from below):  

 
(1) The salinization and heating from above: 0>ΔS , 0>ΔT , )1(/ 0 −Δ−=Δ RSβρρ ; 
 
(1a) 1>R ,  0<Δρ , stable stratification,   (1b) 1<R ,  0>Δρ , unstable stratification.  
                                                                                                                                                  
(2) The salinization and heating from below: 0<ΔS , 0<ΔT , )1(/ 0 RS −Δ=Δ βρρ ; 
 
(2a) 1<R ,  0<Δρ , stable stratification,  (2b) 1>R ,  0>Δρ , unstable stratification; 
 
(3) The salinization from above and heating from below. 0>ΔS , 0<ΔT , 

)1(/ 0 +Δ=Δ RSβρρ     
      –  stratification always is unstable; 
 
(4) The salinization from below and heating from above. 0<ΔS 0>ΔT ,  =Δ 0/ ρρ  
      = 0)1R(S <+Δβ  – stratification always is stable. 
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Expressions for convective vertical velocity and effective Reynolds number have following 
form [7] 
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 where 
 

93.6Pr ≈ , τ  115≈ ; for CT 0
0 20= , %400 =s , 72.0=β , )(101.2 04 C−⋅=α .         (7) 

 
In the laboratory experiments modeling a double-convection in the systems heat-salt and 

sugar-salt (similar systems NaCl-KCl) no diffusing components loss takes place.  
According to measurements in the upper layer of the ocean the vertical velocity of 

convectional motion changes from 0.04 1−⋅ scm  at the surface (h = 0 m.) of the ocean to 0.91 
1−⋅ scm  at the depth h = 600 m. 
 

w = 0.04÷0.91 1−⋅ scm ,    h = 0 ÷600 m.                                      (8) 
 

2.2.2. In the presence of vertical velocity shear of the main fluid flow dzdU /  in the layer of 
the water with heterogeneous density with a thickness equals to *h respective Rayleigh 
number *Ra is, [8],  

Ra
dz
dU

h
hRa

ν
1

4

3*
* = ;      *Ra ≤Ra .                      (9) 

 
Here h is the initial thickness of the free convection layer. Positive values of the Rayleigh 

number 0* >Ra characterizes instability of the layer *h . 
 

3.1. Two-phase flows [16]. Equation of a turbulent energy balance in the shearing motion 
containing solid particles of sparse distribution takes up the form [15] 
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it is convenient to rewrite the aforecited equation in a following shape 
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where the non-dimensional Kolmogorov parameter, Ko,   
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u′ , w′ , ρ′ , and s′are pulsations of horizontal and vertical components of velocity, density of 
mixture, and mean volume concentration, s , of the particles, respectively; ρρρσ /)( −= p , pρ is 
the density of particles, and zuuz ∂∂= / . The Kolmogorov number shows a turbulent energy 
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consumption of the flow to the weighing of particles. When the Kolmogorov number Ko ~1, the 
particles influence on the dynamics of the flow is great, i.e., the Kolmogorov parameter Ko  
becomes an additional parameter determining influence of the stratification. Thus, the 
Kolmogorov parameter, Ko, is similar to Richardson’s one in the theory of temperature 
stratification.  
   

3.2. The energetic layer of an ocean. 
                                       (a)                                       (b) 

 
                           Fig. 1. Temperature distribution in the upper layer of the ocean:  
                           (a) schematic profile of temperature: (1) is the upper uniform layer, 
                           (2) is the upper thermocline [16]; (b) precise measuring profile [17]. 
 

Upper energetic layer of an ocean is uniform (in it the temperature and salinity. and, therefore, 
the density are constant) is connected with the turbulent mixing (see Fig.1). The mixing is realized 
by the wind shear and convection: descending heavy particles to swim with the current from the 
upper layer, cooled and salted, as a result of evaporation from the surface and also of breaking of 
the surface waves. The depth of this layer depends on the season: it increases in winter and 
decreases in spring. The upper uniform layer is supported by the region with sharply changed 
temperature (Fig. 1a) – upper thermocline to the depth about 200-250 m. Here a seasonal 
temperature changing does not become apparent.  An analysis of temperature distributions  in the 
strong and stable stratified upper thermocline shows that in the upper thermocline the turbulent 
diffusivity coefficient is of order  æt ~ scm /)110( 21 ÷− , intermediate value between the upper 
turbulent uniform layer’s value equal to tæ ~ scm /10 23 , and the value of the molecular thermal 
diffusivity, æ ~ scm /10 23− . More precise measurements [17] obtain, that instantaneous 
temperature stratification has stepped character: the range of constant temperature changed by 
region with great gradients (Fig. 1b). That results from turbulence in the turbulent flow with steady 
stratification is spread in the form of pots and connected with internal waves [18]. 

3.3. Laboratory experiments [19].  Free convective motions inside of the heterogeneity 
liquids are one of main processes giving rise to generation of fine structure of ocean, atmosphere, 
and, seemingly, only mechanism of stratification of Antarctida’ Lake Vanda type closed basins. 
Laboratory experiments (provided under lateral heating) showed that general property of the spatial 
structure (SS) of convective motions inside stratified liquid (SL) is generation periodic vertical 
circular layers. These layers separated by thin plates of still liquid having great gradients of 
temperature and salinity, shear of velocity. The convective processes inside of SL are convenient 
model for study of periodical SS dynamics inside of heterogeneity media. In this case, the 
temperature is “fast” variable and salinity is “slow” variable, spatial dispersion caused by difference 
of their kinetic coefficients – the thermal diffusivity scm /1043.1 23−⋅=χ and diffusion of a salt 

scmks /1041.1 25−⋅= [19]. 
4. Golitsyn’s approximate theory of the roll convection [11]. 
4.1. The Ū-Ra-Nu relation.An interest to this problem was arisen under attempts to estimate 

the motion velocities in the Earth upper mantle, which cause displacements of the lithospheric 
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plates of the Earth’s crust. From the formula for the energy dissipation (under equal derivatives of 
the velocity components) and the character scale equal to the thickness of the layer d (roll 
convection) the mean values of the velocity components are [11]:  
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or  

           ( ) 2/1)1( −≈≈ NuRa
ad

wu κ ,       1>>Nu .                    (14) 

 
i.e. for sufficiently developed convection, when the Raynolds number 1500Re ≥ , the Rayleigh 
number 710~Ra and between them is following relation: 
 
                                      ,5.0Re 9/43/2

1 RaPa −=                                                    (15) 
 
where 1a is experimental constant, κ is the coefficient of thermal diffusivity.  

The author using the McKenzie et al. (1974) [11] recommendations for values of the 
material parameters: 15102 −−⋅= Kα , )/(102.1 3 KkgJcp ⋅⋅= , 3/.6.3 mt=ρ , sm /102 217⋅=ν , 

obtains for the geothermal flux of heat value f = 22 /106 mWt−⋅ , for thickness of the upper mantle 
value kmmd 700107 5 =⋅= , and for mean velocity (14) following value 

 
                                                 yearcmu /1≈ .                                                   (16) 
 
According to Elsasser et al. (1979) ( [11]) all mantle with thickness kmd 3000≈  takes part in 
convection process. Then  
    
                               yearcmu /5≈ ,                                                                   (17) 
 
what is near to real situation  
 
                               yearcmu /01≈ .                                                                (18) 
 

Another available conclusion for study fluid motions in the mental is that under small 
Raynolds’ numbers the self-similarity of convection follows from these conceptions [12, 13]. There 
is possibility of laboratory modeling of such motions under small Reynolds number [11]. In detail, 
results of the laboratory investigations of this problem are discussed in the large paper [14]. 

4.2. The Nu-Ra relation. 
Thermal conductivity equation in a fluid without internal sources,  
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is a homogeneous equation relative to the choice of the temperature scale. Introduce the scales of 
the length, d , velocity, U, and time, Ud / . Then before the Laplacian in r.h.s. is appeared a factor, 

1−Pe (where Pe is the Peklet number),  
 

                    κ/UdPe = .                                                                          (20) 
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It is evident that when 1>>Pe  the thermal boundary layer of the thickness  
 

       2/1−≈ Pedδ ,  ( 2/1Ped
≈

δ
),             (

δ
dNu ~ ),                              (21) 

 
is generated, but in the main part of liquid its temperature must little change. 
A lot of laboratory and numerical experiments [20] confirm this picture and show that at the 

developed convection the temperature changes about 2/TΔ  near the boundaries and in main 
volume the liquid is isothermal, practically. 

From the heat flux continuity through the liquid it is evident that δκρ 2// Tcf p Δ≈ . Using 
(21) and HGTcfd p +Δ= κρ , gcH p α/= , the author obtained  the relation [11]:  

                
                   2/2/1PeNu ≈ .                                                                   (22) 
 
       
Choose the scale of velocity in form of (14), then instead of (22) we have 
 
                        2/14/1 2/)]1([ aNuRaNu −≈ .                                        (23)  
 
At small supercritical values of the Rayleigh number cRaRaNuRa −− ~)1( , i.e. 
 
                         4/1)(~ cRaRaNu − .                                                     (24) 
 
For Nu>>1, from (23) we have that 
 
                     3/13/23/42~ RaaNu −− .                                                       (25) 
 
These heat-transfer principles are well-known experimentally and the last one also has 

theoretical substantiations [20, 21]. These formulas (22)-(25) are free from several assumptions of 
other authors. Coefficient 3/23/42 −− a = 0.1 at a = 9 and 0.08 at a = 12.  

According to [22], in case of plane surface for Ra 910> at united laminar and turbulent 
convection Nu = 3/113.0 Ra , for Ra 410 ÷ 910 at a natural laminar convection the dependence is lower 
Nu = 4/159.0 Ra , but according to [14] Nu 3/11.0 γRa≈ . Last investigations reviewed in [14] confirm 
Nu - Ra relation obtained by [11].  

 
4.3. The K-Qτ relation..  
For non-dimensional kinetic energy of convection, K , it is obtained the formula 
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in dimensional form  
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where fG γ= is the velocity of the kinetic energy generation from potential one (mechanical 

power), dzdT /=γ , f is the heat flux through the liquid without internal sources of 
heat, ντ /2drel = is the viscous relaxation time.  
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For density convection in (14)  instead of fG γ=  one can substitute mgdG gγ= , where gγ is 
the velocity of the kinetic energy generation, m is the flux of density through the layer, mgd is the 
mechanical power introducing into the flux under a stationary density convection. 

 In the inertial interval (homogeneous isotropic interval) for kinetic energy of the volume 
with a mass 3dM ρ=  relative to similar neighbour volumes the kinetic energy of convection 

 
3/13/2 )()( −=≈ ddQdMK m εε ,                                 (28) 

 
where 3dQm ρε= is the incoming total power of energy from the external scale of turbulence and 
dissipating into the viscous interval. Because of Ud ≈3/1)(ε , the mean square different of velocities 
in two points of the area divided by the distance equals to d , than  Udd τε =− 3/1)(  is suggested as 
the character time life of the vortex of the scale d . 
 

             UmQK τ≈ .                                                      (29) 
 

The kinetic energy of circulation on the slowly revolving planet may be written in similar 
form  

 
                                        eQK τ≈ ,                                                       (30) 
 
where qaQ 24π= is a total energy surge to the planet of radius a , q is a mean solar energy 

surge to the area element of a planet surface, ee ca /=τ is a character time of propagation of 
disturbance in global scale, ec  is the isothermal speed of sound at the equilibrium temperature 

4/1)/( σqTe = , and σ  is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant. 
Last formulas show that the total kinetic energy of large quantity of forced flows is 

determined by the product of the energy input into the liquid and the character time of relaxation. It 
is of importance that in all considered cases above mentioned time is the least among all times 
which may construct from parameters of the problem (having at one’s disposal). Taking into 
account the hypothesis of self-similarity, that time is generally single one. Golitsyn introduces the 
rule of the fastest reaction which he names as “principle of the fastest reaction”: the kinetic energy 
of constant forced flow is of the order of power input multiplied by the minimal relaxation time 
character for the system. This rule allows without recourse to the similarity theory to write the 
expression for total kinetic energy of the system. 
 
 

5. The mantle plumes. 
 

5.1. A simple model for planetary mantle convection is the Bénard convection in a fluid with a 
temperature-dependent viscosity. In the Bénard problem, dissipative processes play an essential 
role. Bénard was particularly interested in the role of viscosity. He found that when the temperature 
of the lower surface was gradually increased, at a certain instant, the layer became reticulated and 
revealed its dissection into cells [9]. This problem is one of the actual problems of the Geophysics 
and Physics of the Earth.  
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Fig. 3. A schematic illustration of the horizontally averaged variation of temperature (solid line) 
with depth during an experiment. Also shown are the active thermal boundary layers (thin dashed 
lines) at the top and bottom of the fluid layer. The high viscosity of the coldest region makes the 
upper part of the cold thermal boundary layer stagnant. Resultant weak cooling keeps the actively 
convecting region nearly isothermal and, in turn, the viscosity ratio across the hot thermal boundary 
layer small [14]. 

5.2. According to [23] the main unknown parameters are viscosity values within mantle layers 
whose number and thickness are prescribed in the models developed during the past two decades. 
These parameters are estimated by comparing observations and predictions of relative sea level 
change at various sites over the past 18,000 years. Secular changes of length of day and the Earth’s 
gravitational oblateness also contain information on the depth-varying mantle viscosity. The upper 
mantle viscosity is fixed here at sPa105 20⋅ . Comparison of theoretical oblateness- viscosity curve 
and observational one with each other leads to a lower mantle viscosity around sPa102 21⋅ . (The 
author suggests the range sPa1051 21⋅− that fits the geological observations). This evident is 
conformed to the diagram in Fig. 3 [14]. 

.                   
                                         
                                           Fig. 3.                                                       Fig. 4. 
 
Fig. 3 (left). A laboratory experiment with compositional convection in which low-viscosity water 
is injected through a permeable plate into high-viscosity glucose syrop. In a way that is dynamically 
similar to thermal convection, water collects in a gravitationally unstable compositional boundary 
layer at the base of the syrup and then drains intermittently as plumes with large heads and narrow 
underlying conduits. Despite the presence of robust low-viscosity conduits, complicated interactions 
among rising plumes prevent their becoming long-lived stable features [14]. 
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Fig. 4 (right). Schematic illustration of several models for D ′′ . Within the context of plate tectonics, 
D ′′ has been explained variously as (a) a phase change, (b) a thermal boundary layer, (c) a 
compositional boundary layer, (d) ponded chemical dregs from subducted lithosphere, and (e) a slab 
graveyard [14].   
 

         
 
                                          (a)                                                                    (b) 
 
Fig. 5. (a) Schematic cross section of the deformed dense layer defining variables and the geometry 
of the problem – dense layer topography and long-lived plumes. This scheme was constructed on 
the basis of laboratory experiments which showed as the dense layer is deformed by flow into a 
nascent plume instability showing the different regions of the flow. (b) Schematic cross section of 
the deformed dense layer defining variables and the geometry of the problem – height of 
topography. In order for topography to be stable uU d ′~ [14]. 

 
 
5.3. According to [26] lubrication theory analysis the perturbed velocity of fluids [14] 
 
                                         )()( zuUzu ′+= ,                                            (31) 

 
where U is the velocity at the boundary between the interior and thermal boundary layer fluid, 

)(zu′ describes the variations in velocity within the boundary layer. The x-component of the 
momentum equation is  
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where p is dynamic pressure, we have 
 

                                              
L

ghu
μ
δρ 2

~ Δ′ ,                                                         (33) 

 
Continuity of viscous stresses at the interface between the cold interior fluid and the thermal 
boundary layer demands that δμμ /~/ uLUc ′ and thus that 
 

                                               
c

ghU
μ

δρΔ~ .                                                         (34) 

 
The criterion for stable plumes is that the velocity U must be greater than the speed, at which a 
thermal can rise through the mantle, 
 

                                              
c

th
gU
μ
δρ 2

~ Δ ,                                                       (35) 
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where ρΔ is the difference between the density of thermal boundary layer fluid and interior fluid, g 
is gravity cμ is the viscosity at the cold boundary, δ is the thermal boundary layer’s thickness, h  is 
the dense layer’s height. This condition leads to the requirement that consth >δ/  (in the 
experiments 6.0/ ≈δh ). 

Long-lived plumes are located on top of topographic peaks on the dense layer. In order for a 
plume conduit to become fixed on top of such a feature it is clear that thermal boundary layer fluid 
must flow along the interface with the dense layer faster than it can rise vertically into the interior as 
a new thermal. Said differently, the timescale for thermal boundary layer fluid to flow laterally from 
the center of an embayment to a peak must be less than the timescale for a new convective 
instability to grow. 

The scheme Fig. 5a was constructed on the basis of laboratory experiments which showed as 
the dense layer is deformed by flow into a nascent plume instability showing the different regions of 
the flow. Knowing the height of the topography on the dense layer is critical for determining the 
stability of plumes. One dynamical requirement for stable topography is that the lateral flow of 
boundary layer fluid must be balanced by the opposing flow of dense layer material (Fig. 5b). The 
condition implies that uU d ′~ , where μδρ LghU d /~ 2Δ  and thus that 
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6. Some remarks.  
 

For comparison with the above mentioned  picture of air bubbles generation (Fig. 3), below it is 
given the similar picture of air babbles, generated in super-cooled water drop after its freezing. 
Water drops of about 2-3 mm in diameter were frozen on the ice in the original micro-cold-store 
engineered in Geophysical Institute of Georgian Acad. Sci. [28]. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Internal bubble structure of frozen supercooled  
              water drop of about 2-3 mm in size [28]. 

 
were used. After freezing maximal air babbles’ diameter was about 0.3 mm. The speed of spreading 
of the crystallization front ≈G 1310483 −− ⋅⋅ scm. ; temperature drop of air in the cold  store 

010−=ΔT , thermal conductivity of air 510635 −⋅= .aλ
1−⋅⋅ )Kseccm(cal , solubility of air in water 

in mole fractions is D ~ 5108131 −⋅÷ .. ; diffusion of a heat in the water 1231051 −−⋅≈ scm.Tν . The 
sizes of the air bubbles and thickness of initial ice layers in the freezing drop correlate with D /G . 
The thickness of first clear layer of ice is about 0.1-0.2 mm, and diameters of air bubbles ~ 0.12-
0.16 mm. 
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6.1. It necessary to note, that criterion TB ΔΔ= ραρ / in [14] may be obtained as ratio of 

criteria Archimedes, ρρν /)/( 23 Δ= glAr , and Grashof criteria, TglGr Δ= αν )/( 23 : 
   

  GrAr : = TB ΔΔ= ραρ / .                        (37) 
  

When the Reynolds number ν/Re Ul=  equals to the Archimedes 
number ρρν /)/( 23 Δ= glAr , then for an ascending motion velocity of the warm mass of liquid we 
have the following formula:  

 

ρν
ρ 2glU Δ

= ;                                                 (38) 

 
Using the relation huLU // ′≈ or hLuU /′≈ , i.e. we have that ρνρ // 2glhLu Δ≈′ or 

Lghlu ρνρ /2Δ≈′ . Having suggest l  = δ , one can obtain the expression (35) for the velocity 
variation in the boundary layer according to the modeling experiments [14]:  
 

c
th

gU
μ
δρ 2

~ Δ . 

 
6.2. Let compare Golitsyn’s formula (22)  with Jellinek-Manga’s one (36): 
 

2/1~ PedNu
δ

≈    and      2/1~ −Bh
δ

, 

 
we obtain dependence between the Peklet number,  and the form-factor B     

 
1~ −BPe  

 
here hd = κ/UdPe = , and ic TB ΔΔ= ραρ /  is the stabilizing buoyancy effect of the dense layer.  
 
6.3. The theory of thermal instability in fluid spheres and in spherical shells has bearings on a 
number of geophysical questions [9]. Though applications of the theory are not universally 
subscribed, it cannot be doubted that convective motions in the fluid core are relevant to all 
theoriesconcerned with the origin of the earth’s magnetic field and its secular variations. 
But the theory of thermal instability has not been worked out with sufficient generality for these 
purposes. Even the effect of rotation has been examined only in a very preliminary way; and the 
onset of instability as overstability – which should be expected to be the rule rather than the 
exception with liquid metals requires investigation. And in addition to rotation, the effect of a 
magnetic field has also to be considered. The case of a uniform magnetic field presents no formal 
difficulty; but this is hardly appropriate for the problems in view. Without further knowledge, the 
choice of an initial field is so wide that the selection becomes almost arbitrary. It is, indeed, likely 
that the theory of the convective motions in the earth’s core cannot be dissociated from the theory 
of the origin of the earth’s magnetic field. 
 
7. Conclusion.  

           In the above considered cases of convective motions we practically deal with the 
Bénard problem: (a) for a single fluid when the instability has a simple mechanical interpretation 
and (b) for a mixture in which the motion gets complicated by the diffusion processes. In the linear 
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stability theory, it is generally assumed that the most general perturbation can be represented as a 
complete set of normal modes. This approach of the problem, as is well known, was carefully 
developed by Chandrasekhar [9], and analyzed later, for example, in the monographs [10, 27]), 
especially by Joseph [10].  

Being first step in analysis of the convective motions the linear theory cannot answer a 
number of essential questions. First of all, that is a question about stabilization of the rapidly 
increasing perturbations, secondly, a question about the structure of convective cells and their 
stability. Only by means of non-linear theory it is possible to answer these questions.  
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О конвективных движениях в различных геофизических средах 

 
Анзор И. Гвелесиани 

 
С единой точки зрения рассматриваются результаты теоретических и 

экспериментальных  исследований медленных мезамасштабных конвективных движений в 
атмосфере, океане и мантии. Учтена специфика режимов рассматриваемых сред при 
определении условий возникновения конвекции и нахождении аналитических формул для 
вертикальной скорости восходящего термика.  
 
 
konveqciuri moZraobebis Sesaxeb sxvadasxva geofizikur 

garemoSi 
 

anzor i. gvelesiani 
 

reziume 
 

ganxilulia  okeanesa da mantiaSi neli konveqciuri mezomasStaburi 
moZraobebis Teoriuli da eqsperimentuli Seswavlis Sedegebi. konveqciis 
warmoSobis pirobebisa da aRmavali Termikis vertikaluri siCqaris 
analizuri formulebis gansazRvrisas gaTvaliswinebulia ganxilul 
garemoTa reJimebis specifika.  
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Abstract 
 

The linear mechanism of generation, intensification and further nonlinear dynamics of internal 
gravity waves (IGW) in stably stratified dissipative ionosphere with non-uniform zonal wind (shear 
flow) is studied. In case of the shear flows the operators of linear problem are non-selfadjoint, and the 
corresponding Eigen functions - nonorthogonal.  Thus, canonical - modal approach is of less use 
studying such motions. Non-modal mathematical analysis becomes more adequate for such problems. 
On the basis of non-modal approach, the equations of dynamics and the energy transfer of IGW 
disturbances in the ionosphere with a shear flow is obtained. Necessary conditions of  instability of the 
considered shear flows  are obtained.  The increment of shear instability of IGW is defined. Exact 
analytical solutions of the linear as well as the nonlinear dynamic equations of the problem are built. It 
is revealed that the transient amplification of IGW disturbances due time does not flow exponentially, 
but in algebraic - power law manner. The frequency and wave-number of the generated IGW modes 
are functions of time. Thus in the ionosphere with the shear flow, a wide range of wave disturbances 
are produced by the linear effects, when the nonlinear and turbulent ones are absent. The effectiveness 
of the linear amplification mechanism of IGW at interaction with non-uniform zonal wind is analyzed. 
It is shown that at initial linear stage of evolution IGW effectively temporarily draws energy from the 
shear flow significantly increasing (by order of magnitude) own amplitude and energy. With amplitude 
growth the nonlinear mechanism of self-localization turns on and the process ends with self-
organization of nonlinear solitary, strongly localized IGW vortex structures. Therefore, a new degree 
of freedom of the system and accordingly, the path of evolution of disturbances appear in a medium 
with shear flow. Depending on the type of shear flow velocity profile the nonlinear IGW structures can 
be the pure monopole vortices, the transverse vortex chain or the longitudinal vortex street in the 
background of non-uniform zonal wind. Accumulation of these vortices in the ionosphere medium can 
create the strongly turbulent state.  
 
Keywords: Gravity waves; Shear flow; IGW transient amplification; nonlinear vortex structures 
   
1. Introduction 

In recent years an increasing interest is paid to investigation of the properties of internal gravity 
waves (IGW), arising as a result of vertical density stratification of the gas, and play an important role 
in the dynamics of both the lower and upper atmosphere and ionosphere of the earth and other planets. 
Grown interest, first of all, is caused primarily due to the understanding of the fact that these waves can 
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propagate over hundreds or thousands of kilometers from the source without significant attenuation. 
Propagating with group velocity the IGW provide an efficient transfer of energy, heat and momentum 
from the troposphere into the upper atmosphere (which exceeds even the energy supplied by the solar 
wind), where they influence on the thermal and dynamic regimes (Francis, 1975; Kim and Mahrt, 1992; 
Nakamura et al., 1993; Rishbeth  

and Fukao, 1995; Fritts et al., 2006; Alexander et al., 2008; Hecht et al., 2009; Alexander, 2010). 
Latest numerical experiments (Gavrilov and Fukao, 2001; Alexander and Rosenlof, 2003; Alexander et 
al., 2010) show that an adequate description of climate change and the circulation of the middle 
atmosphere requires taking into account the accelerations of the background flows and heat inflows 
generated by the waves (especially by IGW) propagating from the troposphere.  

Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have established that the source of IGW motions in 
the atmosphere and ionosphere can be: an earthquake (Liperovsky et al, 1992; Hayakawa, 1999), 
volcanic eruption (Cheng, Huang, 1991), magnetic and sea storms (Testud , 1970; Golitsyn et al, 1975), 
hurricanes, typhoons, tornadoes, (Kuester et al., 2008; Ming et al., 2010), the solar eclipse (Chimonas 
and Hines, 1971), jet flows (Bertin, et al. , 1978), the terminator (Burmaka et al, 2003), spans of 
meteors (Pokhotelov et al., 1995), launching of powerful rockets (Burmaka et al, 2003), the polar and 
equatorial current systems (Chimonas and Hines, 1970), as well as industrial, military and nuclear 
explosions of big strength (Tolstoy and Herron, 1970; Drobjev et al, 1986; Shaefer et al., 1999)).  

One of the important properties of IGW is their significant influence on the distribution of the 
electromagnetic waves in atmospheric-ionosphere layers (Rastogi, 1981; Gershman, 1974). 
Consequently, ionosphere electric currents and electromagnetic fields may re-influence the wave 
properties of IGW at ionosphere altitudes. In the ionosphere, in contrary to the lower layers of the 
atmosphere, investigating the dynamics of wave processes non-uniform and non-stationary properties 
of the wind process, the turbulent state of the lower ionosphere and the influence of non-uniform 
electromagnetic forces should be taken into account. These factors, which are due to the low density 
medium in the ionosphere and the relatively high conductivity of the ionosphere gas, are strongly 
pronounced and they can sufficiently affect the propagation characteristics of wave patterns. 
Consequently, the general circulation in the ionosphere must have specific features that are absent in 
the troposphere.  

The stationary problem of the existence of ionosphere wave disturbances in case of rectilinear 
uniform medium flow (for large-scale Rossby type waves) has been discussed for the first time in the 
work of Dokuchaev (1959). It has been revealed that in the theoretical study and interpretation of the 
dynamics of the winds above 100 km it is necessary to consider the possible deviations from the 
geostrophic winds associated with the action of electromagnetic forces. Further, a number of other 
works have appeared (Hines and Reddy, 1967; Aburdjania and Khantadze, 2002; Aburjania et al., 
2005; Aburjania et al., 2006 and others), which studied the non-stationary evolution of wind structure 
in the conducting ionosphere medium under the influence of the spatially non-uniform geomagnetic 
field.  

The action of the geomagnetic field, on the one hand, leads to the inductive damping of the waves 
associated with Pedersen or transverse (with respect to the geomagnetic field) conductivity, on the 
other one - to the gyroscopic effect due to the Hall conductivity of the ionosphere acting on the 
perturbation like the Coriolis force. As a result of the joint action of spatially non-uniform Coriolis and 
electrodynamic (related to the geomagnetic field) forces the new type waves with different 
characteristics from the usual waves in the neutral medium may exist in the ionosphere. These waves 
can be called as magnetized waves.  

The results of long-term observations (Gossard and Hook, 1975; Kazimirovskii and Kokourov, 
1979; Pedloski, 1979) also show that at the atmospheric-ionospheric layers the spatially non-uniform 
zonal winds - the shear flows are permanently present, produced by nonuniform heating of the 
atmospheric layers by the solar radiation. In this context the problem of the generation and evolution of 
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ordinary and magnetized waves at different layers of the atmosphere during their interaction with non-
uniform zonal wind (shear flow) becomes urgent. 
Interest to the shear flows, in general, is due to their widespread implementation in the near-Earth space 
(as noted above), astrophysical objects (galaxies, stars, jet emissions, oceans, etc.), and in the 
laboratory and technical equipments (pipelines, gas pipelines in the plasma magnetic traps, 
magnetohydrodynamic generators, etc.). The shear velocity represents a powerful source of various 
energy-consuming processes in the continuum. Canonical (modal) approximation of the linear wave 
processes - the spectral decomposition of the perturbations according to time with further analysis of 
Eigen values in the shear flows looses from the sight very important physical processes such as: 
transient amplification and mutual transformation of the linear wave modes (Reddy et al., 1993; 
Trefenthen et al., 1993).  
A rigorous mathematical description of the specifics of the shear flows found out (Reddy et al., 1993) 
that at the canonical (modal) analysis of the linear processes the operators in the dynamic equations are 
not self-adjoint (Trefenthen et al., 1993) and, consequently, the eigen functions do not create 
orthogonal system, they hardly interfere with each other. This circumstance, for correct description of 
the phenomena, makes it necessary to estimate the results of interference of the eigen functions, which 
sometimes presents a huge problem.  
There is another approach - so-called non-modal analysis of linear processes in the shear flows. In this 
approach a modified initial value problem (Cauchy problem) is solved by tracing the temporal 
evolution of spatial Fourier harmonics (SFH) perturbations without any spectral expansion in time 
(Graik and Criminale, 1986; Chagelishvili et al., 1996). Being the optimal language, the non-modal 
approximation greatly simplifies the mathematical description of the linear dynamics of disturbances in 
shear flows and allows identification of the key events (due to the non-orthogonality of the linear 
dynamics) that escaped from the view in a modal analysis.  
In this paper we study the linear and nonlinear stages of evolution of IGW in shear zonal flows (winds) 
in different regions of the ionosphere. At the initial linear stage in the dynamic equations the perturbed 
hydrodynamic quantities are given by SFH, which corresponds to non-modal analysis in a moving 
coordinate system along the background wind. Non-modal mathematical analysis allows replacement 
of the spatial non-uniform nature of the perturbed quantities, associated with the basic zonal flow, by 
temporal one in the basic equations and trace the evolution of SFH disturbances according to time.  
Currently, the results of numerous observations and experiments reveal the wave motion in a wide 
range of frequencies from the acoustic to the planetary ones in the atmosphere-ionosphere environment 
on almost all altitudes. In atmospheric acoustics the focus is laid on the study of internal gravity waves 
(IGW), representing fluctuations of atmospheric and ionospheric layers, the nature of which is mostly 
determined by gravity force. These oscillations are going with the frequency, at which the wave speed 
is comparable with the acceleration of gravity force. Therefore, for definiteness, we assume that their 
periods range from 5 minutes to 3 hours, and the wavelengths - from 100 m to 10 km.  
In this paper, a property of internal gravity waves presents particular interest to us - propagating 
vertically up quite easily in an isothermal atmosphere, IGW tends to increase the amplitude of the 
hydrodynamic velocity exponentially with height, which follows from the conservation of energy when 
the density of the medium decreases with height growth (Hines, 1960; Gossard and Hook, 1975). Thus, 
even for the waves, the initial amplitude of which is small, the nonlinear effects at sufficiently high 
altitude becomes significant and must be taken into account. Indeed, it is clear that this growth can not 
be continued indefinitely. At some heights velocity becomes so large that the nonlinear effects can join 
the game. These effects stop the growth of the oscillation amplitude through the nonlinear interaction 
between the modes, the perturbations’ energy redistribution (saturation of the waves) and, for example, 
self-organization of IGW vortex structures (Aburdjania, 1996, 2006). Nonlinear vortex structures 
transfer the trapped particles of the medium. Reaching the critical heights, the IGW structures, 
interacting with each other and medium, may form the atmospheric turbulence (Waterscheid and 
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Schubert, 1990), that creates real threats to aviation safety, but also leads to a mix of chemicals, 
released from the lower atmosphere, chemical reactions between them and the formation of potentially 
harmful compounds (Friedrich et al., 2009). Therefore, the IGW structures may also influence the 
formation of "space weather" by generating irregularities in the ionosphere (Schunk and Sojka, 1996).  
The aim of this paper is theoretical investigation of the peculiarities of generation; intensification and 
further nonlinear stage of evolution of IGW structures due to the presence of local inhomogeneous 
zonal wind (shear flow). Section 2 explains the model of the medium and basic hydrodynamic 
equations for the lower ionosphere. In Sec. 3 we briefly outline the main principles of non-modal 
mathematical analysis and simulation results of the generation and intensification of magnetized IGW 
in the linear stage. In section 4, a model of the nonlinear hydrodynamic equations for the lower 
ionosphere is displayed, which describes the interaction of magnetized IGW structures with a shear 
flow. In Sec. 5 we examine the issue of the stability of the waves in shear flow and derive a necessary 
condition for instability. Generation mechanism of nonlinear vortex structures by non-uniform zonal 
wind is analyzed in Section 6. In Section 7 we study the characteristics of energy transfer by the IGW 
structures in the dissipative ionosphere with the shear flow. Discussion of the results is carried out in 
Section 8.  
 
 
2. Model of environment and initial dynamic equation 
  

Let’s introduce a local system of Cartesian coordinates z y, ,x  with the axis x directed to the 
east, y axis − to the north and the z axis −vertically. We are interested in low-frequency wave motions 
in the ionosphere medium (consisting of electrons, ions and neutral particles) with skc<<ω  (where ω  
and k − the characteristic frequency and wave number of perturbation, respectively; 

2/1
00s )/P(c ργ= −the speed of sound, Vp c/c=γ  −the ratio of specific heats, 0P −the equilibrium gas-

kinetic pressure, 0ρ −the equilibrium density of the medium) with a horizontal spatial scale hL of order 
of 10km, the vertical scale vL is much smaller than the scale height H  

( )g/(cdzlndHL 2
s0v γ=ρ=<< ) and the time scale τ of the order of  5 minutes <τ≤  3 hours. 

Herewith, the dynamic properties of this medium, and movements of the large step anew are 
determined by a neutral component, because of the condition 1N/N ni,e <<  (where e iN , N N=  and 

nN - the concentration of electrons, ions and neutral components, respectively). The presence of 
charged particles causes the electrical conductivity of the medium and the appearance of the 
electromagnetic Ampere force.  
For considered class of perturbations the effective magnetic Reynolds number is relatively small 

eff 0 effR V L 1≈ μ σ ⋅ <<  (where 0μ  is the permeability of free space, effσ  is the effective conductivity of 
the ionosphere, V and L - characteristic values of velocity and perturbations, respectively), which is 
quite well done almost right up to F -layer of the ionosphere (Gershman, 1974; Dokuchaev, 1959; 
Kamide and Chian, 2007). Consequently, for the lower ionosphere, we can neglect the induced 
magnetic field ≈b effR B and the vortical electric field v effE ~ R (VB)  that arise by virtue of variation 
of b . Consequently, for the class of wave perturbations the magnetic field can be assumed given and 
equal to the external, spatially non-uniform geomagnetic field )E,BBb(BB v000 0→≈+= . It 
satisfies the equation .0rot,0div 00 == BB  At such induction free approximation consideration only 
of the current j  is sufficient, arisen in the medium, ignoring the magnetic field generated by this 
current. In this case, the effect of geomagnetic field 0B  on the induced current j  in the ionosphere 
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plasma leads to consideration of the electromagnetic Ampere force [ ]0Bj×  in the known equations of 
the dynamics of the ionosphere (in addition to forces: pressure, Coriolis and viscous frictions). This 
force causes the inductive damping (due to Pedersen currents) in the ionosphere of the earth, not less 
significant than usually viscous damping, especially in F  region (Gershman, 1974; Dokuchaev, 1959).  
Based on the above discussion, the basic properties of internal gravity waves in the ionosphere is 
advisable to consider as the initial equation that for two-dimensional motion in the plane (x, z) 
( 0y/ =∂∂ ; with velocity x z(V ,0,V )V , where it’s assumed the acceleration to be defined due to the 
gravity acceleration, pressure gradient, Coriolis forces, the volumetric electrodynamic and viscous 
frictions (Gershman, 1974; Dokuchaev, 1959; Gossard and Hook, 1975).  

                                    0 0
1( ) 2 ,

t
V PV V g Ω V j B V∂ ∇ ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ ∇ = − + − × + × + νΔ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥∂ ρ ρ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

                 (1) 

For exclusion of high-frequency acoustic modes, let’s use the condition of incompressibility of medium  
 
                                                                           0=⋅∇ V .                                                         (2)  
Then, the continuity equation can be chosen as the equation of medium density in the form:  
 

                                                                      ( )d 0
dt t

Vρ ∂ρ
= + ∇ ρ =
∂

                                          (3)  

and the medium state equation: 
                                      

                                                                       ( )P P 0.
t

∂
+ ∇ =

∂
V                                                   (4)  

Here, as usual, ),,()( tzxzMN 0n ρ′+ρ==ρ is the density, ),,()( tzxPzPP 0 ′+= −pressure, 
g g−= ze − the gravity acceleration; ze − the unit vector along the vertical direction, i.e. along the axis 
z . Variables with index zero mean atmospheric parameters in the unperturbed state, and values with a 
prime − the disturbed ones (hereinafter, for simplicity, the primes are omitted from the quantities). M is 
a mass of the ion and neutral particles (molecules), ν - kinematic viscosity, 2222 zx ∂∂+∂∂=Δ // − 
two-dimensional Laplacian. Electromagnetic force [ ]0Bj×  largely determines the specificity of 
ionosphere motions (Aburjania et al., 2006). Induced current density is determined from the 
generalized Ohm's law for the ionosphere (Gershman, 1974):  

                                                             ],EB[EEj |||| d0
0

H
dd

B
×

σ
+σ+σ= ⊥⊥                                (5)  

where the parallel ||σ  (in the direction of the magnetic field 0B ), Pedersen or transverse Pσ  (transverse 
to 0B ) and the Hall conductivities Hσ are determined by the following expressions  
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where meB,,m,e 0Beeneie =ων+ν=ν   are charge, mass, frequency of collisions between 
electrons and ions and neutral molecules and electron cyclotron frequency, respectively; inν  and 

MeB0Bi =ω  the corresponding values for the ions. Assuming the ionosphere to be quasi-neutral with 
a high degree of accuracy, we have neglected the electrostatic e = −∇ΦE ( Φ - electrostatic potential) 
and vortex parts vE  of the electric field. Thus, in Eq. (5) the electric field strength, taking into account 
the medium motion, is determined only by dynamo - field (Gershman, 1974; Dokuchaev, 1959)  
                                                                                   .][ 0d BVE ×=                                             (7)  
Geomagnetic field )B,B,B( z0y0x00B  is considered to be dipole, which in chosen coordinate system 
has the following components (Dokuchaev, 1959)  
 
                                               θ′−== sinBB,0B ey0x0 ,   θ′−= cosB2B ez0 ,                          (8)  

where 5
eB 3, 5 10 −≈ × Tesla (T) is a value of the geomagnetic field induction at the equator. In this 

case, the full geomagnetic field induction is ( ) 2/1
2

e0 cos31BB θ′+= and  ϕ′ϕ′−π=θ′ ,2/  − 
geomagnetic latitude. In the same coordinate system for the components of the angular velocity of the 
Earth rotation ( )ozoyox0 ,, ΩΩΩΩ it can be written  
                                                  θΩ=ΩθΩ=Ω=Ω cos,sin,0 0z00y0x0                             (9)  
Further it’s assumed that the geographic / 2φ = π −θ  and geomagnetic ϕ′  latitudes are coinciding and 
the perturbation is located near latitude 00 2/ θ−π=ϕ .  
The equilibrium density of the medium is stratified due to gravitational forces. Therefore, in the 
thermosphere, the equilibrium density 0ρ  varies exponentially according to altitude  

                                                                    ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛−ρ=ρ

H
zexp)0()z(0                                                (10)  

For definiteness, we will consider ionosphere E-region, which is located at altitudes of 15080 −  
kilometers from the Earth's surface. In this region the equilibrium parameters of the medium have the 
following hierarchy: eninBiBeene        ; νν>>ωων≈ν  and Biin ω>>ν , which allows simplification of the 
expression for the induced current (5). Herewith, the condition Biin ω>>ν means that the ions are un-
magnetized and their speed across the geomagnetic field coincides with the velocity of the neutrals 
(Aburjania et al., 2005), i.e. ions are completely entrained by the neutral ionospheric winds. However, 
the electrons are magnetized enBe ν>>ω , and they are frozen in the geomagnetic field. In this case, the 
Hall 0H B/en=σ  and Pedersen Pσ  conductivities are subject of the following inequality 

HinBiHP / σ<<νωσ≈σ  (Aburjania et al., 2005). For numerical calculations we use typical values of 
the medium parameters (Gershman, 1974; Ginzburg and Rukhadze, 1975):  ,1010~N/N 68

n
−− −  

,c10~ 13
ei

−ν  4 1
en ~ 10 c ,−ν 13

in c10 −=ν , ,c10~ 14
en

−ν 7 1
Be ~ 10 c ,−ω 2 1

Bi ~ 10 s−ω , 4
H 3 10 S / m−σ ≈ ×  

and 4
P 10 S / m−σ ≈ .  In the equation of the ionosphere motion (1) the part of the contribution of the 

Lorentz force 00 /eNB ρ  is associated with the Hall currents and the total contribution of the Coriolis 

force 02Ω has the same order 4 1~ 10 s− − . In addition, we take into consideration that the ratio 0/N ρ  
does not depend on the vertical coordinate (height) z  (Gershman, 1974). Herewith, the characteristic 
frequency of IGW ( 12 c10~ −−ω ) is significantly higher than the Coriolis and Hall’s gyroscopic 
frequencies. Based on these estimations, we can conclude that the contributions of the full Coriolis and 
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Lorentz forces, associated with the Hall currents, have negligible impact on the dynamic properties of 
IGW. However, inductive damping, stipulated by Pedersen conductivity (especially in the F-region), as 
well as viscous damping, can not be neglected how small they can be. In investigation of the dynamics 
of wave disturbances in shear flows they are important as a way of redistribution of energy of the 
system that provides sustainable self-maintaining of the nonlinear solitary structures in the medium.  
Further, the motion equation can still be more simplified if we consider the fact, that perturbation of the 
medium density by internal gravity waves does not exceed %43−  (Gossard and Hook, 1975; Gill, 
1982). Accordingly, ratio of the perturbed density with the unperturbed one has the order 

2
0 10)41(~/ −×−ρρ′ . Based on the aforementioned, in the initial equation of motion (1) we can 

neglect ρ′  in comparison with )z(0ρ  before the inertial, Coriolis and viscous terms and using the 
Boussinesq approximation, we obtain the following motion equation:  
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The system of equations (3), (4) and (11) presents the initial closed system of equations for both 
linear and nonlinear dynamics of IGW in their interaction with the geomagnetic field in the dissipative 
ionosphere (D, E, and F -regions). 

 
 
3. Generation and intensification of IGW  at linear stage of evolution 
 

To study the linear stage of interaction of internal gravity waves with the local non-uniform zonal 
wind and geomagnetic field, let’s linearize the system of equations (3), (4) and (11) on the background 
of a plane zonal shear flow (wind), which has the velocity 0 (z)V , non-uniform along the vertical: 

,)t,z,x()z(0 VVV +=  ),t,z,x()z(0 ρ+ρ=ρ   )t,z,x(P)z(PP 0 += . Here 0 (z)V is the background 
zonal wind velocity which for the vertical shear flow is given as:  

 
                                                            )z(v)z( 00 =V xe  ⋅⋅= zA xe ,                                            (12)  
where 0A > - constant parameter of the wind shear, xe - a unit vector directed along the axis x .  
In the selected local rectangular coordinate system for the components (11), (2), (3) and (4) we obtain 
the following system of linear equations:  
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                       0
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∂
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Here dz/)z(dv)z(v 0
'
0 = . In this system of five equations (13) - (17) any four of them creates a closed 

system. To facilitate further research, we choose equation (13), (14), (15) and (17) as a closed system. 
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3.1. The local dispersion equation  
The system of equations (13) - (17) presents partial differential equations with variable coefficients, 
depending on the spatial coordinate z. Therefore, to analyze the existence of nontrivial solutions at least 
at the initial stage of the evolution of wave disturbances, a local approximation is necessary, when the 
coefficients of equations (13) - (17) can be assumed locally uniform (constant). Then, for analyzes of 
the spectral characteristics, described by these equations of the disturbances, the Fourier expansion 
should be performed according to the spatial and temporal variables (Mikhailovskii, 1974). In 
Consequence to the exponential fall of the equilibrium density of the medium (10) with height, we seek 
a solution of equations (13) - (17) in the form of plane waves (Hines, 1960; Golitsyn, 1965; Gossard 
and Hook, 1975):  
 
                               [ ]{ } zxzxzxz,xz,x dkdktz)H2/ik(xkiexp)k,k(V)t,z,x(V ω−−+= ∫ ,  
                            [ ]{ } zxzxzx dkdktz)H2/ik(xkiexp)k,k)(,P()t,z,x)(,P( ω−++ρ=ρ ∫ ,            (18)  
where the spatial Fourier expansion of the wave disturbances is carried out; k )k,0,k( zx  ─ wave 
vector and ω )k,k( zx  - frequency of the waves. Inserting (18) into equations (13) - (15) and (17), we 
obtain the following dispersion equation:  
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Here, we introduce the notation: 0)H/g( 2/1
g >=ω  ─ frequency of Brunt-Vaisala for stably stratified 

incompressible isothermal atmosphere;    ),H4/(1kkK 22
z

2
x

2 ++=  2 2
1 2 zK K ik / H= − , 

2 2 2 2
2 x zK k k 1 / (4H ),    = + − . Assuming the wave number K  to be real and frequency 

00     ,i ω<<γγ+ω=ω  to be complex, from (19) we get the expressions for the spectrum of linear 
fluctuations  
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and decrement (increment) of the perturbations  
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          (21)  

In the absence of shear flow the formula (20) transforms into the expression for the frequency of 
ordinary internal gravity waves (Golitsyn, 1965):  
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Formula (21) expresses the damping decrement of IGW due to induction (Pedersen) and viscous 
damping in the ionosphere medium: 
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According to (22), phase velocity of linear IGW is in the range:  
                                                                     maxpmax VVV ≤≤− ,                                          (24)  

where 2/1
gmax )gH(2H2V =ω= in incompressible atmosphere. IGW is a low-frequency branch of 

acoustic-gravity waves (AGW), occupying an intermediate position between the frequency of inertial 
oscillations 0i 2Ω=ω  and the frequency of the Brunt-Vaisala for stably stratified incompressible 
isothermal atmosphere gω , g0i ω<ω<ω  (Gershman, 1974; Gossard and Hook, 1975). For the height 
of the uniform atmosphere 65.4H ÷≈ km, we can estimate the value of maximal phase velocity of 
linear IGW maxV 440≈ m/s, the frequency 2

g 107.1 −×≈ω  and 4
0 10−≈Ω . So, IGW disturbances 

cover the following range of low-frequency oscillations 1214 c107.1c10 −−−− ×<ω<  - and can be 
supersonic 330cV sp ≈≥ m/s.  
Considered waves have frequency limit gω  and gravitational effects play an important role for them, as 
reflected in their name - IGW. From (22), it follows that for practically important case of relatively 
short waves, 2

x
2
z kk >>  and 1Hk z >> , and phase ( =pV )k/( 2ω k ) and group ( ω∇= kgV ) the 

velocities of IGW in the windless atmosphere are given by:  
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It is evident that short IGW possess strong spatial dispersion. The direction of the phase velocity is 
close to vertical, pxpz VV >> , and the group speed is almost horizontal, gzgx VV >> . In the long-

wave case 1Hk z << , IGW is almost dispersion-less.  
Let’s estimate appropriate wavelengths for IGW in the dissipative ionosphere. At ground level the 
kinematic molecular viscosity is determined as 5 2

0 1.3 10 m / s−ν ≈ × , at the level of the E-layer (~110 

km) – 2 2
110 1.3 10 m / sν ≈ ×  and at the level of the F-layer ((250-300)km) – 6 2

300 1.3 10 m / sν ≈ ×  
(Gossard and  Hook, 1975). Appropriate minimal lengths of IGW with period 10 minute in the 
presence of kinematic viscosity for near Earth regions is 1

0 10−λ m and with the height growth will 
increase correspondingly an appropriate minimal IG wavelength and for E-layer  it would be 110λ 10 
m, for F-layer – 300λ 10 km (Gossard and Hook, 1975). Coming through this and taking into account 
that the turbulent viscosity in the low atmosphere increases the IGW scale [Gossard and Hook, 1975], 
further we will consider the gravitational waves, the wavelengths of which fall into the range 100 m 
≤ λ ≤ 10 km. 
Let us estimate the damping rate of IGW. For ground level the parameters of the medium and the 
waves are 7

p 5 10  S/m−σ ≅ × , 3
0 1.3 kg/mρ = , T 105.0B 4

0
−×= , 410  mλ ≈ , 5 2

0 1.3 10 m / s−ν ≈ ×  and 

according to (21), viscous damping decrement of IGW structures is 2 12 -1
,0 k ~ 5 10  s−

νγ ≈ ν × , the 

decrement of the induction decay  – 2 15 -1
,0 p 0 0B / ~ 10  s−

σγ ≈ σ ρ . For E-layer the parameters of the 

medium and the waves are 4
p 3 10  S/m−σ ≅ × , 10 3

0 10  kg/m−ρ = , T 105.0B 4
0

−×= , 410  mλ ≈ , 
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2 2
110 1.3 10 m / sν ≈ × :  2 5 -1

,110 k ~ 5 10  s−
νγ ≈ ν × , 2 3 -1

,110 p 0 0B / ~ 10  s−
σγ ≈ σ ρ . For F-layer we use the 

typical values of parameters 4
H 0en / B 10  S/m−σ ≈ , p H ci in H/ ,σ ≈ σ ω ν σ  2 1

ci 3 10  s−ω × ,   
1

in 10 s−ν ≤ , 6 2
300 1.3 10 m / sν ≈ × . For damping rates we obtain correspondingly: 1 -1

,300 ~ 10  s−
νγ , 

3 -1
,300 ~ 10  s−

σγ . So, at the different levels of ionosphere the values of the viscous and induction 
damping of IG structures are different, and it should be considered in dynamic problems involving 
IGW structures.  
It should be noted, that according to (20), the non-uniform zonal wind greatly expands the range of 
IGW in the ionosphere. Moreover, the shear flow feeds the medium with energy (see formula (21)), 
which is responsible for the generation-swing of IGW and development of linear shear instability with 
a characteristic growth rate:  

                                                                           x z
A 2

k k~ A
K

γ .                                                  (26)  

From (23) it’s obvious, that considered ionospheric shear flow can become the source of the instability 
at the condition A ,ν σγ ≥ γ γ .  According to (26), for generation of the IGW structures it is necessary the 
shear flow velocity to have even first derivative according to the vertical coordinate, different from 
zero ( 0A)z(v'

0 ≠= ). As it was mentioned in the works (Margetroyd, 1969; Mayer et al., 1990), the 

typical value of the dimensional parameter of the shear flow 1(A) s−  for the ionospheric F-region 
equals ' 1

0A v (0.015 0.15)s−= ≈ ÷ as well. Taking it into account from (26) we obtain 1 1
A 10 s− −γ ≥ . Thus, 

the condition of the generation and amplification of IGW perturbations (inequality A ,ν σγ ≥ γ γ ) in the 
different levels of the ionosphere (especially, in D and E -regions) can be satisfied and the shear 
instability can be developed. This conclusion can be made by virtue of above used modal (local - 
spectral) approach, which can’t give more information about the features of the shear flow instability. 
But this doesn’t mean that such instability always arises and remains in such form. This is exactly due 
to non-adequacy of modal approach at investigation of the features of shear flows, which is already 
considered in the introduction. In shear flows the modal approach can detect only possibility of 
instability. But for investigation of instability generation conditions and its temporal development in 
the ionosphere an alternative approach, namely, non-modal mathematical analysis becomes necessary.   
As it will be shown in the next section on the basis of more adequate method for such problems –non-
modal approximation, shear flows can become unstable transiently till the condition of the strong 
relationship between the shear flows and wave perturbations is satisfied (Chagelishvili et al., 1996; 
Aburjania et al., 2006), e. i. the perturbation falls into amplification region in the wave number space. 
Leaving this region, e. i. when the perturbation passes to the damping region in the wave vector space, 
it returns an energy to the shear flow and so on (if the nonlinear processes and self-organization of the 
vortex structure will not develop before) (Aburjania et al., 2010). The experimental and observation 
data shows the same (Gossard and Hooke, 1975; Pedlosky, 1979; Gill, 1982). 
Thus, non-uniform zonal wind or shear flow can generate and/or intensify the internal gravity waves in 
the ionosphere and provoke transient growth of amplitude, i.e. transient transport the medium into an 
unstable state. In the next subsection we confirm this view by using a different, more self-consistent 
method for the shear flow.  
 
3.2. Non-modal analysis of shear instability of the waves in the ionosphere  
Deriving (19) - (21) we used so-called local approximation, i.e. it is assumed that '

0 0 0 v ,  v ,  ρ  and 0P  are 
locally uniform and we have provided the Fourier expansion of the physical quantities. Local 
approximation has limited applicability in non-uniform environment, and especially in the shear flows 
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(Mikhailovskii, 1974). In particular, the results received at such approximation are applicable only for 
the initial stage of evolution of the perturbations. In general, if the background flow is spatially non-
uniform along the vertical, then we are not to provide Fourier expansion along the axis z. According to 
the papers (Graik et al., 1986; Reddy et al., 1993; Trefenthen et al., 1993; Chagelishvili et al., 1996; 
Aburjania et al., 2006), when studying the evolution of wave disturbances in shear flows at the linear 
stage the non-modal mathematical analysis is better to be used than a modal approach (i.e. direct 
Fourier expansion). Therefore, further analysis of the features of magnetized IGW wave at the linear 
stage in the ionosphere should be conducted in accordance with a non-modal approach. For this 
purpose, the moving coordinate system 1 1 1X O Y  is more convenient with origin 1O  and the axis 1Y , 
which coincides with the same characteristics of the equilibrium local system XOY , the axis 1X  
flowing along the unperturbed (background) wind. In our problem, this transformation of the 
coordinate system is equivalent to the following replacement of the variables:  
                                                           ,tt,yy,aztxx 111 ==−=                                       (27)  
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With these new variables equation (13), (14), (15) and (17) take the form  
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Coefficients of the initial system of linear equations (13) - (16) depended on the spatial coordinate z . 
Such mathematical transformations replace this spatial non-uniform property into temporal one (see eq. 
(29) - (32)). Thus, the initial-boundary problem is reduced to the initial problem of Cauchy type. Since 
now the coefficients of (29) - (32) are independent of spatial variables, the Fourier transformation of 
these equations with respect to spatial variables 11 z,x  is already possible without any local 
approximation, the temporal evolution of these spatial Fourier harmonics (SFH) we consider 
independently:  
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Here the factors with a tilde (for example xV~ ) indicate spatial Fourier harmonics (SFH) of the relevant 
physical quantities. Inserting (33) into equations (29) - (32), and passing to dimensionless variables,  
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for each SFH perturbed quantities, we obtain  

                                                     x
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0xz
x V)](kb[PkSV

V
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τ∂
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                                                     z
2

yz
z V)](kb[P)(k

V
τν+−ρ−τ=

τ∂
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                                                     zV=
τ∂
ρ∂ ,                                                                    (37) 

                                                0V)(kVk zzxx =τ+ .                                                                    (38)         
Closed system of equations (35) - (38) describes the linear interaction of IGW with a shear flow and the 
evolution of the generated disturbances in the dissipative ionosphere medium. We note once again that 
after these transformations the wave vector k ))(k,k( zx τ  of the perturbation became dependent on 
time: τ⋅−=τ Sk)0(k)(k xzz ; ))(kk()(k 2

z
2
x

2 τ+=τ . Variation of the wave vector according to time 
(i.e. splitting of the disturbances’ scales in the linear stage) leads to significant interaction in the 
medium even of such perturbations, the characteristic scale of which are very different from each other 
at the initial time (Aburjania et al., 2006).  
On the basis of (35) - (37) an equation of energy transfer of the considered wave structures can be 
obtained, which gives possibility to identify the pattern of energy density variation with time:  
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τ
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Here the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate values of the indignations,   ),(kb)(b 2
01 τν+=τ   

)(kb)(b 2
y2 τν+=τ and the density of the total dimensionless energy of the wave perturbations )(E τ  

in the wave number space is given by:  

                                                              ( )22
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2
x VV

2
1)](k[E ρ++=τ .                                     (40)  

It’s obvious that the transient evolution of wave energy structures in the ionosphere is due to the shear 
flow (S 0,   A 0)≠ ≠ , dissipative processes - induction decay ( 0b   ,0b y0 ≠≠ ) and viscosity ( 0 ≠ν ). 
In the absence of shear flow (S 0,   A=0)= , and dissipative processes )0,0( P =σ=ν , the energy of the 
considered wave disturbances in the ionosphere conserves 0d)(dE =ττ . The total energy density of 
the perturbations (40) consists of two parts: tk EE]k[E += , where the first term is the kinetic energy 

of perturbation 2/VVE 2
z

2
xk ⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ += , and the second - thermobaric energy 2/E 2

t ρ= , stipulated 

due to the elasticity of perturbations.  
To emphasize the pure effect of shear flow on the evolution of IGW, for simplicity, we consider non-
dissipative ionosphere, i.e. we suppose that )0,0( P =σ=ν . Further, we determine on the basis of 
equation (39) what actually leads the evolution of the energy of the wave disturbance to – does their 
energy increase or decrease? To answer we must calculate the right-hand side part of equation (39). For 
this purpose we must find the solutions of equations (35) - (38) at 0bb 21 == . Differentiating (36) 
with respect to time and using (35) (37) and (38), we obtain the second-order equation for the vertical 
velocity components:  
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where  
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Equation (41) can be simplified by introducing a new variable (Magnus, 1976). Assuming  
                                             [ ]'d)'(R)2/1(expVV 1z ττ−= ∫ .                                                        (43)  
Let’s transform (41) to the equation of a linear oscillator with time dependent parameters:  
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The equation (44) is well known in mathematical physics. This is an equation of linear oscillations of a 
mathematical pendulum, length of which changes. The value )(τΩ  determines the angular velocity of 
the pendulum.  
We solve the equation (44) in the adiabatic approximation (Zeldovich and Mishkis, 1972), i.e. when 
dependence of )(τΩ on time is adiabatically slow:  
                                                                  )()( 2 τΩ<<τΩ& .                                                         (46)  
Taking into account the definition of the parameter )(τΩ the equation (46) can be rewritten as  
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xz )(kk)(kS τ+<<τ⋅ .                                             (47)  

For the real ionospheric shear flow 1S <<  (see definition (34)), so it can be said that the condition (47) 
holds for a wide range of variations of wave numbers τ−=τ Sk)0(k)(k xzz . In other words, when the 

temporary variation of )(k z τ  is due to the linear drift of the wave vector in the space of wave 
numbers, the condition (46) or (47) is valid in all stages of the evolution of IGW. In this case, an 
approximate solution of homogeneous equation (44) can be represented as:  
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Substituting (48) in (43), and then - into the equations (35) - (38), we can finally construct the solutions 
for physical quantities:  
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                                                      0)0(V)0(k)0(Vk zzxx =+ .                                                   (53)  
Here, in the expressions (49) - (53) for the values of physical quantities are considered the real parts.  
Substituting (49) - (51) into equations (39) and (40), we obtain an expression for the normalized energy 
density of the Fourier harmonics:  
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and for the IGW energy transport equation (at 0bb 21 == )  
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Here for the convenience of numerical analysis a new parameter xz0 k/)0(kk =  is introduced.  
Using equations (54) and (55) we can determine an expression for the increment (decrement) of the 
shear instability ττ⋅τ=τΓ d/)(Ed))(E/1()(  in the non-dissipative ionosphere:  

                                                         2
0

0

)Sk(1
Sk)(

τ−+
τ−

=τΓ .                                              (56)  

Evolution of the dimensionless normalized energy density of the SFH (54) and the increment of shear 
instability (56) are presented in Figures 1,2. In the initial stage of evolution when 0k/)0(kk xz0 >=  

(when 0)(k z >τ ) over time τ , z x0 k (0) / (Sk )∗< τ < τ = , the denominator (54) decreases and, 
accordingly, the energy density of IGW increases monotonically and reaches its maximum value 
(exceeding its initial value by an order) at the time ∗τ=τ . Further, at ∞<τ<τ∗  the energy density 
begins to decrease (when 0)(k z <τ ), and monotonically returns to its initial approximately constant 
value. In other words, in the early stages of evolution, temporarily, when 0)(k z >τ and IGW 
perturbations are in the intensification region in wave-number space, the disturbances draw energy 
from the shear flow and increase own amplitude and energy by an order during the period of time 

z x0 k (0) / (Sk ) 100∗< τ < τ = = . Then (if the nonlinear processes and the self-organization of the wave 
structures are not turned on), when 0)(k z <τ , IGW perturbation enters the damping region in wave 
number space and the perturbation returns energy back to the shear flow over time ∞<τ<τ∗  (Fig. 1, 
2) and so on. Such transient redistribution of energy in the medium with the shear flow is due to the 
fact that the wave vector of the perturbation becomes a function of time )(kk τ= , i.e. disturbances’ 
scale splitting takes place. The structures of comparable scales effectively interact and redistribute free 
energy between them. Taking into account the induction and viscous damping (see equation (39)) the 
perturbation’s energy reduction in the time interval ∞<<∗ ττ  is more intensive than that shown on 
fig. 1, the decay curve in the region ∞<τ<τ∗  becomes more asymmetric (right-hand side curve 
becomes steeper), and part of the energy of the shear flow passes to the medium in the form of heat.  
Thus, even in a stable stratified ionosphere ( 02

g >ω ), temporarily, during the time interval 
3

g0 t 100 / ( ) ~ 5 10 s 1.5∗< ≈ ω ⋅  hour IGW-intensively draws energy from the shear flow and 
increases own energy and amplitude by an order. Accordingly, the wave activity will intensify in the 
given region of the ionosphere due to the shear flow (inhomogeneous wind) energy.  
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4. Nonlinear model dynamic equation for internal gravity waves in the ionosphere 
  
For further analysis of the evolution of the IG wave disturbances it’s necessary to construct a self-

consistent simplified nonlinear dynamic equation on the basis of equations (11) and (3), that takes into 
account the presence of non-uniform zonal wind with velocity 0V )z(v)z( 0= xe  in the ionosphere 
medium. With this purpose writing equation (11) for horizontal xV  and vertical zV  velocity 
components, and differentiating the first equation according to the coordinate z and the second equation 
– according to the coordinate x, subtracting the second equation from the first one, we get:  
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Similarly, we transform the continuity equation (3):  
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Here, according to incompressibility condition of the considered two-dimensional perturbation 
( 0=⋅∇ V ) (2), the stream function introduced as  
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and the operator of the Jacobian x/bz/az/bx/a)b,a(J ∂∂⋅∂∂−∂∂⋅∂∂= .  
For convenience of the further analysis, we turn to usual field variables for an isothermal atmosphere 
(Hines, 1960; Gossard and Hook, 1975):  
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Substituting (60) into (57) and (58), replacing the factor by 1)]H2/(zexp[ ≈  before the nonlinear term 
(i.e. )H2/(1k z >>  - short wavelength waves due to vertical), considering that the parameter 

)/B( 0
2
0P ρσ  does not depend on the coordinate z (Gershman, 1974) and introducing a new variable 

)0(/gR 0ρρ= , we obtain the following closed system of equations:  
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Here 0)H/g( 2/1
g >=ω  ─ frequency of Brunt-Vaisala for stably stratified incompressible isothermal 

atmosphere, dz/)z(dv)z(v 0
'
0 =  and 2

0
2''

0 dz/)z(vd)z(v = .  
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The system of equations (61) and (62) describes the nonlinear interaction of internal gravity structures 
with an inhomogeneous zonal wind and the geomagnetic field in an incompressible isothermal 
dissipative ionosphere.  
 
 

5. IGW stability criteria in the ionosphere with an inhomogeneous zonal wind 
 
Nature of plane shear flow greatly defines the evolution of wave disturbances in the environment. 

Herewith, the shear flows in hydrodynamics and magneto-hydrodynamics are often unstable 
(Mikhailovskii, 1974; Gossard and Hook, 1975; Timofeev, 2000). The presence of the terms 
proportional to '

0v  and ''
0v  in equation (61) is related to the instability criterion (condition) of the shear 

flow. In the linear approximation for small perturbations of the form =Ψ ))t,z,x(R),t,z,x((  

1 1 x( (y),R (y)) exp(ik x i t)Ψ − ω , from the equations (61) and (62) follows an equation of the Orr-
Sommerfeld  
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Neglecting the dissipation effects ( 0  ,P →νσ ) from the equation (63) we get  
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where 2
1

2''
1 dz/d Ψ=Ψ . Equation (64) is a modification of the well-known Rayleigh equation 

(Timofeev, 2000) (at 0,0H/1 g →ω→ ). To determine the shear flow instability criterion in our case, 

we multiply (64) by ∗Ψ1 , subtract the complex-conjugate expression from the result, and integrate the 
resulting expression in  the borders from 1z  to 2z  of the plasma flow:  
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Assuming that the perturbation frequency is complex γ+ω=ω i0  (where 0ω  is eigen frequency of 
linear IGW), and the wave vector xk - the real value, the imaginary part of equation (65) can be written 
as:  
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where 0x01 vk−ω=ω . In the case of 0   ,  , 2
11 >Ψγω  from (66) the condition of linear instability of a 

shear flow it follows:  
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For a critical level of the ionosphere, where the phase velocity xp k/V ω= matches the speed of 
wind 0v , )z(vV 0p =  (i.e. 0vk 0x01 ≈−ω=ω ), equality (67) can be rewritten as:  

                                                                            0H/v)y(v '
0

''
0 =− .                                           (68)  

Conditions (67) and (68) can be called as modified Rayleigh condition ( 0v ''
0 = ) for IGW at the 

appropriate parameters of the zonal flow, waves and environments. Implementation of this equation 
(67) (or (68)) in a resonant point rzz = of the shear flow is a necessary condition for instability.  
In the Earth's atmosphere, the value H/v'

0 can be both larger and smaller than ''
0v . So, according to (68) 

the disturbance of the zonal wind may arise occasionally, such that in a critical layer rzz =  the 

condition H/vv '
0

''
0 =  is fulfilled. This causes instability for some time, after which the zonal wind is 

reconstructed and becomes stable again, etc.  
      Let’s briefly discuss the features and consequences of instability in simple shear flow of the 
ionosphere, where the rate of the local wind in the environment varies linearly - zS)z(v0 ⋅= , where 

0S > - constant parameter of the wind shear. For such wind velocity profile the necessary condition for 
the development of shear instability (67) is fulfilled at 0x0 vk<ω . In this case, according to section 
3, shear instability develops even in a stable stratified ionosphere and temporarily, during the time 
interval 4

b 103~)/(5,62t0 ⋅ω≈< ∗  IGW intensively draws energy of shear flow and increases own 
energy and amplitude by an order. Accordingly, the wave activity will intensify in this region of the 
ionosphere due to the energy of the shear flow (non-uniform wind).  
 
 

6. Nonlinear vortex structures governed by the shear flow 
 
As noted above, the spontaneously excited internal gravity waves at different layers of the 

ionosphere intensively draw energy from the shear flow at a certain point (in particular, for a time 
interval 0 ∗< τ ≤ τ ) in their evolution. Receiving energy, amplitude of IGW increases (by an order of 
magnitude) and, accordingly, the nonlinear processes come into play. In this case, in the initial dynamic 
equation (61) and (62) the nonlinear terms can no longer be neglected and the full nonlinear system has 
to be investigated.  
We proceed to study the influence of nonlinear effects on the dynamics of IGW structures in dissipative 
ionosphere. The results of the observations and targeted experiments show (Bengtsson and Lighthill, 
1985; Chmyrev et al., 1991; Nezlin, 1994; Sundkvist, et al., 2005) that nonlinear solitary vortex 
structures can be generated at different layers of the atmosphere-ionosphere-magnetosphere. These 
structures transfer trapped rotating medium particles. Moreover, the ratio of the rotational speed of the 
particles cU  to the speed of motion of nonlinear structures U is given by 1 UUc ≥  (Monin, 1978).  
We introduce the characteristic time T and spatial scales L of the nonlinear structures. Using equation 
(11), (61) we can establish the relation between quantities: T/L~U  ,V~Uc . Similarly, for the ratio 
of the nonlinear term with the inertial one, we have: U/U~)T/L/(V~)t/V/(V)V( c∂∂∇ . Thus, the 
nonlinearity plays an essential role for wave processes satisfying the condition UUc ≥ . This estimation 
shows that nonlinear effects play a crucial role in the dynamics of IGW-type wave, the initial linear 
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stage of development of which is considered in previous section. Inequality UUc ≥  coincides with the 
anti-twisting condition (Williams and Yamagata, 1984). Satisfying just the latter condition the initial 
nonlinear dynamic equations (61) and (62) may have the solitary (vortex) solutions (Williams, 
Yamagata, 1984; Nezlin, Chernikov, 1999).  

From the general theory of nonlinear waves is well known the fact (Whitham, 1977) that if in the 
system the nonlinear effects are significant, then the principle of superposition can’t be applied and the 
solution in the form of a plane wave is unjust. Nonlinearity distorts the wave profile and the wave form 
differs from a sinusoid. If in a nonlinear system the dispersion (or non-uniform equilibrium parameters 
of the medium) is lacked, all small-amplitude waves with different wave numbers k propagate with the 
same speed and have the opportunity for a long time interaction with each other. So, even a small 
nonlinearity leads to the accumulation of distortions. Such nonlinear distortion, as a rule, leads to the 
wave front curvature growth and its upset (breaking) or to the formation of the shock wave. In the 
presence of dispersion the phase velocities of waves with different k vary with the latter, the waves 
with different k propagate with different velocities and virtually unable to interact with each other. 
Therefore, the wave packet tends to spreading. For not very large amplitude the wave dispersion can 
compete with the nonlinearity. Because of this before breaking the wave may split into separate 
nonlinear wave packets, and the shock wave will not form. Indeed, in the real atmosphere, the shock 
wave, as a rule, (spontaneously, without external influence) is not formed spontaneously. Primarily, 
this means that in the atmosphere-ionosphere medium dispersion effects are strongly pronounced and 
significantly compete with nonlinear distortion. If the nonlinear steepening of the wave is exactly 
compensated by the dispersion spreading, there may appear the stationary waves such as solitary 
vortices propagating in a medium without changing its shape.  
It should be noted also, that the results of ground and satellite observations show clearly that in the 
different layers of the ionosphere the zonal winds (currents) are permanently present, which are non-
uniform along the vertical (Gershman 1974; Gossard and Hook, 1978; Kazimirovskii and Kokourov, 
1979). As noted in section 3, at interaction with non-uniform zonal flow the wave disturbance obtains 
an additional dispersion as well as a new source of amplification and the nonlinear effects come into 
play in their dynamics. Thus, the ionospheric medium with shear flow creates a favorable condition for 
the formation of nonlinear stationary solitary wave structures.  
So, we want to find a solution of the nonlinear equations (61) and (62) (a non dissipative 
case 0P =σ=ν ) in the form of stationary regular waves )z,(ηψ=ψ and )z,(RR η= ,  propagating 
along the parallel (along the x-axis) with a constant velocity U = const without changing its form, 
where τ−=η Ux . Moreover, we consider the case when the wave structures propagate on the 
background mean zonal wind, which has the non-uniform velocity. 
In the non-dissipative case ( 0P =σ=ν ), passing to above mentioned auto model variables η  and z  
and considering that in this case η∂∂−=τ∂∂ /U/ , the system of equations (61), (62) can be written as:  

                                                       0),(JR
H4

U 2 =ΔΨΨ+
η∂

∂
+⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ Ψ

−ΔΨ
η∂
∂

− ,                          (69) 

                                                       0)R,(JRU 2
g =Ψ+

η∂
Ψ∂

ω−
η∂

∂
− .                                            (70) 

Here we have introduced a new feature of the stream function 
                                                                        )z,x()z()z,( 0 ψ+Φ=ηΨ ,                                   (71)  
and the velocity potential )z(0Φ of the background zonal shear flow through the notation:  

                                                                             
dz

)z(d
)z(v 0

0
Φ

−= .                                          (72)  
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Providing the so-called vector integration, according to (Aburjania, 2006), the general solution of 
equation (70) can be presented as:  
                                                                         )Uz(Fz)z,(R 2

g +Ψ+ω=η ,                                (73)  
where )(F ξ is the arbitrary function of its argument. Next, substituting (73) into (69) and performing the 
similar transformation we get a nonlinear equation in the form of the Jacobian:  

                                                             0Uz,z
)Uz(d
)Uz(dF

H4
dzUJ 2 =⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
+Ψ

+Ψ
+Ψ

++ΔΨ ∫ .               (74)  

The general solution of (74) has the form (Aburjania, 2006):                                              

                                                              )Uz(Gz
)Uz(d
)Uz(dF

H4
dzU 2 +Ψ=

+Ψ
+Ψ

++ΔΨ ∫ ,                 (75)  

where )(G ξ - a new arbitrary function of its argument.  
As it was mentioned earlier, the results of observations and experiments show that vortex streets of 

various forms can be generated in ordinary liquid and plasma environment in the presence of the shear 
flow, as a consequence of the nonlinear saturation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. Such structures may 
occur if the asymptotic form of the function )(G ξ  in equation (75) is nonlinear (Petviashvili and 
Pokhotelov, 1992; Aburjania, 2006).  
We assume that the nonlinear structure move by a velocity U  that satisfies the following condition:  

                                                                    0z
)Uz(d
)Uz(dF

H4
dzU 2 =

+Ψ
+Ψ

+∫ .                                     (76)  

It is obvious that (76) holds for IGW at only case when the function )(F ξ  is a linear function of its 
argument over the plane z  ,x , i.e. )H4/()Uz(UF 2+Ψ−= . In this case, choosing an arbitrary function 
G  as the following nonlinear function )/2(exp()(G 0

0
20

0 ψξ−κψ=ξ  (Petviashvili and Pokhotelov, 
1992; Aburjania, 2006), equation (75) reduces to:  
                                                         ]/)Uz(2exp[)Uz( 0

0
20

0 ψ+Ψ−κψ=+ΨΔ .                            (77)  
Now let’s choose an expression for the stream function of the background shear flow in the form:  

                                                                      0
0 0 0(z) Uz ln( z)Φ = +ψ κ .                                           (78)  

Here 0
0ψ  characterizes the amplitude of the background structure, but κπ /2  и 0/2 κπ  presents the 

characteristic size of the vortex structure and parameter of non-uniform background shear flow, 
respectively.  
Given (71) and using (78), the vorticity equation (77) can be transformed into:  

                                                                   
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎢
⎢
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−

κ
κ

κψ=ψΔ ψψ− 1e
0
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2
2
0

0
0 .                                   (79)  

This equation has the solution (Mallier and Maslow, 1993):  

                                                                 
⎥
⎥

⎦

⎤

⎢
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κ

κηκ−+κ
ψ=ηψ

)z(ch
)cos(1)z(ch

ln)z,(
0

2
00

0 ,                (80)  

which is a street of the oppositely-rotating vortices. Substituting (80) and (78) into expression (71), we 
finally obtain the solution:  
                                                                0 2

0 0( , z) Uz ln[ch( z) 1 cos( )]Ψ η = +ψ κ + − κ κη .            (81)  
From equations (81), (78) and (59) we obtain the following expressions for the components of the 

medium velocity and shear flow, respectively:  
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                                                          0
x 0 2

0

sh( z)V ( , z) U
ch( z) 1 cos( )

κ
η = − −ψ κ

κ + − κ κη
,                  (82) 

                                                          
)cos(1)z(ch

)sin(1
)z,(V

2
0

2
00

0z
κηκ−+κ

κηκ−
κψ−=η ,                        (83) 

                                                           0
0 0 0 0v (z) U th( z)= − −ψ κ κ ,                                                  (84)                          

At 10 =κ  the solution (81) describes the background flow to the type of shear zonal flow (84). At 

12
0 <κ  in the middle of the zonal flow (84) the longitudinal vortex street will form (Fig. 3). Solution 

(82), (83) with closed streamlines in the form of "cat's eyes" was first obtained by Lord Kelvin.                                 
It must be mentioned that the nonlinear stationary equations (74), (75) also have an analytical 

solution in the form of a Larichev-Reznik type dipole pair of cyclone-anticyclone (Petviashvili and 
Pokhotelov, 1992; Aburjania, 2006) and vortex transverse chains (Aburjania et al., 2005).  
 
 
7. Energy transfer by the vortex structures 

 
In the dynamic equations of IGW structures (61) and (62) the source of convergence of external 

energy due to shear flow (non-uniform wind), the terms with )y(v0 , and divergence sources of energy 
due to dissipative processes in the environment - terms of induction Pσ  and viscous ν  damping are 
included obvious. The above mentioned nonlinear solitary vortex structures can self-sustain only at the 
existence of an appropriate balance between the convergence and divergence of energy in the wave 
perturbations in the ionosphere medium.  

Further, we obtain the energy transport equation for the IGW vortex structures. With this purpose 
we multiply the equation (61) by Ψ  and (62) – by ‘ R , then integrate them according to x  and z . 
After performing simple transformations of obtained relations we finally get the regularities of the 
dynamics of energy of the IGW structures:  
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where 
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H42

1E 2
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2
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∫
⎥
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⎤

⎢
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⎣

⎡

ω
+

Ψ
+Ψ∇= ,                                       (86) 

presents energy of the nonlinear internal-gravity vortex structure.  
Let’s mention, that the equation (85) is valid for linear as well as for nonlinear stage of evolution of 

IGW perturbations. In this equation the first term of the right hand side describes transient sway-
generation of the IGW structures due to the shear instability; the second and the third terms – an 
induction damping of the wave disturbances due to Pedersen conductivity, and the last term describes 
the viscous damping of the perturbations. According to (85), for generation of the structures it is 
necessary the velocity of the shear flow to have at least the first derivative with respect to vertical 
coordinate different from zero ( 0)z(v'

0 ≠ ). 
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As noted in section 3.1, the considered IGW perturbations in the linear mode have eigen 
frequencies (22) and propagate along the Earth’s parallel (along the x  axis). The induction and viscous 
damping takes energy from these IGW structures and heat the ionospheric environment with a 
decrement γ  (23), where zzxx L/2k   ,L/2k π≈π≈ . In this case, shear flow temporarily supply 
the medium with energy, causing generation - swing of IGW structures and the development of shear 
instability with a characteristic growth increment Aγ  (26).  

Thus, the non-uniform zonal wind or shear flow can transiently generate and / or intensify the 
internal gravity structures in the ionosphere and contribute to self-sustaining of IGW vortices 
when Aγ ≥ γ . According to section 3.1, the condition of nonlinear self-sustaining of IGW vortex 
structures at the levels of F-region of the ionosphere the condition ( Aγ ≥ γ ) is fulfilled, even with some 
reserve, and considered vortex structures are long-lived.  

Thus, the revealed internal gravity vortices in the ionosphere are sufficiently long-lived, so they can 
play a significant role in the transport of solid matter, heat, energy and form strong turbulence state in 
the medium (Aburjania et al., 2009).  
 
 
8.  Discussion and conclusion 

 
In this article the linear stage of generation and further nonlinear evolution of IGW structures in the 

dissipative stably stratified ( 02
g >ω ) ionosphere in the presence of shear flow (non-uniform zonal 

wind) is studied. A model system of dynamic nonlinear equations describing the interaction of internal 
gravity structures with viscous ionosphere, non-uniform local zonal wind, and the geomagnetic field is 
obtained. On the basis of analytical solutions and theoretical analysis of the corresponding system of 
dynamic equations a new mechanisms of linear transient pumping of shear flow energy into that of the 
wave perturbation, wave amplification (multiple times), self-organization of nonlinear wave 
perturbations into the solitary vortex structures and the transformation of the perturbation energy into 
heat is revealed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Evolution of the non-dimensional energy density )(τΕ  (formulae (54)) 
 for the initial parameters:  0k 10= ,   S 0.1= . 

 
A necessary condition for shear instability of IGW at their interaction with local non-uniform zonal 

wind, which is a generalization of the Rayleigh condition, is obtained.  
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The equation of energy transfer by nonlinear wave structure in the dissipative ionosphere is 
established. Based on the analysis of this equation it is revealed that the IGW structure effectively 
interacts with the local background non-uniform zonal wind and self-sustained by the shear flow 
energy in the ionosphere.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Increment of shear instability ( )Γ τ  (formulae (56) ), as function of time 
 for the parameters: 0k 10= ,   S 0.1= . 

 
Linear amplification of IGW perturbation is not exponential as in the case of the AGW in the 

inverse-unstably stratified ( 0g <ω , when IGW can not be generated) atmosphere (Aburjania, 1996)), 
but in algebraic-power law manner. Intensification of IGW is possible temporarily, for certain values of 
environmental parameters, shear and waves, which form an unusual way of heating of the shear flow in 
the ionosphere: the waves draw their energy from the shear flow through a linear drift of SFH in the 
wave number space (fragmentation of disturbances due to scale) and pump energy into the region of 
small-scale perturbations, i.e. in the damping region. Finally, the dissipative processes convert this 
energy into heat. The process is permanent and can lead to strong heating of the medium. Intensity of 
heating depends on the level of the initial disturbance and the parameters of the shear flow.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Relief and current lines in the rest frame of the vortices ( , y) UyΨ η − , calculated  
from formula (81)  for 0

0 1ψ = ,   k 1= ,   0æ  =0.5   (the longitudinal vortex street). 
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A remarkable feature of the shear flow is the dependence of the frequency and wave number of 
perturbations on time τ−= Sk)0(kk xzz , 2/12

z
2
x ))(kk()(k τ+=τ . In particular, frequency and wave 

number transient growth leads to a reduction of scales of the wave disturbances due to time in the linear 
regime and, accordingly, to energy transfer into a short scale region - the dissipation region. On the 
other hand a significant change in the frequency range of the generated disturbances stipulates in the 
environment the formation of a broad range of spectral lines of the perturbations, which is linked to the 
linear interactions and not to the strong turbulent effects. Moreover, amplification of the SFH 
perturbation and broadening of wave modes’ spectra occur in a limited period of time (transient 
interval), yet satisfied the relevant conditions of amplification and a strong enough interaction between 
the modes.  

It should be emphasized that the detection of the mechanism of the intensification and broadening 
of the spectrum of perturbations became possible within the non-modal mathematical analysis (these 
processes are overlooked by more traditional modal approach). Thus, non-modal approach, taking into 
account the nonorthogonality of the eigenfunctions of the linear wave dynamics, proved to be more 
appropriate mathematical language to study the linear stage of the wave processes in shear flows.  

The frequency of considered linear IGW perturbations varies in the interval of 
12

0
14 c107.1c10 −−−− ×<ω<  and includes low-frequency range of AGW. Wavelength lies in the 

interval ~ 100м 10kmλ ÷ , the period – from 5 minutes to - 3 hours. Considering intermediate values of 
the IGW wavelengths ( 2 1

gk 1 / H,  H 10 km; 10 s− −ω ω ) we find that the group and phase 

velocities are of the same order 2 1 4 2
g p gV V H 10 s 10 m 10 m / s− −ω × . This estimation agrees 

with existing observations and they move with velocity (0.1 200÷ ) m/s in a random direction along the 
horizontal lines, depending on daytime and nighttime conditions. IGW is characterized by an 
exponential growth of the amplitude of the perturbed velocity at the vertical propagation in an 
environment with exponentially decaying vertical equilibrium density and pressure (Hines, 1960; 
Gossard, Hook, 1978). According to observational data, IGW disturbances manifest themselves in a 
wide range of heights - from the troposphere to the upper ionosphere heights 600z ≤ km (Gossard and 
Hook, 1975; Francis, 1975; Rishbet and Fukao, 1995; Hecht et al., 2010). At ionospheric altitudes 
(above 90 km) the conductive medium strongly impacts on the IGW, causing its remarkable damping 
due to local Pedersen currents.  

On the basis of analytical solutions of nonlinear dynamical equations it’s shown that the internal-
gravity waves organize themselves (due to the shear flow energy) in the form of stationary solitary 
vortex structures. The solution of the nonlinear equations has an exponential asymptotic behavior 

)rexp(~ κ−  at ∞→r , i.e. structures are strongly localized along the plane transverse to the Earth's 
surface. Depending on the type of velocity profile of the zonal shear flow (wind) )z(v0 , the generated 
nonlinear structures maybe the monopole solitons, cyclone, anticyclone, dipole cyclone-anticyclone 
pair, longitudinal vortex streets or transverse vortex chain in the background of non-uniform zonal 
wind (see also Aburjania, et al., 2005). The presence of spatially non-uniform winds in the ionosphere 
gives IGW the properties of self-organization and self-sustaining in the form of the aforementioned 
nonlinear solitary vortex structures of different shapes.  

Phase velocity of linear IGW occupies a range: maxpmax VVV ≤≤−  in an incompressible 

atmosphere, where 2/1
gmax )gH(2H2V =ω= . This means that if the source (for example, the above 

mentioned nonlinear vortex structure) moves along x axes at a velocity greater than maxV , the source 
does not come in resonance with the linear internal gravity waves. Nonlinear vortices, moving faster 
than the corresponding linear waves, can retain their nonlinear amplitude as far as they do not lose 
energy by radiation of linear waves. It means that these sources can not excite a linear wave due to 
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Cherenkov mechanism and can retain its initial energy (Stepanyants and Fabrikant, 1992). Thus, these 
vortex structures can be generated, self-sustained and propagated with velocity maxU V> along the 
horizon in any direction. For the height of the atmosphere 65.4H ÷≈ km, we can estimate the value 
of maximal speed of linear IGW - maxV 440≈ m / sec. Thus, the identified vortex structures are 
supersonic and do not loose energy by radiation of linear IGW in the velocity maxU V< m / s region.  

It should be noted that the discussed nonlinear two-dimensional vortex structures are very different 
from the atmospheric Rossby-type vortices (Larichev and Resnick, 1976; Aburjania, 2006). The main 
difference is that the motion velocity of our vortices is completely symmetric, i.e. the structures can 
move with velocities greater than the maximum phase velocity of linear waves in any horizontal 
direction. While Rossby vortices can move to the west only at the velocities exceeding the maximum 
velocity of Rossby waves. In the East such vortices can move with any speed as far as the linear 
Rossby waves do not propagate in this direction. In addition, we assumed that the atmospheric-
ionospheric medium is isothermal. In case, when the equilibrium temperature 0T  of the medium is not 

constant, in the expression of maximum velocity of linear IGW γ−γ= /)1(c2V 2/1
smax , the term 1−γ  

must be replaced by 00 T/)dz/dT(H1+−γ . Then, for temperatures, coinciding instability threshold 
(i.e. 0dz/Tlnd 0 < ) (Stenflo and Stepaniants,1995), and for 1.4γ =  we get 

330cUV smax ≈<<< m/s a nonlinear stationary IGW structure can be generated in atmospheric-
ionospheric media .  

Nonlinear vortex structures of large amplitude, very similar to those theoretically identified by us, 
were found at atmosphere-ionosphere layers with satellite and ground observations and analyzed in the 
papers (Bengtsson and Lighthill, 1985; Ramamurthy et al., 1990; Cmyrev et al., 1991; Nezlin, 1994; 
Shaefer et al., 1999). The motion of medium particles trapped by vortex structures is characterized by a 
non-zero vorticity 0≠×∇ V , i.e. particles rotate along the closed trajectories in the nonlinear 
structures. Characteristic value of rotational velocity cU  is of the order or greater than the structure 
velocity as a whole U , UUc ≥ . In this case, the structures trap the medium particles (whose number is 
comparable to the number of passing particles) and moving in the environment, transfer these rotating 
trapped particles. Therefore, being long-lived entities, IGW vortex structures can play a significant role 
in the process of transfer of mass, heat, energy and in the creation of macro turbulent state of 
ionosphere (Aburjania et al., 2009). In particular, the vortex structure can play the role of "turbulent 
agent" or elements of horizontal macroscopic turbulent exchange processes in general circulation of the 
ionosphere. Coefficient of horizontal turbulent eddy exchange can be estimated using the Obukhov-
Richardson formula (Monin and Yaglom, 1967): 6 4/3

TK 10 d−≈ m2/s. So, for the typical size of vortices 
10~d km, we find that 2

TK 10≈  m2/s. This estimate (which must be regarded as an upper limit) 
shows that the exchange processes between the upper and lower latitudes, the meridional heat transport 
from north to south in the ionosphere can have macro-turbulent vortex nature (note that in the 
ionosphere, the polar region is warmer than equatorial).  

IGW structures are eigen degrees of freedom of the ionospheric resonator. Therefore, influence of 
external sources on the ionosphere above or below (magnetic storms, earthquakes, artificial explosions, 
etc.) will excite these modes (or intensified) in the first, (Aburjania and Machabeli, 1998). For a certain 
type of pulsed energy source the nonlinear solitary vortical structures will be generated (Aburdjania, 
1996; Aburdjania, 2006), which is confirmed by experimental observations (Ramamurthy et al., 1990; 
Cmyrev et al., 1991; Nezlin, 1994; Shaefer et al., 1999; Sundkvist et al., 2005). Thus, these wave 
structures can also be the ionospheric response to natural and artificial activity.  
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Генерация, интенсификация и само-организация внутренних-
гравитационных волновых структур в земной ионосфере с 

направленным сдвиговым ветром 
 
 

Г. Абурджаниа, Х. Чаргазиа 
 

Резюме 
 

Изучена генерация, интенсификация и дальнейшая нелинейная динамика внутренних 
гравитационных волн (ВГВ) в устойчиво-стратифицированной диссипативной ионосфере с 
неоднородным зональным ветром (сдвиговым течением). В сдвиговых течениях операторы 
линейных задач являются несамосопряженными, а соответствующие собственные функции –
неортогональными, поэтому канонически-модальный подход мало пригоден при изучении таких 
движений. Более адекватным для таких задач становится немодальный математический анализ. 
На основе немодального математического анализа получены уравнения динамики и переноса  
энергии ВГВ возмущений в ионосфере со сдвиговым течением. Выводится необходимое 
условие критерий неустойчивости сдвигового течения в ионосферной среде. Найдено точное 
аналитическое решение как линейных, так и нелинейных динамических уравнений 
рассматриваемых задач. Найден инкремент сдвиговой неустойчивости ВГВ. Выявлено, что 
временное усиление ВГВ возмущений  происходит не экспоненциально, а алгебраическим – 
степенным образом. Частота и волновой вектор генерируемых ВГВ мод являются функциями 
времени. Так что, в ионосфере со сдвиговым течением, волновые возмущения с широким 
спектром  порождаются с линейным эффектом даже тогда, когда отсутствуют нелинейные и 
турбулентные эффекты. Проанализирована эффективность линейного механизма усиления ВГВ 
при их взаимодействии с неоднородным зональным ветром. Показано, что ВГВ эффективно 
черпают энергию сдвигового течения   в линейной стадии эволюции и существенно 
увеличивают (на порядок) свою энергию и амплитуду. С увеличением амплитуды включается 
нелинейный механизм самолокализации, и процесс заканчивается сам-организацией 
нелинейных, сильно локализованных  ВГВ вихревых структур. Тем самим появляется  новая 
степень свободы системы и путь эволюции возмущений в среде со сдвиговым течением. В 
зависимости от вида профиля скорости сдвигового течения нелинейные ВГВ структуры могут 
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быть или чисто монопольным вихрем, или вихревой дорожкой, или вихревой цепочкой на фоне 
неоднородного зонального ветра. Накопление таких вихрей в ионосферной среде может 
создавать сильнотурбулентное состояние. 

 
 
Sida-gravitaciuli talRuri struqturebis generacia,  

intensifikacia da TviT-organizacia dedamiwis 
ionosferoSi araerTgvarovan qarebTan urTierTqmedebisas 

 
 

g. aburjania, x. Cargazia 
 

reziume 
 

Seswavlilia Sida-gravitaciuli talRebis (Sgt) generacia, intensifikacia 
da Semdgomi arawrfivi dinamika mdgradad stratificirebul disipaciur 
ionosferoSi, romelzec zemoqmedebs araerTgvarovani zonaluri qari 
(wanacvlebiTi dineba). wanacvlebiTi dinebebis wrfivi dinamikis aRmwer wrfiv 
gantolebebSi Semavali operatorebi ar arian TviT-SeuRlebulni da 
Sesabamisi sakuTari funqciebi arian araorTogonalurni. amitom, aseTi 
moZraobis aRsawerad kanonikuri, modaluri midgoma naklebad gamodgeba. 
mzgavsi amocanebis amosaxsnelad ufro adeqvaturi gamodga e.w. aramodaluri 
maTematikuri analizi. aramodaluri midgomis safuZvelze miRebulia Sgt 
SeSfoTebebis dinamikis aRmweri da energiis gatanis gantolebebi 
araerTgvarovani qarebiT marTul ionosferoSi. miRebulia wanacvlebiTi 
dinebebis ionosferoSi aramdgradobis aucilebeli piroba-kriteriumi. 
gansazRvrulia wanacvlebiTi aramdgradobis inkrementi. agebulia amocanis 
aRmweri wrfivi da arawrfivi dinamikur gantolebaTa sistemis zusti 
analizuri amonaxsnebi. gamovlenilia, rom Sgt SeSfoTebebis gaZliereba 
drois mixedviT xdeba ara eqsponencialurad, aramed algebrulad-
xarisxobrivad. generirebuli modebis sixSire da talRuri veqtori xdebian 
drois funqcia. ase, rom wanacvlebiTi dinebebisas ionosferoSi wrfivi 
procesebiT efeqturad aRiZvrebian farTo diapazonis talRuri SeSfoTebebi 
maSinac ki, roca arawrfivi da turbulenturi procesebi ar warmoiSobian. 
gaanalizebulia Sgt gaZlierebis efeqturoba maTi araerTgvarovan zonalur 
qarebTan urTierTqmedebisas. naCvenebia, rom sawyis wrfiv stadiaze Sgt 
droebiT magram efeqturad arTmevs energias wanacvlebiT dinebas da 
SesamCnevad zrdis (rigiT) Tavis amplitudas da energias. amplitudis zrdisas 
TamaSSi erTveba arawrfivi TviTlokalizaciis efeqti da procesi mTavrdeba 
arawrfivi, Zlierad lokalizebuli Sgt grigaluri struqturebis 
TviTorganizaciiT. maSasadame, wanacvlebiTi dinebebi sistemas aniWebs axal 
Tavisuflebis xarisxs da Sesabamisad, aCens SeSfoTebebis evoluciis axal 
gzas. wanacvlebiTi dinebebis siCqaris profilisagan damokidebulebiT Sgt 
struqturebi SeiZleba iyon an sufTa monopoluri grigalebi, an ganivi 
grigaluri jaWvebi an da gaswvrivi grigaluri bilikebi araerTgvarovani 
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zonaluri qaris fonze. aseTi grigaluri struqturebis ionosferoSi 
dagrovebam SeiZleba warmoqmnas Zlierad turbulenturi mdgomareoba. 
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                                                                     Abstract 

Quasi-viscous interaction between the solar wind plasma and the geomagnetic field 
regularly takes place at the boundary of the magnetosphere. Like the effect of reconnection of 
force lines of the Earth magnetic field and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) transported by 
the solar wind the intensity of the quasi-viscous interaction depends on the magnetic viscosity of 
the plasma. Anomalous increase of the value of this parameter in the MHD boundary layer of the 
Earth, the magnetopause is analogized with which, is connected with the variation of the solar 
wind perturbation. In such circumstances for presenting the development process of the 
magnetopause dynamics the numerical and analytical methods of mathematical modeling have 
been used. Their effectiveness depends on the quality of the model describing the energy 
transmission process from the solar wind to the magnetopause. Usually, adequacy of a model for 
the development dynamics of the phenomena inside the magnetosphere is assessed in this way. In 
this work one of such theoretical models is considered. This model is based on the Zhigulev 
“magnetic” equation of the MHD boundary layer, which is simplified by means of the Parker 
velocities kinematic model. In order to clearly show the physical mechanisms stipulating the 
energy transmission process from the magnetosphere boundary to its inner structures some new 
characteristics of the MHD boundary layers are presented: thicknesses of magnetic field induction 
and the energy driven into the magnetopause. Besides, in the magnetic field induction equation 
several models of impulsive time variation of the magnetic viscosity of the solar wind is used and 
by means of the sequent approximation method an analytical image of quasi-stationary variation 
of the magnetopause parameters correspondent to these models is presented.    

1. Introduction 

At the boundary of the Earth magnetosphere there is a distinguished structure called 
magnetopause – an area where the solar wind plasma screens the geomagnetic field. According to 
the physical properties the magnetopause may be analogized with the magnetohydrodynamic 
(MHD) boundary layer that is usually created during overflow of a solid surface magnetized by 
fluid or gas characterized with finite electric conductivity [1]. Similarity between the magnetized 
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surface and the magnetosphere boundary is especially obvious at the boundary of the dayside of 
the magnetosphere. In its central area the flow of the solar wind plasma ramifies and a focal area is 
formed. Generally, the image of the overflow of the magnetosphere is spatial and asymmetric. 
According to various theoretical models the asymmetric character of the overflow of the 
magnetosphere is caused by the MHD nature of the flow of the solar wind plasma [2-4]. 
Experimentally this theoretical result is more or less proved by the work [5], and more completely- 
by results of computer simulations carried out recently [6].  

Usually, energy dissipation always takes place in any type boundary layer (dynamic, 
temperature, magnetic). Therefore, during overflow of a solid surface stipulated by fluid or gas 
some part of the thermal  flux formed by the dissipation in the boundary layer will penetrate into 
the overflowing body. It is natural that such an effect occurs during MHD overflow as well. 
Though, due to the specific nature of the overflow of the magnetosphere, thermal  flux is 
substantially impossible on the magnetopause due to extremely low density of the solar wind. At 
the same time temperature change in the components of this extremely low density plasma is quite 
presumable. Change of the size as well as the direction of the induction flow of the magnetic field 
is also possible. The result of the former may appear in development of anomalous electric 
resistance effect in the plasma characterized with very high electric conductivity before interaction 
with the magnetosphere. This, in its turn, will intensify dissipation processes in the magnetopause. 
Both effects are connected with deceleration of the solar wind near the magnetosphere boundary. 
Invasion of additional flow of the magnetic field from the magnetopause into the magnetosphere is 
especially seen during sharp change in the distribution of the geomagnetic field induction in the 
MHD boundary layer. In such a case a change in the energy balance inside the magnetosphere is 
especially felt and it is linked with the reconnection of the force lines of the interplanetary 
magnetic field and the geomagnetic field [7]. Consequent to this process the corpuscular flow 
caused by erosion of the magnetosphere boundary will be distributed into different structures of 
the magnetosphere causing intensification of the radiation belts of the Earth.  

Thus, analogizing the magnetopause with the magnetic boundary layer of the Earth is 
approved by physical similarity between the solid magnetized surface and the magnetosphere 
boundary. Such a view is especially suitable for analysis of the mechanisms directing the energy 
transition from the solar wind to the magnetosphere. However, for reliability of its qualitative 
physical image to strengthen it by quantitative assessments is very important. In its turn, it requires 
mathematically correct modeling of MHD effects developed in the magnetosheath (transitional 
area) before the magnetosphere and in its boundary. For the case of the magnetopause the basis for 
such modeling is the so called Zhigulev equation system of the plane magnetic boundary layer that 
corresponds to the main sections of the magnetosphere. In particular, the Zhigulev first category 
boundary layer corresponds to the meridional section of the magnetosphere that is directed along 
the central boundary force line of the geomagnetic field, and the second category magnetic 
boundary layer corresponds to the perpendicular equatorial section of the magnetosphere. The 
difference between the MHD equation systems that correspond to these layers is caused by the 
direction to each other of the components of the magnetic and velocity fields [1,3]. The reason for 
this difference is the flat characteristic of the equation system of the boundary layer and has no 
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substantial meaning from the viewpoint of similarity of the physical processes taking place in the 
magnetopause. 
 Like any equations of the boundary layer, it is possible to solve the equations of the MHD 
boundary layer by numerical as well as analytical methods. At the same time, it is to be taken into 
account that to receive a precise analytical solution, except in the cases that are very simple and 
less interesting in the physical viewpoint, is almost impossible. This is connected with the problem 
of self-consistency of the magnetic and velocity fields that is a huge problem for tasks of MHD 
overflow. Therefore, the hydrodynamic image of the solar wind flow is primarily determined by 
means of any kinematical model. Generally, the purpose of the mathematical modeling of the 
boundary layer is to determine its parameters by means of the characteristics of the overflowed 
surface and the overflowing environment. The most important among these parameters are the 
thickness of the boundary layer and the image of latitudinal and longitudinal varieties forming the 
boundary layer. In the case of the magnetic boundary layer of the Earth such a characteristics is the 
distribution of the geomagnetic field over the magnetopause [3]. This parameter, like the thickness 
of the magnetopause, is especially variable due to regular changes in the velocity and density of 
the solar wind plasma and the frozen interplanetary magnetic field transported by the plasma. As 
the gas-dynamic pressure of the solar wind depends on its perturbation value its change is 
especially well manifested in the distance from the Earth to the critical point R0 of the 
magnetosphere. As far as this linear parameter is changing the thickness of the magnetopause must 
be changing as well. Nevertheless, in some cases this effect might be leveled by the change in the 
electric conductivity of the solar wind. It means that the thickness of the magnetopause might not 
always be in correlation with the R0 parameter. The image of variation of the latter is especially 
made obvious by the numerical model [8], the theoretical basis of which is described in the work 
[9]. However, this model, like other theoretical models, is not able to clearly determine the 
thickness of the magnetopause. The main reason for such a circumstance is gaps of the theoretical 
models and limited capacity of the analytical methods for solving the MHD equation systems. In 
this viewpoint the numerical methods have certain advantage, though they have quite significant 
disadvantage as they provide only retrospective analysis. Therefore, in case of the changes of the 
parameters of the solar wind it is impossible to forecast the nature of changes in the magnetopause 
parameters. In this respect we assume that the so called Schwec successive approximation method 
is more effective compared to other methods [10]. It enables to receive an image of the thickness 
of meridional and equatorial magnetopause and the magnetic field distribution in it in a clear 
analytical form [3,11,12]. In these works, for simplification of the Zhigulev equation system of the 
first and second category MHD boundary layer, the so called wedge-like model of magnetosphere 
and the Parker kinematic model were used. These models primarily determined the field of the 
velocities of the plasma near the critical point of the magnetosphere [ 13]. It is noteworthy that the 
Parker model and also its generalization in three-dimensional event have been very popular for 
modeling the annihilation process of the geomagnetic field at the dayside boundary of the 
magnetosphere [14]. 
 Thus, the central area of the magnetopause at the dayside of the magnetosphere represents 
a main energy channel, by means of which the structures inside the magnetosphere are supplied 
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with corpuscular flow from the solar wind. This process also involves gigantic funnel-shaped 
structures, polar cusps. By means of them the particles of the solar wind easily reach to the polar 
ionosphere. However, here the bulk of these particles are lost. Consequently, polar lights and 
aurora are observed. Only a few protons and electrons of the solar wind reach the magnetosphere 
structures from the solar wind. We may suppose that a structure similar to the MHD boundary 
layer may be formed also at the boundary of the polar cusp, in which formation of global 
geomagnetic storms is most probable due to the nature of the plasma flow. Therefore, the laminar 
approximation and consequently the use of equations of the MHD boundary layer are quite 
uncertain here. 

       2. The basic  principles and initial equation 

      As we mentioned above, with its abilities the Parker kinematic model is quite effective as it 
enables to determine the velocity field of the ideal flow of the incompressible plasma near the 
critical point of the overflowing body. This very model has enabled to determine the parameters of 
the quasi-stationary meridional magnetopause [3,11,12]. As the velocity field was stationary the 
time dependence value has entered the induction equation of this magnetic field by means of 
different models of impulsive time variation in the electric conductivity of the solar wind. 
Furthermore, by the Shwec successive approximation method the parameters of the MHD 
boundary layer were determined in the same way: thickness and distribution of magnetic and 
electric fields over the magnetopause, and the velocity of the electromagnetic drift. However, these 
works do not involve any survey of the problem of the energy balance between the magnetopause 
and the dayside of the magnetosphere, modeling of which is the purpose of our work. For this 
reason qualitative admission was made, according to which during the changes of the parameters 
of the solar wind the magnetopause and the focal part of the dayside of the magnetosphere are 
considered as a closed system. It means that within some limits in this area the law of constancy of 
energy is quite admissible. It is natural that such an admission is quite inaccurate approximation 
compared to the real circumstances. At the same time, as it will be seen, it has adequate results 
with regard to the experimental data. 
 Thus, we may admit that in the focal area of the magnetosphere the sum of the energy 
accumulated in the MHD boundary layer of the Earth and the energy of the surface 
magnetospheric global DCF-current is unchanged during the perturbation of the solar wind. It is 
supposed, that the components of the summarized energy are the energies of the magnetic flow and 
the magnetic field and the energy of the corpuscular flow penetrated into the magnetosphere. It is 
clear, that in spite of the perturbation value of the solar wind some partial changes in the full 
energy will always take place. It means that the intensity of the DCF-current may change at the 
expense of the variation in the distribution of the magnetic field over the magnetopause. However, 
increase of the DCF-current certainly causes intensification of the processes inside the 
magnetosphere. 
 Such an image enables to use physical analogy at the hydrodynamic boundary layer, inside 
of which for assessment of the energy changes there are two effective parameters:  the thickness of 
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the boundary layer and the thickness of loss of the mechanical impulse. For the MHD boundary 
layer, as the analogy of these parameters, two characteristics were used: 1)  - the thickness of 
displacement of magnetic field induction; 2)  - the thickness of magnetic energy displacement 
[3]. According to the explanation the thickness of displacement of magnetic field induction shows 
the thickness of the induction flow loss by means of comparing the distribution of the magnetic 
field to the corresponding distribution of the ideal profile in the latitudinal section of the 
magnetopause. In addition, the thickness of the energy loss of the magnetic field shows the 
thickness of the lost energy layer by comparing it to the ideal distribution. Generally, these 
parameters are defined by the following expressions: 

 

,  (1) 

,  (2) 

where the x -coordinate from the critical point of the magnetosphere is directed to the sun, and the 
magnetic field induction–H, the characteristic value of which is  

, is directed alongside the extreme force line of the  geomagnetic field. The upper boundary of 
integration may be replaced by the finite thickness of the MHD boundary layer only in case when 
this parameter is defined in analytically clear form. Such a possibility is given by the Schwec 
successive approximation method. In the approximation of the wedge-like model of the 
magnetosphere the above mentioned parameters were determined for the first time by this method 
and this have been the only attempt to use them so far. However, in the previous results the 
impulsive time variation of either the electric resistance of the solar wind plasma, or the parameter 
depended on it - the magnetic viscosity were not considered. The further obtained experimental 
data proved the possibility of anomalous increase of the electric resistance of the solar wind that 
has been used in modern computer experiments [6]. Therefore, it is obvious that qualitative and 
quantitative corrections of the data works [11,15,16] carried out earlier are necessary. 
 MHD equations involve magnetic viscosity  as a coefficient that is defined by  specific 
electric conductivity (c is light speed):  
 

 ,          (3) 

Let us use the following expressions for modeling of the impulsive time variation of this parameter 
during perturbation of the solar wind: 
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where m0λ  is the value characterizing the magnetic viscosity, 0τ  - the time characterizing the 
impulsive variation of the magnetic viscosity, β  - the coefficient of the impulsive strengthening. It 
is obvious that the first model corresponds to the periodic perturbation of magnetic viscosity, and 
the rest of the models are physically similar and show the change of the electric conductivity of the 
plasma from the finite to the ideal and vice versa. 
 Let us not take into account the curvilinearity of the extreme force line of the geomagnetic 
field on the dayside and direct the y axis from the critical point of the magnetosphere to the 
periphery. In case of such admission for determining topologic image of nonstationary distribution 
of the magnetic field in the Zhigulev first category plane boundary layer we may use a single-
component equation of magnetic induction 
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According to the Shwec successive approximation  analytical  method suppose that the value of 
the Earth’s dipole magnetic field in the lower boundary of the magnetopause is constant and 
gradually decreases in latitudinal direction of the Hδ  thickness of the magnetic boundary layer. 
Thus, we have the following boundary conditions for the (5) equation   

                0HH y = ,  when 0=x ;    0=yH ,    when Hx δ= .                                 (6) 
Near the critical point of the magnetosphere the velocity field of the noncompressible plasma is 
determined by the Parker kinematic model [13] 
                                        yvxu αα =−= , ,                                     (7) 
where α  is the reverse value of the time characteristic for the overflow of the magnetosphere day 
side. Thus, by means of (6) and (7), e.g. in case of the (4.1) model, we will have the equation 
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In the (6) boundary conditions, for solving the (8) equation, also the corresponding equations of 
the (4.2) and (4.3) models and for gaining information on the determination scheme of the 
magnetopause thickness we may refer to the works [3,11,12]. Therefore, it is quite sufficient to 
present quasi-stationary expressions of the distribution of the magnetic field over the meridional 
magnetopause and the boundary layer thickness (  means the time derivative) 
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    3.Physical analysis 
By means of the (9)-(14) expressions it is possible to use the (1) and (2) expressions and 

determine their corresponding parameters by the magnetopause thickness. The results obtained 
before did not take into account the perturbation nature of the solar wind, possibility of which is 
given by the  variation of the boundary conditions. By this way the qualitative analysis becomes 
easier, purpose of which is to show the so called North-South of the interplanetary magnetic field 
(IMF), as we have marked the  component, the variation of the value and direction in case of the 
(6) conditions changes in the image of the magnetic field distribution over the magnetopause. Such 
an analysis is interesting for qualitative consideration of a dynamical image of strong geomagnetic 
perturbations. It is known that when  is directed in the anti-parallel direction (i.e. to the South) 
of the geomagnetic field the reconnection of the force lines of the IMF and the geomagnetic field 
boundary may occur. Consequently, it will be followed by erosion of the magnetosphere boundary. 
In the opposite case, when  is directed to the North, the magnetosphere boundary is especially 
resistant to the invasion of the solar wind particles. Taking into account the first event of the  
effect in the (6) boundary conditions leads to the following qualitative result: when  is directed 
to the North, addition of its value must not cause any change of the geomagnetic field profile 
screened on the magnetopause. However, when  is directed to the South, probably, the profile 
will qualitatively change and will resemble the profile characteristic for the Quetta MHD flow 
[17]. 
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Figure 1. a) and b) The qualitative image of the geomagnetic magnetic field induction 
distribution over the magnetopause; c) distribution of the generated electric current for 
the b) case. 
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 The above mentioned is illustrated by Figures 1a and  1b, which show corresponding 
profiles of varieties of . The most interesting is fig. 1c. It clearly shows that the electric current 

generated in the magnetopause must be a partial component of the surface magnetospheric DCF- 
current. 
 The Figure 1c shows the profile of the inducted current that corresponds to the 1b event. 
Seemingly, like the magnetic field induction, in this case the direction of the electric current 
generated in the magnetopause is inverted as well. Similar behaviour must be characteristic for the 
corresponding component of the electric field intensity. It is obvious that formaly the electric 
current generated in the magnetopause is a partial component of the surface magnetospheric DCF- 
current. Therefore, this event is especially interesting in the viewpoint of analysis of the 
geomagnetic effects caused by the DCF- current intensity varieties. 

Thus, the Fig.1a corresponds to the event when the IMF has a quite strong northern 
constituent. According to strong magnetospheric perturbation, e.g. the dynamics of the global 
geomagnetic storm development, this event is one of the reasons for the increase in the surface 
DCF- current intensity. The indicator is intensification of the screening effect in the 
magnetosphere boundary. Indeed, as in the  event the electric current generated in the 

magnetopause is parallel to the DCF-current it causes intensification in the latter. Though, 
meanwhile the change of the  parameter may not be conspicuous. However, if the velocity and 
density of the solar wind increase violently, i.e. the gasodynamic pressure of the plasma increases 
and the magnetosphere boundary comes close to the Earth, it refers to a positive jump of the 
geomagnetic field. Usually it means that the initial phase of sudden commencement geomagnetic 
storm (SSC) is being formed. When  an opposite event, i.e. the geomagnetic field 

depression takes place. This event corresponds to the main phase of the  geomagnetic storms. Its 
development is caused by the erosion of the magnetosphere boundary due to the reconnection of 
the force lines of the IMF and the geomagnetic field. On the other hand, it means that the effect 
screening the DCF- current that connects the plasma particles is weakened, due to which the 
intensity of the DR- the circular current inside the magnetosphere is increased [2,7]. Such a 
situation must be expressed by the figure 1c, according to which when there are anti-parallel and 
spatially distant from each other currents on the magnetopause their interaction is quite possible. It 
is natural that a summarized effect in the form of the global DCF- current takes place on the 
surface of the magnetosphere.  However, due to the superposition of the partial currents which 
have opposite directions their contribution in the DCF- current decreases. In such a case the 
magnetosphere boundary moves again away from the Earth, and in the magnetosphere an injection 
of the additional corpuscular flow and magnetic field flux will take place. We may imagine the 
latter as the part of the geomagnetic field flux driven to the magnetopause, which appeared in the 
erosive area of the magnetosphere boundary. It is noteworthy that suggested by us the qualitative 
scheme of the development of the global geomagnetic storm with sudden commencement (SSC) is 
in principal accordance to the up-to-date global numerical model of the interaction of the 
magnetosphere and the solar wind [18]. This work, besides the complete simulation, considers the 
results of virtually strong geomagnetic storms in order to imagine the whole section dynamics of 
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the magnetosphere. In particular, the records of the geostationary satellite GEOS and the records of 
the geomagnetic field on the Earth are compared to each other. Their analyses proved complete 
synchronism of the effects developed in the magnetosphere and on the Earth surface. The global 
geomagnetic storms, besides the variation in the intensity of the geomagnetic field, are followed by 
other effects as well. Among them is the increase of electron concentration in the ionosphere, the 
main radiation belt of the Earth. In its upper F- layer this event is especially felt. This effect is 
especially promptly observed in the main phase of the geomagnetic storm in the polar and high-
latitude ionosphere. Therefore, it was considered that the ionosphere was mainly supplied with the 
energy from the polar cusp. However, according to  [19] in the lower D-layer of the ionosphere, in 
low and middle latitudes, during day time, increase of electron concentration and intensification of 
very low frequency electromagnetic radiation are observed. As this effect occurs with certain time 
delay the author of the work [19] supposes that the energy electrons are distributed from high 
latitudes to the low ones. However, the force lines of the geomagnetic field corresponding to the 
low latitudes form a boundary of the plasmasphere, the main plasma reservoir of the almost 
entirely closed magnetosphere. Consequently, on the dayside this ellipsoid-shape structure that 
represents the spatial projection of the central area of the magnetopause must be supplied with 
energy mainly from the focal area of the magnetosphere. Indeed, high energy electrons, 
concentration of which is always insignificant in unperturbed solar wind, may appear in the low 
latitudes as a result of reconnection of the force lines of the IMF and the geomagnetic field. 
Acceleration of the electrons that have penetrated into the magnetosphere from the erosive area of 
the magnetosphere boundary is caused by a vast electric field, the direction of which is anti-
parallel to the electric field of the DCF- current in the focal area. It is natural that these fields 
influence on each other. In particular, according to the figure 1c the intensity of the surface 
magnetospheric electric field must decrease due to the weakening of the summarized field 
generated in the magnetopause. Consequently, the value of the electric field inside magnetosphere 
must increase that is equal to activation of acceleration mechanism in low energy electrons. 
However, it must be emphasized that such a scheme of development of the above described events 
is appropriate only for the dayside of the magnetosphere. However, there are up-to-date data that 
prove that concentration increase of the energy electrons in the low latitude ionosphere is also 
possible in the nightside of the plasmasphere [20]. By this time, intensification of the VLF 
electromagnetic radiation and short-time geomagnetic pulsation generation are observed here. This 
work involves a detailed morphological analysis of a similar event on the example of one concrete 
case. According to the conclusion, such events are connected not with the development of global 
geomagnetic storms but with the generation of sufficiently strong magnetic substorms in the polar 
area.  

     4.Results of numerical analysis  

According to the specification of the Parker kinematic model in the stationary event the 
thickness of the magnetic boundary layer, as it is obvious in the corresponding analytical 
expressions, is constant. As the time correlation has entered the task from the magnetic viscosity 
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coefficient, and the equation (5) has no starting condition all its solutions (9)-(16) are quasi-
stationary [16]. The admission that the thickness of the magnetic boundary layer does not vary 
alongside the magnetosphere boundary is quite inaccurate and it is natural that it decreases the 
value of the results. Though this defect is rather quantitative than qualitative. Consequently, the 
above mentioned must have no substantial influence on the vast MHD image of the magnetopause. 
In order to corroborate this fact we carried out analysis of the (9)-(14) expressions. For quantitative 
and qualitative assessments we used the following parameters characterizing the magnetosphere 

overflow: 12
0 10=mλ cm2.s-1, 210=β , 5000 =τ s and 01.0

0

0 ==
l
Vα  s-1 . According to the model the 

last parameter is determined by the velocity characterizing the solar wind in the focal area of the 
magnetosphere and the linear scale of this structure: 7

0 102 ⋅=V cm.s-1 , 9
0 102 ⋅=l cm [16]. In the 

first model, as )/sin( 0τπt  the function argument varies in the interval /0-π /, increase in the 
magnetic viscosity is possible by two rates. Such increase is natural for perturbated solar wind in 
case when all the conditions for development of anomalous electric resistance in the space plasma 
are fulfilled. In such a case generation of either global geomagnetic storms or high latitudinal 
magnetospheric substorms becomes especially probable [19]. The perturbation of the second type 
in the magnetosphere is usually much briefer compared to the first one.  Therefore, in the fig. 2 the 
minimal time for development of a storm is used as a characteristic of impulsive time variation of 
the magnetic viscosity. 
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  5.Conclusion 

         Interpretation of experimental data correctly is an actual problem of the magnetosphere 
physics. Modeling of MHD interaction effects of the solar wind and the geomagnetic field in the 
magnetopause is particularly connected with this problem. Mathematically, this task, is especially 
complex, though in the boundary layer approximation it is quite simplified. For this purpose, this 
work involves a theoretical model that enables to receive a clear vast MHD image of dynamic 
variation of the magnetopause parameters. In particular, it is possible to adequately express the 
physical mechanisms for energy transmission from the dayside boundary of the magnetosphere to 
its inner structures during the perturbation of the solar wind. The fig. 2 shows the behaviour of the 
thicknesses of the magnetopause, the magnetic field induction displacement and the magnetic field 
energy loss within the frameworks of each model of the impulsive time variation of the magnetic 
viscosity of the solar wind plasma. In all the three cases synchronous time variation of the 
magnetopause thickness and the (1) and (2) parameters was observed. The quantitative dissipation 
effect of the surface DCF-current during the screening process of the geomagnetic field in the 
magnetopause was clearly seen that may be considered as the main indicator for the physical value 
of the magnetopause model presented by us. 
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Магнитный пограничный слой Земли, как канал 
снабжения  энергией   процессов  внутри магнитосферы 

М.С. Чхитунидзе,  Н.И. Жонжоладзе 

Резюме 

     На границе магнитосферы происходит перманентное квазивязкое взаимодействие   между 
плазмой солнечного ветра и геомагнитным полем. Подобно эффекту пересоединения силовых линий 
вмороженного в солнечный ветер межпланетного  и земного магнитных полей, интенсивность 
квазивязкого взаимодействия зависит от магнитной вязкости плазмы. Аномальное возрастание 
величины этого параметра в МГД пограничном слое Земли, с которым отождествляется 
магнитопауза, зависит от уровня возмущения солнечного ветра. Исходя из необходимости явного 
представления  динамических изменений крупномасштабной картины магнитопаузы,  до 
настоящего времени используются различные численные и аналитические методы математического 
моделирования. Эффекетивность этих методов зависит от того,  как удачно описывает модель 
передачу энергии солнечного ветра магнитосфере. Обычно, таким образом дается оценка 
адекватности модели  относительно процесса развития различных  магнитосферных явлений. В 
данной работе рассматривается одна из таких теоретических моделей магнитопаузы, основой 
которой является «магнитное» уравнение МГД пограничного слоя Жигулева, упрощенное при 
помощи кинематической модели Паркера для скорости плазмы. Для представления в явном виде 
физических механизмов, направляющих процесс передачи энергии от границы магнитосферы к ее 
внутренним структурам,  вводятся дополнительные  характеристики МГД пограничного слоя: 
толщины вытеснения  индукции и энергии магнитного поля  на магнитопаузе. При этом в 
«магнитном» уравнении  Жигулева используются различные модели импульсного изменения во 
времени магнитной вязкости солнечного ветра. В результате при помощи метода последовательных 
приближений определена соответствующая этим моделям квазистационарная аналитическая  
картина изменения параметров магнитопаузы.   

 

dedamiwis magnituri sasazRvro fena, rogorc 

Sidamagnitosferuli procesebis energomomaragebis 

arxi 

 
marina CxituniZe, nino JonJolaZe 

 

reziume 

kvaziblanti urTierTqmedeba mzis qaris plazmasa da geomagnitur vels 

Soris permanentulad mimdinareobs magnitosferos sazRvarze. mzis qaris mier 

transportirebuli saplanetaTaSoriso magnituri velisa da dedamiwis magnituri 

velis Zalwirebis gadaerTebis efeqtis msgavsad, kvaziblanti urTierTqmedebis 
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intensivoba damokidebulia plazmis magnitur siblanteze. am parametris sididis 

anomaluri zrda dedamiwis mhd sasazRvro fenaSi, romelTanac gaigivebulia  

magnitopauza, dakavSirebulia mzis qaris SeSfoTebis donis cvlilebasTan. aseT 

viTarebaSi magnitopauzis dinamikuri suraTis ganviTarebis procesis cxadi saxiT 

warmodgenis aucileblobidan gamomdinare, aqamde  gamoiyeneba maTematikuri 

modelirebis rogorc ricxviTi, aseve analizuri meTodebi. MmaTi  efeqturoba 

damokidebulia imaze, Tu rogor aRwers modeli mzis qaridan 

magnitosferosaTvis energiis gadacemis process. Cveulebriv, ase fasdeba 

modelis adekvaturoba Sida magnitosferuli movlenebis ganviTarebis 

dinamikasTan. mocemul naSromSi ganxilulia magnitopauzis erT-erTi aseTi 

Teoriuli modeli, romelic safuZvels warmoadgens parkeris siCqareTa 

kinematikuri modelis saSualebiT gamartivebuli GJigulevis mhd sasazRvro 

fenis @@”magnituri” gantoleba. magnitosferos sazRvridan misi Sida 

struqturebisaTvis energiis gadacemis procesis warmmarTveli fizikuri 

meqanizmis cxadad warmoCenis mizniT Semotanilia mhd sasazRvro fenis axali 

maxasiaTeblebi: magnitopauzaze magnituri velis induqciisa da energiis 

gamodevnis sisqeebi. amasTan, magnituri velis induqciis gantolebaSi 

gamoyenebulia mzis Qqaris magnituri siblantis droSi impulsuri cvlilebis 

ramdenime modeli da mimdevrobiTi miaxloebis meTodis daxmarebiT miRebulia am 

modelebis Sesabamisi magnitopauzis parametrebis  kvazistacionaruli 

cvlilebis analizuri suraTi.   
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Abstract 
       Still actinometrical observations in the interplanetary space, scientific workers of the 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Institute (USA), under his guidance of C. Abbott, obtained conclusion 
during the period of the severe geomagnetic storms, solar constant, as a rule, is anomalously 
decreased. This phenomenon is explained by Abbott like this – due to strong solar flare in solar-
terrestrial interplanetary space. corpuscular cloud is ejected from the Sun. Corpuscular clouds 
condition Raleigh scattering of photon emission of the Sun and correspondingly, decrease of solar 
constant. 
       Comparison of variations of solar constant and   intensity of the  geomagnetic field in the   period of 
large and very large magnetic storm (∆Dst ≤ – 150 nT) demonstrated that all considered cases can be 
divided into five types, according to the character of solar constant variation. From above stated 
experimental data  follows undoubtedly that the result of Abbot’s scientific school (“in the day of very large 
magnetic storm solar constant value, as a rule, is anomalously decreased”) should be corrected so: 
correlation between variations of solar constant and magnetic storm is not simple.  

Comparison of variations of solar constant and plasma cloud concentration of interplanetary 
medium, with high level of density (PCIMWHLD, nd ≥ 25 pr.cm -3), revealed that   variations  of  
solar constant do not at all  react  at changes of PCIMWHLD.  From above-stated experimental 
data logically follows that there aren’t connection between variations of solar constant and 
PCIMWHLD. Hence Abbot’s conception that -“due to strong solar flare in solar-terrestrial 
interplanetary space corpuscular cloud is ejected from the Sun. Corpuscular clouds condition 
Raleigh scattering of photon emission of the Sun and correspondingly, decrease of solar constant”, 
unfortunately proved to be incorrect. 

 
Intrudaction 

       Still actinometrical observations in the interplanetary space, scientific workers of the 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Institute (USA), under his guidance of C. Abbott, obtained conclusion 
during the period of the severe geomagnetic storms, solar constant, as a rule, is anomalously 
decreased [1]. This phenomenon is explained by Abbott like this – due to strong solar flare in solar-
terrestrial interplanetary space corpuscular cloud is ejected from the Sun. Corpuscular clouds 
condition Raleigh scattering of photon emission of the Sun and correspondingly, decrease of solar 
constant. 
       Above – stated results of C. Abbot and his scientific school logically demand answers for two following 
questions: 

1. If at the time of severe magnetic storm value of solar constant, as a rule, is anomalously decreased, 
what is main connecting link between solar activity and meteorological phenomena – electromagnetic 
irradiation or corpuscular radiation of the sun? 

2. If   C.Abbot’s  conception, that decrease of solar constant during severe magnetic storms is 
conditioned by Raleigh scattering by corpuscular cloud which is ejected from the Sun into interplanetary 
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space, is true then it is necessary to make a correction for change of density of interplanetary space is solar 
constant data by space vehicles. 

Now, measurements of solar constant, which have been made in circum terrestrial cosmic space, 
exclude effects, which are connected with transparence of Earth atmosphere, and received results of the 
investigation are quite trustworthy. 

The goal of the work is the following: to make our modest contribution to specification of above 
mentioned questions on the bases of complex synchronous measurements of solar constant, solar wind 
concentration in interplanetary space, and by magnetic observatories intensity of the geomagnetic field. 

The following initial data was used in the process of investigation: 
1. Daily average values of solar constant (SI) according to measurements made by the satellite 

NIMBUS 7 [2]; 
2. in order to characterize geomagnetic field during magnetic storm hourly values Dst-index 

were used [3], because Dst-index describe temporal variations of intensity of extra ionosphere  
current systems which occur during magnetopause (DCF) and in radiation zone (DR);   

3. in order to characterize density variations of plasma clouds of interplanetary space hourly values of 
proton concentration (n) were taken from King’s catalogue [4] (it is obvious plasma density of interplanetary 
space is ρ = m pr n). 

 
Part 1 
Comparison  of  Variations  of  solar  Constant  and  Intensity  of  the   Geomagnetic  Field  
during  Severe  Geomagnetic  Storms 

 
It is obvious, that, in order to solve the stated problem, it was necessary for investigation to compile the 

catalogue of severe magnetic storms during investigated period according to Dst-index. In the work [5] 
geomagnetic disturbances, which are classified in “Cosmic Data” [6] as magnetic storms of various intensity, 
during the period of 1965-1974 years, were compared with hourly values of Dst-index. It was established 
that cases, when Dst-index decrease in the main phase of storm fulfilled condition ∆ Dst ≤ - 150 n.Т, were 
attributed to very large geomagnetic storms (VLGS). Hence, for investigated period, according to hourly 
values of Dst-index the catalog of VLGS was compiled, when Dst-index decrease in the main phase     of 
storm fulfilled condition ∆ Dst ≤ - 150 n.Т. 

Comparison of variations of solar constant and   intensity of the geomagnetic field in the period of  
VLGS revealed rather complex situation – it turned out that if in some cases VLGS value of solar constant 
was really decreased in a day, in other cases, its violation was observed. In order to understand such complex 
picture we have classified the cases according to groups, according to the character of solar constant 
variation in the period of VLGS duration. We have established that all considered cases could be divided into 
five types. 

To the I types belong events, when in the period of the main phase of the geomagnetic storm, value of 
the solar constant undergo decreases (which coincides with results receiving by Abbott). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________ 
* Basic  results of  investigation  were  presented  on  the  International   conference  – “2009                     

UN/ NASA/ESA/JAXA  Workshop  on  Basic  Space  Science  and  the  International   Heliophy -  sical  
Year  2007.  Septembe r  21-25,  2009   Daejeon, Korea,“ p. 92. 

The period analyzed by us includes temporal interval of measurements of solar constant, which were 
made by NIMBUS-7 from 16.11.1978 to 17.6.1992.  Temporal interval of measurements, which we have 
investigated, includes the period between maxima of 21and 22 cycles of solar activity. 
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Fig.1.The example of I type interconnection (July 9-19, 1982 DR= -338 nT.) 
 

Symbols: in figures 1-5, ordinate endwise average daily values intensity of the geomagnetic field of 
Dst-index; departure of solar constant (∆Io) from normal (Io,norm=1370Wm-2) are built up, and abscissa 
endwise – month days. DR is the value of Dst-index decrease in main phase of a storm, calculated according 
to hourly values of Dst-index. 

 
To the II types belong events when in the period of the geomagnetic storm, value of the solar constant 

stays almost constant. 
 

                                                 
                       
              Fig.2. The example of II type interconnection (May 4-11, 1988). DR= -160  nT. 
        
To the III types belong events, when in the period of the main phase of the geomagnetic storm, value of 

the solar constant undergo increases. 
 

 

  
 

Fig.3. The example of III type interconnection (November 15-22, 1989). DR= -266 nT. 
 

To the IV types belong events when in the period of the geomagnetic storm value of the solar constant 
gradually decreases. 
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           Fig.4. The example of IV type interconnection (June 3-8, 1991). DR= -219 nT. 
 
To the V types belong events when in the period of the geomagnetic storm value of the solar constant 

gradually increases. 
 

                
 
 

       Fig.5. The example of V type interconnection (October 16-26, 1981). DR= -194 nT. 
 
Analyzing curves of figures 1-5, we conclude that during VLGS definite, unambiguous interconnection 

between variations of solar constant and intensity of the   geomagnetic field does not exist. 
It is known that statistical method superposition of epochs (Chree’s method [7,8]).  is vide by used in 

analogous investigations in geophysics, astronomy and other sciences.  
Proceeding from above-said, we decided to use the method superposition of epochs too, in order to 
determine finally interconnection between variations of solar constant and       intensity of the geomagnetic 
field during VLGS 

In the process of the investigation, days of maximum decrease of geomagnetic field during main phase 
of magnetic storms were used as benchmark (zero) moment. 

Fig.6 shows averaged (by the method superposition  of epochs) variations of Dst-index and solar 
constant for VLGS observed in 1978-1992 years.  

 

                                                                          
 
 

Fig.6. By the method superposition of epochs variations  intensity of the geomagnetic field (Dst - index) 
and solar constant during VLGS in 1978-1992 years. 
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Fig. 6 shows that during VLGS solar constant value stays almost unchanged. Hence, the method 

superposition of epochs demonstrates again that during VLGS definite, unambiguous interconnection 
between variations of solar constant and   intensity of the   geomagnetic field does not exist. 

 
Basic  results  of  comparison  of  variations  of  solar  constant  and  intensity  of  the geomagnetic    

field  during very large geomagnetic storms (VLGS) are the following: 
 
1. It was established that:  
a) all considered cases of variations of solar constant during VLGS come to five types: in the period of 

main phase of the storm it decreases (I type); during storm is stays unchanged (II type); in the period of main 
phase of the storm it increases (III type); during the storm it gradually decreases (IV type); during the storm 
it gradually increases (V type). 

b) By the method superposition of epochs variations   intensity  of the geomagnetic field and solar 
constant show that during VLGS value of solar constant stays almost unchanged. 

Experimental facts demonstrate that during VLGS definite, unambiguous inter-connection between 
variations of solar constant and   intensity of the   geomagnetic field does not exist. 

2. Conclusion of Abbot’s school that “at the time of severe magnetic storms solar constant value is, as a 
rule, anomalously decreased”, which was drown on the basis of actinometrical observations, was not 
corroborated.  

3. It s known that VL magnetic storms (for example, E. Mustel [9]) and considerable variations of solar 
constant – 0,1-0,3% (for example, H. Volland [10]) may change atmospheric pressure appreciably and exert 
influence upon circulation processes of in terrestrial atmosphere. 

Hence, when we study solar-atmospheric connection, it is logical and necessary to investigate separately 
those cases of observation of large and very large magnetic storms, which were not accompanied by 
considerable variations of solar constant and separately – considerable variations of solar constant which 
were not accompanied by large and very large magnetic storms. 
 
Part 2 
Comparison of variations of solar constant and plasma clouds of interplanetary medium with 
high level of density 

 
Before we state results of the investigation concerning II part, we think it is necessary to clear up the 

role of plasma clouds of solar wind in magnetic storm formation. 
It is known that classical geomagnetic storms, according to character of H – component change of 

geomagnetic field of middle latitude observatories (which are not influenced by auroral and equatorial 
electric stream), are characterized by initial phase main phase and recovery phase.                                             

Initial phase (DCF-disturbance) is the period, during which level intensity of the  geomagnetic  field  is  
higher than non-disturbance value. Amplitude of initial  phase    is   ∆H≈ 20-40 nT and lasts from 2 to 8 
hours. Basic  key  factor, that  is responsible for DCF – disturbance formation, is plasma cloud of solar wind 
with high level of density [on condition that north-directed interplanetary magnetic field (I m F) Bz >0]. 

Main phase (DR - disturbance) is characterized by sharp decrease  intensity  of the geomagnetic field 
below normal non-disturbance  value. Depression difference is of the order of (50-200) nTl. Main phase of 
magnetic storm generally continues several hours. Basic key factor, that is responsible for DR – disturbance 
formation, is magnetic cloud with south-directed IMF Bz <- (3-5) nT. 

According to S. Akasoff and S. Chepman [11], geomagnetic storms of classical type usually consist of 
two forms of elementary disturbances – DCF and DR. Theoretically, each form of elementary disturbance 
can exist independently from each other. 

Physical bases of the role of plasma parameters of solar wind in geomagnetic storm formation can be 
seen in detail in A. Chkhetia’s monograph [12]. 

It follows from above stated that plasma clouds of solar wind do not participate in formation of severe 
geomagnetic storms. Therefore, it can be supposed, that Abbot’s conception that Raleigh scattering 
conditions solar constant decrease during severe magnetic storms, ejected from the Sun corpuscular cloud, 
may not be true.  

It is obvious that, in order to solve the stated problem, it is necessary for investigation to compile the 
catalogue of plasma clouds of interplanetary medium with high level of density (PCIMWHLD). The 
catalogue of PCIMWHLD was compiled based on data analysis of hourly average values of proton 
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concentration of interplanetary medium according to King’s catalogue [4]. We selected PCIMWHLD 
according to the following succession: 

1. For the investigated period, according to hourly average values of proton concentration (n ho) of 
interplanetary medium, days were selected in which n ho ≥ 40 pr.cm -3 (1). 

Data selection criterion (1) indicates that in selected days increase of proton concentration exceeds 
minimum background average value approximately ten times. 

2. Selected days which satisfied condition (1), according to King’s catalogue should be full or should 
contain 2/3 or more hourly values (N ho), it means N ho ≥ 14 ........ (2). 

Satisfaction of condition (2) means that calculated, according to King’s catalogue, daily average values 
of proton concentration of interplanetary medium are trustworthy. 

3. Finally, days of PCIMWHLD were selected according to daily average values of proton 
concentration of interplanetary medium (nda), which satisfied the condition nda ≥ 20 pr.cm -3   .......... (3).                               

Satisfaction of condition (3) means that in selected days of PCIMWHLD there is no spontaneous 
(impulsive) increase of proton concentration of interplanetary medium. 

On the basis of analysis of PCIMWHLD catalogue for investigated period we concluded the following: 
 
1. PCIMWHLD may last 1-5 days; 
2. It is advisable to divide PCIMWHLD into three subclasses: 
a) Plasma clouds with high seals – 20 pr.cm -3 ≤ nda < 25 pr.cm -3; 
b) Plasma clouds with very high seals – 25 pr.cm -3 ≤ nda < 35 pr.cm -3; 
c) Plasma clouds with super high seals – nda ≥ 35 pr.cm -3. 
 
Comparison of variations of solar constant and PCIMWHLD for investigated period revealed rather 

complex picture. It was found that in some cases in a day (or period) with high level density of interplanetary 
medium solar constant is really decreased, but in other cases its disturbances are observed. It is impossible to 
classify cases according to groups, character of solar constant variation in PCIMWHLD period. Picture 7 
gives characteristic curves of comparison of variations of solar constant and plasma cloud concentration of 
interplanetary medium in the period of very high level of density (nda ≥ 25 pr.cm -3). 

Symbols: in figures 7(a, b, c, d, e), ordinates endwise average daily values of  plasma cloud 
concentration of interplanetary space   (n pr.cm -3); Departure  of solar constant (∆Io)  from normal 
(Io,norm=1370Wm-2) are built up, and abscissa endwise – month days. nmax are maximum hourly average 
values of proton concentration of plasma cloud, in day (d) and hour (h) 

                                              

 
Fig.7a. Temporal interval 11-23 March, 1982 y. nmax =88,7 pr. см-3 , 17d, 14 h. 

 

  
Fig.7b. Temporal interval 1-11 June, 1981 y. nmax =113 pr. см-3, 7d, 18 h. 
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           Fig.7c. Temporal interval 14-23 October, 1991 y. nmax = 62.2, pr. см-3 , 21d, 9 h. 
 

 

       
Fig.7d. Temporal interval 12-25 September, 1981 y. nmax =97.7, pr. см-3, 19d, 3 h. 

 

  
Fig.7e. Temporal interval 26-31 August, 1983 y. nmax =71.1, pr. см-3, 29d, 22 h.   

 
 
Fig.7 (a, b, c, d, e), Characteristic curves of comparison of variations of solar constant and plasma cloud 

concentration in the period of very high density level of interplanetary space.  
Analyzing Fig.7 (a, b, c, d, e), we conclude that variations of solar constant do not at all react upon 

PCIMWHLD. 
In order to solve finally the problem of relationship between variation of solar constant and plasma 

clouds of interplanetary medium, we decided to use the method superposition of epochs as well in our 
investigation, including  variations   intensity  of  the  geomagnetic field level (Dst-index). In the process of 
investigation days with maximum values of concentration of plasma clouds of interplanetary medium, with 
seals nda ≥ 25 pr.cm -3, were used as bench mark (zero) moment. 

Fig.8 gives averaged (by the method superposition of epochs) variations - of plasma cloud concentration 
of interplanetary space, solar constant and  intensity of the geomagnetic field of   Dst-index (Dst-indices 
were investigated only in those days which were satisfying the criterion of data selection – in selected period 
vertical component of IMF - Bz>0). 
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Fig.8. Averaged (by the method superposition of epochs) variations of Dst-index, of concentration 
PCIMWHLD (nda ≥ 25 pr.cm -3) and solar constant for 1978-1992 years. 

 
Curves, presented in Pic.8, allow us to conclude the following: 
1. Evident correlation is observed between variations of Dst-index, PCIMWHLD and solar constant; 
2. The authors think that  
a) Correlation between variations of Dst-index and PCIMWHLD is casual-consequential; 
b) there is no correlation between variations of solar constant and  PCIMWHLD and only parallelism of 

proceeding of events which are called forth by third, mutual for them, reason – some X parameter, 
characterizing solar activity, is described (this question needs further thorough investigations).  

 
 

Basic results of the authors’ investigation of comparison of variations of solar constant and 
PCIMWHLD are the following: 

 
1. On the basis of revealed experimental facts we conclude that: 
a) Variations of solar constant do not at all react at changes of PCIMWHLD; 
b) averaged (by the method superposition of epochs) variations of concentration  PCIMWHLD and 

solar constant show that in PCIMWHLD period solar constant value, instead of decrease, increases 
insignificantly (∆Io=0,19 Wm-2);  

We concluded that there aren’t connection between variations of solar constant and PCIMWHLD; 
2. it is established that Abbot’s conception, that “decrease of solar constant during severe magnetic 

storms is conditioned by Raleigh scattering, ejected from the Sun into interplanetary space corpuscular 
cloud” unfortunately is not confirmed.  

 
 

General Conclusions 
 

1. Comparison of variations of solar constant and   intensity of the  geomagnetic field in the period of 
large and very large magnetic storm (∆Dst ≤ – 150 nT) demonstrated that all considered cases can be divided 
into five types according to the character of solar constant variation: 
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To the I types belong events, when in the period of the main phase of the geomagnetic storm, value of 
the solar constant undergo decreases (which coincides with results receiving by Abbott). 

To the II types belong events when in the period of the geomagnetic storm, value of the solar constant 
stays almost constant. 

To the III types belong events, when in the period of the main phase of the geomagnetic storm, value of 
the solar constant undergo increases. 

To the IV types belong events when in the period of the geomagnetic storm value of the solar constant 
gradually decreases. 

To the V types belong events when in the period of the geomagnetic storm value of the solar constant 
gradually increases. 

2. With the help of  the  method  superposition of epochs it was established that during very large 
magnetic storms the value of solar constant stays almost unchanged. 

3. From above-stated experimental data follows undoubtedly that the result of Abbot’s scientific school 
(“in the day of very large magnetic storm solar constant value, as a rule, is anomalously decreased”) should 
be corrected so: correlation between variations of solar constant and magnetic storm is not simple and comes 
to 5 types. 

4. Comparison of variations of solar constant and plasma cloud concentration of interplanetary medium, 
with high level of density (PCIMWHLD nda ≥ 25 pr.cm -3), revealed that variations of solar constant do not at 
all react at PCIMWHLD. 

5. It was established (with the help of the method superposition of epochs) that during PCIMWHLD 
solar constant value increases insignificantly instead of decrease (∆Io=0.19 Wm-2). 

6. From above-stated experimental data logically follows that there aren’t connection between variations 
of solar constant and PCIMWHLD. Hence Abbot’s conception that “decrease of solar constant during large 
magnetic storms is conditioned by Raleigh scattering, ejected from the  Sun  into interplanetary space 
corpuscular cloud”, unfortunately proved to be incorrect. 

7. Now it is established that solar corpuscular currents (geometric storms), as well as electromagnetic 
solar irradiance (change of solar constant 0.1 – 0.3%), can provoke marked changes of atmospheric pressure 
and influence circulation processes in terrestrial atmosphere.  

Therefore, when we study solar – atmospheric connections it is logical and necessary to investigate 
separately cases of observation of large and very large magnetic storms which were not accompanied by 
solar constant considerable variations, and separately – considerable variations of solar constant which were 
not accompanied by large and very large magnetic storms. 
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К вопросу об  исследовании  вариаций  солнечной  постоянной 

в период очень больших геомагнитных  бурь 
 

Чхетия  А.М.,  Гиголашвили  М.Ш. ,  Эбралидзе  М.О. 
 
                                                                        Рефeрат 
 
       Еще  до проведения  актинометрических  наблюдений  в  межпланетном  пространстве  Аббот  и  
возглавляемая  им   научная  школа Смитсонианского  Астрофизического  института  (США), пришли  
к  выводу, что в день очень сильной геомагнитной   бури величина солнечной постоянной 
оказывается, как правило, аномально заниженной. Аббот  поддерживал точку зрения о том, что 
падение солнечной постоянной во время очень больших геомагнитных бурь вызвано тем, что 
вдобавок к нормальному Релееву рассеянию фотонной радиации Солнца молекулами земной 
атмосферы, во время магнитных бурь происходит дополнительное рассеяние  корпускулярным  
облаком  плазмы,  выброшенным Солнцем  в  межпланетное  пространство.  

Сопоставление  вариаций - солнечной постоянной  и  напряженности геомагнитного поля  в 
период  больших и очень больших геомагнитных бурь  (∆ Dst≤-150нТл)  показало, что по характеру 
изменения солнечной постоянной, все рассмотренные случаи можно разбить на пять типов. Из 
вышеизложенного экспериментального факта  несомненно следует, что результат, полученный 
научной школой Аббота о том, что “в день очень больших магнитных  бурь величина солнечной 
постоянной оказывается, как правило, аномально заниженной”, должен быть заменен  поправкой - 
между вариацией солнечной постоянной  и  магнитной  бурей  связь        неоднозначная. 

Сопоставление вариаций – солнечной постоянной и концентрации плазменных облаков 
межпланетной среды с высоким уровнем плотности (ПОМССВУП,   nср. сут. =25 пр.см-3) выявило,  что 
вариации солнечной постоянной  на ПОМССВУП  вовсе  не  реагируют. Из вышеизложенного 
экспериментального факта логически следует, что между вариацией   солнечной  постоянной  и  
ПОМССВУП связи вовсе не существует. Следовательно, концепция Аббота о том, что “падение 
солнечной постоянной во время больших магнитных бурь обусловлено  Релеевым  рассеянием, 
выброшенным  Солнцем  в межпланетное пространство корпускулярным облаком”, к  сожалению, не 
подтвердилась. 
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ძლიერ  დიდი  გეომაგნიტური  ქარიშხლების  მიმდინარეობის   
პერიოდში მზის  მუდმივას  ვარიაციის  კვლევის  

საკითხებისათვის 

Cxetia a.მ.,   გიგოლაშვილი მ.შ.,   ebraliZe მ. ო. 
 

reziume 
 

    ჯერ კიდევ საპლანეტათშორისო სივრცეში აქტინომეტრიული დაკვირვების  ჩატარე– 
ბამდე, აშშ-ის  სმიტსონიანის ასტროფიზიკური  ინსტიტუტის  თანამშრომლების მიერ, აბოტის  
ხელმძღვანელობით,  დადგენილ  იქნა,  რომ  ძლიერ  დიდი  გეომაგნიტური  ქარიშხლების  
მიმდინარეობის  პერიოდში  მზის  მუდმივა, როგორც  წესი, ანომალურად შემცირებულია. 
აბოტი ამ   მოვლენას ასე  ხსნიდა - მზეზე  ძლიერი აფეთქების  შემდეგ, მზიდან მზე-დედამიწის 
საპლანეტთაშორისო სივრცეში გამოტყორცნილი პლაზმური    ღრუბელი  განაპირობებს  მზის  
ფოტონური  გამოსხივების  რელეისებურ  გაფანტვას  და    შესაბამისად  მზის  მუდმივას  
შემცირებას.  

ძლიერ დიდი გეომაგნიტური ქარიშხლების მიმდინარეობის პერიოდში (როდესაც ΔDst<-
150nT), მზის მუმივას და გეომაგნიტური ველის დაძაბულობის ვარიაციათა შეპირისპირების 
ანალიზის შედეგად გამოვლენილ იქნა, რომ-ძლიერ დიდი გეომაგნიტური ქარიშხლების 
მიმდინარეობის პერიოდში მზის მუდმივასა და გეომაგნიტური ველის დაძაბულობის 
ვარიაციებს შორის განსაზღვრული,  ერთმნიშ– ვნელოვანი  კავშირი  არ  არსებობს. ყველა   
შესაძლო შემთხვევა  დაიყოფილ  იქნა  5 ტიპად. ზემოთ მოცემული ექსპერიმენტული ფაქტიდან 
უშუალოდ გამომდინარეობს, რომ აბოტის მეცნიერული ჯგუფის მიერ მიღებული შედეგი ასე 
უნდა ჩასწორდეს – ძლიერ დიდი გეომაგნიტური ქარიშხლების მიმდინარეობის პერიოდში 
მზის მუდმივასა და გეომაგნიტური ველის დაძაბულობის ვარიაციებს შორის, განსაზღვრული, 
ერთმნიშვნე– ლოვანი კავშირი არ არსებობს.  

მზის მუდმივას და მაღალი სიმკვრივის საპლანეტათშორისო სივრცის პლაზმური 
ღრუბლების (სსპღ, რომელთა კონცენტრაციის საშუალო დღიური მნიშვნელობა n>25 სმ–3) 
ვარიაციათა შეპირისპირების ანალიზის შედეგად გამოვლენილ იქნა, რომ მზის მუდმივას  
ვარიაციები  მაღალი  სიმკვრივის  სსპღ არსებობას  საერთოდ  არ ეხმაურება. ზემოთ მოცემული 
ექსპერიმენტული ფაქტიდან უშუალოდ გამომდინარეობს, რომ  მზის  მუდმივას  ვარიაციებსა  
და  სსპღ  შორის  კავშირი  საერთოდ  არ  არსებობს. ამგკარად, აბოტის კონცეფცია, რომ –“მზეზე 
ძლიერი აფეთქების შემდეგ, მზიდან მზე-დედამიწის  საპლანე -ტთაშორისო სივრცეში 
გამოტყორცნილი პლაზმური  ღრუბელი  განაპირობებს   მზის  ფოტონური გამოსხივების 
რელეისებურ გაფანტვას და შესაბამისად  მზის მუდმივას შემცირებას”, სამწუხაროდ  არ 
გამართლდა.  
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Abstract 
 

The comparative analysis of the results of experimental investigations of the processes of 
formation, interaction and dynamics of vortex structures in pure electron and gas-discharge 
electron nonneutral plasmas taking place for the period of time much less than the electron-neutral 
collision time has been given. The general processes of formation and behaviour of vortex 
structures in these two plasmas were considered. It is shown that the existing difference in 
behaviour of vortex structures is caused by different initial states of nonneutral electron plasmas. 
The significant role of vortex structures in the processes taking place in nonneutral electron plasma 
is discussed.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Nonneutral plasmas differ from all known states of any matter. They are the medium 
consisting of charged particles of only one sign. Therefore, the nonneutral plasmas have their own 
high electrostatic fields having the strong influence on their behaviour and stability. One more 
peculiarity of nonneutral plasmas that differs them from the usual neutral plasma is the absolute 
absence of recombination. Therefore, nonneutral plasmas can exist at any temperatures down to 
absolute zero. Like liquids or gases the nonneutral plasmas consist of the particles of one type, 
however in nonneutral plasmas the long-range electrostatic repulsive forces are dominant. Under 
the laboratory conditions, these plasmas can be confined only by strong magnetic fields.  

Nonneutral plasma can be of electron, ion or positron type. The electron nonneutral plasma 
can be conditionally divided into gas-discharge nonneutral electron plasma and pure electron 
nonneutral plasma, differing from each other by the methods of their obtaining, by the duration of 
their existence, and by the experimental methods of their investigation.  

The gas-discharge nonneutral electron plasma is formed at the expense of ionization of 
neutral gas by electrons in gas-discharge devices with the crossed electric and magnetic fields of 
magnetron, inverted magnetron and Penning cell types. The parameters of discharge are such that 
the ions are not magnetized and leave the discharge gap rapidly without collisions. At the same 
time, the electrons are strongly magnetized and are trapped by magnetic field. Along the magnetic 
field, the electrons are hold by electrostatic fields. As a result, near the anode surface, the 
cylindrical sheath of nonneutral electron plasma is formed, and the whole discharge voltage falls on 
it. In gas-discharge nonneutral electron plasma there always exist the solitary vortex structures [1-
5], that play the main role in the processes of electron transport and dynamic equilibrium of electron 
plasma sheath. One more peculiarity of gas-discharge nonneutral electron plasma is the ejection of 
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electrons from the vortex structures and from the electron background surrounding them to the end 
cathodes along the magnetic field. The flux of electrons to the cathode always exists in the 
discharge and the average value of the current of these electrons reaches 50% of the value of 
discharge current [6,7].  
 

 
Fig.1. 

 
In contrast to gas-discharge plasma, the pure electron plasma is formed by injection of 

electrons into trap with the crossed electric and magnetic fields. In most investigations, the Penning-
Malmberg cell is used as a trap [8-15]. The structure of this cell is very close to Penning cell. Both 
of these cells (see Fig. 1) is a hollow cylindrical anode located in the longitudinal magnetic field 
and bounded at the ends by cathodes: flat as in the Penning cell, or in the form of short cylinders as 
in Penning-Malmberg cell. However, this difference in the form of cathodes is of rather high 
importance. In the Penning cell, the flat cathodes serve as a source of primary electrons at the 
expense of ion-electron emission. Therefore, the Penning cell, like a magnetron and an inverted 
magnetron, is used for ignition of discharge in the crossed electric and magnetic fields. In the 
Penning-Malmberg cell the primary electrons disappear on the cathodes under the action of the 
magnetic field, and the ignition of discharge in such geometry is very difficult or absolutely 
impossible. On the other hand, the Penning-Malmberg cell is ideally adapted for external injection 
of electrons and for their “extraction” from the cell after passing a certain time. Pure electron 
plasma in the Penning-Malmberg cell “decays” gradually, as the reproduction of electrons does not 
take place in it. Therefore, the vortex structures in such plasma are formed only under certain initial 
conditions or are formed artificially. However, after being formed, they are kept for a rather long 
time, more than the electron-neutral collision time.  

In both electron plasmas the vortex structures are formed with the excess electron density. 
As the plasma is nonneutral, the excess density means that the vortex structure has its own electric 
field, and in the presence of external magnetic field rotates around its own axis together with 
rotation around the axis of experimental device. The vortex structures were investigated 
experimentally both, in gas-discharge electron and in pure electron nonneutral plasmas. The aim of 
the present work is the comparative analysis of the processes of formation, dynamics and 
interaction of vortex structures in these two plasmas, the search for the general mechanisms, and the 
explanation of the observed differences. 

Before we start the analysis of the properties and behaviours of vortex structures in gas-
discharge electron and pure electron nonneutral plasmas, let us stop on experimental methods of 
their investigation. We are not going to consider the all used experimental methods we only 
mention two main methods of the investigation of vortex structures in these two plasmas. These 
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methods are: the method of two wall probes in the gas-discharge electron plasma [1] and the 
method of phosphor screen diagnostic in pure electron plasma [8-15]. 

The method of two wall probes consists in simultaneous measurements of signals from 
anode and cathode wall probes during the motion of vortex structures around the axis of discharge 
device. It allows to observe continuously the trajectory and the charge of one or several vortex 
structures for a long period of time. In combination with the measurement of electron ejection from 
vortex structures, this method gives the possibility to determine the parameters of vortex structures, 
to study their formation, interaction and dynamics [1-5]. Generally speaking, this method was 
developed for the geometries of magnetron and inverted magnetron having internal and external 
cylindrical electrodes. However, its modification is applicable to the case of Penning cell [2].  

The method of phosphor screen diagnostic consists in instantaneous ejection of all electrons 
from the trap to the phosphor screen along the magnetic field. (Sometimes, instead of phosphor 
screen a movable collector of electrons is used.) This method gives an instant spatial, in ( ,r θ ) 
plane, pattern of the arrangement and the shapes of vortex structures in the given time moment. 
However, it is connected with the destruction of plasma imposing strict conditions on repeatability 
of the process, as each time we investigate the other structures. In order to obtain the exact pattern 
of the development of process in time, it is necessary to provide for each cycle not only the similar 
initial plasma parameters but, as well, the formation of vortex structures in one and the same place, 
at one and the same time, and at one and the same mode of diocotron instability. For this purpose it 
is necessary to impose the controlled disturbance of electron plasma. Nevertheless, even when these 
conditions are satisfied, some statistical straggling in the course of the processes of formation, 
interaction and dynamics of vortex structures still remains.  

Thus, the method of phosphor screen diagnostic allows to obtain the full spatial, but 
statistically averaged pattern of the behaviour of vortex structures, and the method of two wall 
probes, on the contrary, shows not completely spatial but quite exact and continuous evolution of 
vortex structures in electron nonneutral plasma. In general, both methods allow to investigate rather 
in detail the processes of evolution and dynamics of vortex structures. This gives the possibility to 
make the comparison of these processes for both plasmas. On the other hand, the experimental data 
obtained by these methods supplement each other making it possible to have a more full pattern of 
the behaviour of vortex structures in electron nonneutral plasma.  

The evolution and the dynamics of vortex structures in gas-discharge and pure electron 
nonneutral plasmas we consider in two different time intervals: (i) fast collisionless processes 
( 1

0t ν −Δ ) and (ii) slow processes taking place with the participation of electron-neutral collisions 
( 1

0t ν −Δ ). Here, 0ν  is the frequency of electron-neutral collisions. In this paper, the fast 
collisionless processes are considered. In section 2 the process of formation of one stable vortex 
structure in both plasmas is studied. In section 3 the radial displacement of vortex structures in each 
of plasmas is analyzed. In section 4 the process of approaching and merging of vortex structures is 
investigated. In sections 5 and 6 the phenomena are considered, that have place only in one of these 
plasmas: “vortex crystal” in pure electron plasma and “orbital instability” in gas-discharge electron 
plasma. In final section 7 some experimental results obtained in non-standard devices and 
fundamental role of vortex structures in the processes taking place in nonneutral electron plasma are 
discussed.  
 
 
2. Formation of stable vortex structure  
 

Let us consider the initial time interval 1
0t ν −Δ , during which the processes of formation 

and evolution of vortex structures take place. In this collissionless time interval we can neglect the 
ionization, and, therefore, the principle difference between the gas-discharge and pure electron 
plasmas disappears. Here, all processes should depend only on the initial parameters of electron 
plasma, and the behaviour of vortex structures should be the same for both plasmas. As a starting 
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time interval let us take the moment of appearing the diocotron instability. The diocotron instability 
in all experiments is a generator of vortex structures with the exception of model experiments in 
pure electron plasma when the vortex structures are formed artificially.  

For appearing the diocotron instability, the nonneutral electron plasma should have the 
shape of annular sheath (hollow column). Besides, the certain conditions should be fulfilled to 
excite one or another mode of diocotron instability [16-18]. 

In gas-discharge electron plasma the annular electron sheath is formed as a result of 
ionization of neutral gas by electrons. The sheath adjoins the anode surface, but between them there 
is always a gap of the order of electron Larmor radius. After discharge ignition, the electron density 
in the sheath increases until it reaches the critical value at which the diocotron instability is excited 
[17,18]. The minimum critical density corresponds to 1l =  mode. The higher is the mode, the more 
is the critical density of electrons. Therefore, in gas-discharge electron plasma the diocotron 
instability should be excited at 1l =  mode. The experimentally observed instability really has 1l =  
mode (sometimes  2l =  mode) not only in magnetron and inverted magnetron, but as well in 
Penning cell in which, according to the theory, the exponentially increasing instability at 1l =  mode 
should not be excited. 

The annular sheath of pure electron plasma in Penning-Malmberg cell is formed by different 
ways. In one of them, first, the central electron column is injected with a small seeding asymmetry 
at 1l =  mode; then, a partially hollow profile is formed by means of decreasing the applied 
potential [8]. By other way, from the very beginning a symmetrical partially hollow profile of 
electron column is formed. Such electron sheath can be unstable simultaneously for several modes 
of diocotron instability. For choosing a mode (usually 1l =  or 2l = ) and for a good repeatability of 
initial conditions of experiment, a controlled initial disturbance of electron plasma is used [8]. One 
more way consists in the direct injection of annular electron sheath. In this case, as a source of 
electrons, more frequently, a photocathode is used. Here, from the very beginning, the radius and 
the thickness of electron ring are given. If a ring is thin the mode of diocotron instability depends on 
the ratio of the length of the circumference of ring to its thickness, and it can be rather great [12].  
 

          
 

Fig.2. Hollow electron beam [19]  
Distance from cathode is 1cm (left) and 8.7cm (right) 

 
Before passing to the consideration of the processes of formation and evolution of vortex 

structures in both plasmas, let us note that the decay of the annular electron sheath into separate 
vortex structures was first observed in hollow electron beam that propagated in longitudinal 
magnetic field [19], and for observation of its profile, a phosphor screen located at different 
distances from the electron gun was used. It was shown that, beginning from a certain distance, the 
hollow electron beam decays into separate vortex-like current structures and besides, the 
neighbouring vortex structures are connected with each other by thin spiral “arms”. Fig. 2 shows the 
images of electron beam at different distances from the electron gun (photos are taken from [19]).  

In gas-discharge electron plasma, it is more convenient to study the processes of formation 
and evolution of vortex structures in the geometry of inverted magnetron. In this geometry, at low 
pressures of neutral gas, a full cycle of the evolution of vortex structures can be observed 
continuously: (i) a fast collissionless process from the appearance of diocotron instability to the 
formation of one stable (quasistable) vortex structure, and (ii) a slow collissional process of 
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“decaying” the quasistable vortex structure [3,4]. When the vortex structure fully disappears, during 
a certain period of time before the next diocotron instability appears, only a symmetrical electron 
sheath remains without vortices and oscillations. The oscillograms of this periodically repeated 
process are shown in Fig. 3. The upper oscillogram is the oscillation of electric field on the anode 
wall probe. The lower oscillogram is a total electron current on the end cathodes. Here and below, 
the little lines on the oscillograms (to the left) indicate the initial position of the sweep trace. As is 
seen from the figure, the process of development of diocotron instability and of the formation of 
quasistable vortex structure is accompanied by the pulse of electron ejection along the magnetic 
field to the end cathodes. 
 

    
 

Fig.3. Diocotron instability and vortex structures in inverted magnetron [4]  
1.0ar cm= ; 3.2cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.8B kG= ; 0.9V kV= ; 62 10p −= × , 51 10 Torr−× . 

 
Fig.4 shows the oscillograms of the fragments of this process obtained simultaneously by 

several oscillographs. The upper oscillograms are the oscillations of electric field on the anode wall 
probe, and the lower ones – on the cathode wall probe.  
 

                  ↓1                 ↓2            ↓3                  ↓4                   ↓5                      ↓6                 

 
 

Fig.4. Formation of solitary vortex structure in gas-discharge electron plasma  
2.0ar cm= ; 3.2cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.5B kG= ; 1.0V kV= ; 52 10p Torr−= ×  

 
Let us consider in detail these oscillograms. The comparison of oscillation amplitudes on the 

anode and on the cathode gives evidence that the whole process takes place on one and the same 
drift orbit, the radial oscillations of vortex structures are absent and there is no rotation of one 
vortex structure about the other one. In the first part of oscillograms the strongly nonlinear 
oscillations of diocotron instability are seen. Then, the oscillations increase sharply and in the 
disturbed region of the sheath a hole (↓1) is formed. The arrow on the oscillogram denotes the 
place, where the described process takes place. Further, the hole widens along the azimuth, or, 
speaking strictly, the electrons are bunched at the point diametrically opposite to the azimuth and 
form a clump of electrons (↓2) followed by a tail. In the tail a lot of small irregular inhomogeneities 
are formed (↓3). They approach each other, merge and form one more clump (↓4), being smaller 
than the main one and it moves with less angular velocity. The main clump overtakes the second 
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clump and absorbs it (↓5). At this point, the formation of a single stable vortex structure (↓6) is 
completed. The formed single vortex structure continues to exist during a long period of time, much 
longer than the electron-neutral collision time.  

It should be noted that the process of formation of a stable vortex structure beginning from 
the moment of formation of a hole up to the moment of merging the vortex structures (↓1 – ↓5), is 
accompanied by ejection of electrons along the magnetic field to the end cathodes (Fig. 3). This 
process is shown in more detail in Fig.5, where, like Fig.3, the upper oscillogram is the oscillations 
of electric field on the anode wall probe, and the lower oscillogram – a total electron current on the 
end cathodes.  
 

 
 

Fig.5. Vortex structure formation and ejection of electrons in inverted magnetron [3]  
2.0ar cm= ; 3.2cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.5B kG= ; 1.0V kV= ; 51 10p Torr−= ×  

 
Ejection of electrons take place from the vortex structure and from the electron background 

(sheath) surrounding it. As the duration of the process of vortex structure formation is less than the 
time of electron-neutral collisions ( 1

0t ν −Δ ), and hence, than the time of ionization, ejection of 
electrons from the sheath means the decrease of the average electron density. This should lead to 
the decrease of the strength of electric field in the sheath and also on the drift orbit of vortex 
structure. The decrease of electric field on the drift orbit will increase the time of rotation of vortex 
structure about the axis of discharge device. Indeed, as it follows from Fig. 4, the time of rotation of 
vortex structure increases from 0.15μs for diocotron instability (on the left) to 0.25 μs for the 
formed stable vortex structure (on the right). 

In pure electron plasma, the mode, at which the diocotron instability arises, depends on the 
initial parameters of electron annular sheath and on the external controlled disturbance of electron 
plasma. Instability breaks the electron ring into discrete vortex structures, the number of which is 
equal to the mode of diocotron instability. The vortex structures are mixed, merged (some of them 
decay) and besides, displaced to the trap axis [8-13]. Finally, one stable vortex structure is left, that 
is located on the axis of Penning-Malmberg trap. The vortex structures are always followed by 
filamentary tails that gradually extend, widen, and finally form the symmetric electron background, 
together with the decayed vortex structures. The density of this background is much less than the 
density of central vortex structure.  

As for 1l =  mode, it behaves similar to other modes, although, according to the theory, the 
exponentially unstable 1l =  mode should not be excited in the geometry with the cathode radius 
equal to zero. Here, we will consider in more detail the process of formation of vortex structure just 
at 1l =  mode, in order to make the comparison with the gas-discharge plasma. In Fig. 6 taken from 
[8] the process of evolution of partially hollow electron column with a small “seeding” asymmetry 
is shown. Black color of the figure corresponds to the maximum of electron density.  
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Fig.6. Formation of solitary vortex structure in pure electron plasma [8]  

30,90,150, 1000t and sμ=  
 

As it is seen from the figure, first, the electron ring undergoes breaking. Then, its 
compression pinching takes place along the azimuth forming a dense clump, i.e. a vortex structure. 
The vortex structure is followed by a tail (or a arm, as it is called sometimes). On the tail some 
small clumps are seen, which either disappear or are merged with the main vortex structure. At last, 
a stable vortex structure is formed, which gradually shifts to the trap axis. At the same time, the 
central part of low density, on the contrary, displaces outside and diffuses along the azimuth. 

Thus, the whole process of evolution from the origination of diocotron instability at 1l =  
mode to the formation of the stable vortex structure in gas-discharge and pure electron plasmas 
takes place, practically, in a similar way. However, there is one significant difference: in pure 
electron plasma the stable vortex structure shifts to the trap axis, while in gas-discharge electron 
plasma it remains near the anode surface. 
 
3. Radial drift of vortex structures  
 

Such, ex facte diametrically opposite behaviour of vortex structures in pure electron and 
gas-discharge electron nonneutral plasmas can be explained on the basis of the results of 
experimental and theoretical investigations carried out in pure electron plasma. In [13] the evolution 
of a thin annular electron sheath was investigated depending on the value of its radius. An annular 
electron sheath was formed by a photocathode, and the result of its evolution was observed on the 
phosphor screen. Fig. 7 presents the photos taken from [13] that show the evolution of two thin 
electron rings of different radii during one and the same time interval. In both cases, as a result of 
diocotron instability, the ring breaks into discrete vortex structures. After a small period of mixing 
and merging, only one stable vortex structure and symmetrical electron background of lower 
density are left. If the ring radius ( )i ar r , where ir  is the average radius of annular sheath, and ar  is 
the anode radius, is less or of the order of 0.5, the vortex structure shifts to the center, and the 
background falls from the center of the trap to the wall. But if ( )i ar r  is more than 0.5, the stable 
vortex structure remains shifted from the trap axis, and the background reaches the wall of the trap 
and falls towards its center. 

Now it is clear why there is a difference in the behaviour of stable vortex structure in gas-
discharge and pure electron plasmas. In gas-discharge electron plasma the electron sheath adjoins 
the anode surface. Therefore, the formed solitary vortex structure remains as well near the anode 
surface. The pure electron plasma is injected, as a rule, to the central part of Penning-Malmberg 
trap. Therefore, the solitary vortex structure formed there is shifted to the trap axis. 
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Fig.7. Time evolution of an electron rings [13]  
Top: ( ) 0.5i ar r = , 0.01,3,10,30t ms= . Bottom: ( ) 0.79i ar r = , 0.01,1,5,30t ms= .  

 
The mechanism of radial drift of vortex structures to the axis of Penning-Malmberg trap in 

pure electron plasma was investigated theoretically in [20, 21], where the motion of point vortex 
structure is considered in axisymmetric nonuniform electron background with the shear of 
velocities. The maximum density of electron background is on the trap axis. The vortex having the 
density more than the background density is a “clump”, and the vortex having the density less than 
the background density is a “hole”. The authors define both, the clumps and the holes as prograde 
or retrograde depending on the fact whether they rotate with or against the local shear. According to 
such definition, for the background with the maximum on the trap axis the clumps are retrograde, 
and the holes – prograde. The work shows that under the condition of conservation of canonical 
angular momentum, a clump should move up in the background gradient, i.e. to the trap axis, and a 
hole – down in the background gradient, i.e., radially outside. Besides, the velocity of a prograde is 
by an order of magnitude less than that of retrograde. The obtained results correspond well to the 
experimental data of [10].  

Let us see how this theory is qualitatively applicable to gas-discharge electron plasma. In 
gas-discharge electron plasma in all three geometries of discharge device – in Penning cell, in 
magnetron and in inverted magnetron – the density of electron background increases towards the 
anode and has the maximum near the anode surface. Hence, the radial drift of vortex structures 
“clumps” at the expense of the gradient of electron background in gas-discharge electron plasma 
will be always directed to the anode. However, the vortex structures cannot approach the anode 
nearer than the maximum of electron background is located. Therefore, they will be at some 
distance from the anode surface. In all these cases, according to the definition of [21], the vortex 
structures “clumps” will be prograde. Therefore, the velocity of their radial drift will be much less 
than in pure electron plasma, when the clump drifts to the axis of the cell. In the inverted magnetron 
the electron sheath is paramagnetic and rotates to the direction opposite to the direction of rotation 
of diamagnetic sheath in the magnetron geometry, while the rotation of vortex structures in both 
geometries is the same. Hence, in spite of the fact that the density of sheath electrons in the inverted 
magnetron increases towards the axis of discharge device, the vortex structures “clumps” will be 
prograde.  

Thus, the theory of radial shift of vortex structures at the expense of the gradient of the 
electron background density is in qualitative agreement with the experimental results not only in 
pure electron plasma but also in gas-discharge electron plasma. However, there is one uncertainty 
regarding the conservation of canonical angular momentum in gas-discharge electron plasma. The 
formation and the interaction (approach, merging) of vortex structures are accompanied by the 
pulsed ejection of electrons to the end cathodes along the magnetic field both, from the vortex 
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structures themselves and from the region of electron sheath (background) adjoined to them [1-5]. 
Under such conditions, it is difficult to say whether the canonical angular momentum is conserved.  

It should be noted that the conditions for the ejection of electrons from the vortex structures 
for both nonneutral electron plasmas are not similar. At the formation and at the approach (merging) 
of vortex structures, as well as at the approach of the vortex structure to the trap axis the potential 
barrier between the vortex structure and the cathode decreases. If, at the same time, a part of the 
electrons of vortex structure has such a longitudinal velocity which allows them to overcome this 
decreased potential barrier, the ejection of these electrons to the end cathodes along the magnetic 
field will take place. At the consideration of collisionless situation, we should take into account the 
initial longitudinal electron velocity. For the pure electron plasma, it is determined by the 
temperature of injected electrons and by the process of filling the trap, and for the gas- discharge 
electron plasma – by the previous electron-neutral collisions. In general, one can assume that the 
conditions for the ejection of electrons in gas-discharge electron plasma are preferable.  
 
4. Interaction of vortex structures  
 

When in nonneutral electron plasma there exists simultaneously several vortex structures, 
the problem of their interaction becomes important. The interaction of vortex structures in the time 
interval 1

0t ν −Δ  was studied in both plasmas. 
In the pure electron plasma several stable vortex structures are formed either at the expense 

of diocotron instability at 1l >  mode, or as a result of injection of several electron columns into 
Penning-Malmberg trap. In the gas-discharge electron plasma at the low pressures of neutral gas, 
one stable vortex structure is formed as a result of diocotron instability. However, at the pressures 
of the order or more than 55 10 Torr−× , there exists simultaneously several vortex structures, and 
higher is the pressure, the more is their number. These vortex structures do not depend on each 
other. They move on different circular orbits with different angular velocities, and therefore, 
approach each other periodically. Fig. 8 shows the oscillograms depicting the process of 
approaching the vortex structures.  
 

    
 

Fig.8. Approach and merging of vortex structures in magnetron  
3.2ar cm= ; 1.0cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.5B kG= ; 1.5V kV= ; 41 10p Torr−= × . 

 
The upper oscillograms present the oscillations of electric field on the anode wall probe, and 

the lower - the oscillations of electric field on the cathode wall probe. On the left the process of 
passing of one vortex structure by the other one is shown, and on the right – the process of merging 
of two vortex structures. In the gas-discharge electron plasma the process of approaching the vortex 
structures is accompanied by the pulsed ejection of electrons to the end cathodes along the magnetic 
field both, from the vortex structures themselves and from the adjoining region of electron sheath 
(background) [1-3]. This is shown in Fig. 9, where the upper oscillograms present the oscillations of 
electric field on the anode wall probe, and the lower -the full current of electrons on the end 
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cathodes. On the left, the oscillograms are given for two vortex structures, and on the right - when 
the number of vortex structures is more than two. 
 

    
 

Fig.9. Approach of vortex structures in magnetron  
3.2ar cm= ; 1.0cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.5B kG= ; 1.5V kV= ; 41 10p Torr−= × . 

 
As the vortex structures move on different drift orbits, the probability of their merging 

depends on how near they approach each other at passing one vortex structure by the other one. The 
process of merging of vortex structures and the conditions under which this takes place, were 
studied in detail by the experiments in pure electron plasma [9]. In these experiments, two electron 
columns of the given diameter and with the given distance between them were formed artificially, 
and then the process of their approach and merging was studied. 
 

 
 

Fig.10. Merging of vortex structures [9].  
2 1.48vD R = , 10,40, 70 sect and μ=  

 
Fig.10 taken from [9] shows the contours of electron densities in ( ),r θ  plane measured in 

the process of merging of two equal vortex structures. As is seen from the figure, the vortex 
structures are followed by the filamentary tails that are mixed and form the background of low 
density. It appeared that the time of merging of vortex structures depends critically on the ratio of 
the distance between their centers to their diameter ( )/ 2 vD R . If 2 1.6vD R < , the merging of 
vortex structures takes place for several orbital time. If 2 1.7vD R > , two vortex structures make 
more than 104 rotations about each other until they merge. The measurements are in good 
agreement with two-dimensional fluid theory and numerical simulations.  
 
5. “Vortex crystals” in pure electron plasma  
 

Above we investigated the general mechanisms in the behavior of vortex structures in gas-
discharge and pure electron plasmas. However, there are the phenomena observed only in one of 
these plasmas. First of all, this is the “vortex crystals” in pure electron plasma and the “orbital 
instability” in gas-discharge electron plasma. 
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The vortex crystals are rigidly rotating equilibrium lattices of intense vortices of small 
diameters in the background of lower vorticity. Such vortex crystals are formed, e.g. in the rotating 
vessel with superfluid helium [22], at the same time, the number of vortices in the lattice increases 
with the increase of the velocity of vessel rotation.  

In [11] it was shown that the vortex crystals can be formed in pure electron plasma. In this 
experiment the layered electron column being a thin flat electron sheath reeled in a roll was injected 
into the trap. The strong magnetic field inhibited the mixing of layers. As a result of local diocotron 
instabilities, a great number of individual vortex structures (clumps) were formed. The turbulent 
state appearing in this case was evolved and relaxed at the expense of chaotic mixing and merging 
of vortex structures. A part of vortex structures decayed forming the electron background. The final 
state, generally, was the solitary vortex structure located at the center with approximately initial 
density of electrons and the electron background of low density surrounding it. The whole process 
took place during about 10 rotation times Rτ  (the lower sequence in Fig. 11). However, sometimes, 
the relaxation was stopped and the individual vortex structures were located in the form of regular 
vortex lattice (the upper sequence in Fig. 11). Such quasistationary state lasted about 410 Rτ , after 
which the number of the vortex structures decreased to one located at a center of the device. The 
decrease of the number of vortex structures took place step-wise. After each decrease the remained 
vortex structures rearranged into a new rigidly rotating symmetric quasistationary configuration. 
 

 
 

Fig.11. Relaxation of 2D turbulence to vortex crystals and to a single vortex [11]  
 

The experimentally found [11] crystal lattices of electron vortex structures in pure electron 
plasma were confirmed by the numerical simulation [23] and reproduced theoretically [24]. In [11, 
23, 24] it was shown that the formation of vortex crystal takes place as a result of interaction 
between the vortex structures (clumps) and the background of low density surrounding them. 

The systematic experimental investigation of the contribution of electron background to 
spontaneous formation and decay of vortex crystals was given in [14,15]. In these experiments, the 
clumps and the background were generated separately and their superimposition formed the initial 
state of the system. The background of the given value and profile was formed preliminarily. Then, 
the clumps with the given densities and location were injected in it. This allowed to create the 
controllable and well-reproducible conditions of experiment. As the experiments showed, the vortex 
crystals are not formed in vacuum. For formation of vortex crystals, the presence of the background 
is necessary, and besides, the density of electron background should exceed the definite level 
necessary for the given number of clumps. Interaction of clumps with the background leads to the 
formation of annular zones around the clumps depleted of electrons. These annular zones hold the 
electron vortex structures in lattice points and prevent them to approach each other, even for the 
unequal charges of vortex structures. In Fig. 12 taken from [14] such zones are shown for three 
vortex structures with different charges. 
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Fig.12. Ring holes around the clumps in vortex crystal [14]  

 
Thus, the vortex crystals are formed, when the dense vortex structures (clumps) are in the 

electron background of low density and the level of background density has the value necessary for 
the given number of clumps. If the initial value of background density is not high enough, the 
number of clumps decreases in the process of free relaxation until the value of background is 
sufficient for the remained number of clumps to form a crystal. After the crystal is formed, the 
configuration remains quasistationary until one of the clumps disappears thanks to some dissipative 
processes. Disappearance of a clump destroys the stable configuration and triggers the turbulent 
vortex dynamics lasting until a new stable configuration is formed.  
 
6. “Orbital instability” in gas-discharge electron plasma  
 

In gas-discharge nonneutral electron plasma a different phenomenon is observed. At low 
pressures of neutral gas ( 510p Torr−< ), in magnetron geometry and in Penning cell a periodically 
appearing instability of orbital motion of single vortex structure was observed [1,2]. Instability 
manifests itself in creation of strong radial oscillations of vortex structure the frequency of which is 
almost by an order of magnitude less than the frequency of its orbital motion. Fig. 13 shows the 
oscillograms of oscillations of electric fields on the anode (the upper) and the cathode (the lower) 
wall probes during this instability in the magnetron geometry of the discharge device.  
 

 
 

Fig.13. Orbital instability in magnetron  
3.2ar cm= ; 1.0cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.2B kG= ; 1.5V kV= ; 65 10p Torr−= × . 

 
As it is seen from the figure, the vortex structure moves away from or approaches the anode 

periodically. As the period of radial oscillations of vortex structure is much more than the time of its 
rotation about the axis of the discharge device, the vortex structure makes the motion in spiral. 
When the vortex structure moves away from the anode, it losses a part of its electrons that escapes 
along the magnetic field. This is well seen in Fig 14, presenting the oscillograms of oscillations of 
the electric field on the cathode wall probe (the lower) and of the full electron current on the end 
cathodes (the upper).  
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Fig.14. Orbital instability and electron ejection in magnetron  
3.2ar cm= ; 1.0cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.2B kG= ; 1.5V kV= ; 65 10p Torr−= × . 

 
The amplitude of radial oscillations of vortex structure is rather large and reaches 1cm [1]. 

After making 5-8 radial oscillations and losing about one third of its charge, the vortex structure 
“calms down”. The orbit of vortex structure becomes stable. However, now the radius of vortex 
structure orbit becomes by 5-6 mm less than it was before starting the instability. During the 
instability, the vortex structure is not destroyed, only its orbital motion becomes unstable. 
Therefore, such instability we will call “orbital instability”. After completing the orbital instability, 
the charge of vortex structure and the radius of its drift orbit start to increase slowly, but this is 
already the collisional process, which continued until the instability is repeated again.  

The orbital instability in Penning cell [2] takes place in the same way as in magnetron 
geometry, though there are some differences.  
 

    
 

Fig.15. Orbital instability in Penning cell  
3.2ar cm= ; 7L cm= ; 2.0B kG= ; 2.0V kV= ; 66 10p Torr−= ×  

 
The number of radial oscillations in Penning cell is more than in magnetron geometry (of 

the order of ten and more). The decay of radial oscillations in the Penning cell in most cases, takes 
place in the same way as in magnetron geometry, that is, the amplitude of radial oscillations and the 
amplitude of electron ejection along the magnetic field decrease gradually (Fig.15 left). Here the 
upper oscillogram is the oscillations of electric field on the anode wall probe, and the lower – the 
current of electrons on the cathodes. However, in some cases, the last ejection of electrons appears 
to be the greatest and the amplitude of oscillations on the anode wall probe decreases strongly 
(Fig.15 right). This indicates that, sometimes, the vortex structure approaches the axis of Penning 
cell quite close causing, thus, the great losses of electrons in the vortex structure. Then the vortex 
structure remains near the axis of Penning cell during the whole collisionless period. The 
mechanism of appearing and progressing of orbital instability is not studied yet.  
 
7. Discussion and conclusion  
 

We considered the processes of formation and dynamics of vortex structures taking place 
during the collisionless time interval in pure electron and gas-discharge electron nonneutral 
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plasmas. The analysis of experimental results showed that the process of formation of stable vortex 
structure as a result of diocotron instability at 1l =  mode takes place in similar way in both 
plasmas. If, as a result of diocotron instability several vortex structures are formed, in the process of 
their evolution and interaction one stable vortex structure is left finally. A great role in both plasmas 
is played by electron background that determines the direction of radial drift of vortex structure and 
the conditions of vortex crystal formation.  

The difference in behaviour of vortex structures in pure electron and gas-discharge electron 
nonneutral plasmas is caused, mainly, by the different initial conditions. In pure electron plasma 
there is a wide spectrum of externally given initial conditions: the thickness, the location and the 
density of circular electron sheath, or the given arrangement of electron columns. Therefore, at the 
initial moment we can obtain any mode of diocotron instability and any number of vortex 
structures. However, finally, as a result of mixing and merging, one stable vortex structure is left. If 
a vortex crystal is formed, in this case as well the number of vortex structures decreases to one in 
step-wise manner.  

In gas-discharge electron plasma the situation is somewhat different. Here, the cylindrical 
annular electron sheath is formed by natural way at the expense of collisions and ionization. 
Therefore, the diocotron instability develops at 1l =  mode, corresponding to the minimum critical 
electron density [17]. This leads directly to the formation of one stable vortex structure. Thus, in 
gas-discharge electron plasma there are not possibilities for variation of initial conditions. in 
contrast to the case of pure electron plasma. However, here, one can vary the geometry (magnetron 
or inverted magnetron) of discharge device depending on the fact in which of these geometries we 
can observe better one or another process.  

Generally, the use of different geometries or of their modifications is very useful for 
carrying out the experiments. In [25] the vortex structures in magnetron geometry with dielectric 
end plates were studied experimentally. It was found that in such discharge device, the diocotron 
instability appears periodically and a quasistable vortex structure is formed. The existence of 
dielectric discs inhibits the ejection of electrons along the magnetic field. In this regard, the 
situation reminds the one taking place in pure electron plasma. Periodical formation of vortex 
structure and its subsequent “decay” reminds the situation connecting with gas-discharge plasma in 
inverted magnetron. In [26] the experimental investigation of the dispersion shifted from the axis of 
vortex structure in Penning-Malmberg cell was made. For creation of controllable radial electric 
field, a long thin wire was stretched along the cell axis, to which the displacement potential was 
applied. This allowed to study the process of evolution and dispersion of vortex structure depending 
on its intensity and applied shear. In [27] a uniform annular sheath of magnetized electrons was 
formed between two coaxial cylinders by means of continuous electron injection. Diocotron 
instability in annular electron sheath led to the formation of stable localized vortex structures of 
high density. In [28] the electron column was continuously injected into Penning-Malmberg cell. 
With the increase of electron density, the column became hollow. The diocotron instability 
appeared and the vortex structures were formed. However, in contrast to the case of short-time 
injection, when the formed vortex structures shifted to the cell axis, in the given experiment the 
vortex structures shifted to the region between the electron column and the anode. For simulation 
and studying the magnetospheric phenomena, the device was created with levitation 
superconducting dipole magnet for confining the pure electron plasma with magnetospheric 
configuration [29]. It is shown that in this device the electrons, similar to the experiments described 
above, are self-organized into dense stable vortex structures. 

Thus, it can be assumed that the self-organizing vortex structures (clumps) in nonneutral 
electron plasma are one of the fundamental properties of such plasma independent of the method of 
its obtaining and of the geometry of confining device. Being initiated by the diocotron instability, 
they are formed quickly ( 1

0t ν −Δ ) and exist long ( 1
0t ν −Δ ).  

The vortex structures have a strong influence on nonneutral electron plasma and play an 
important role in the processes taking place in it. One of such processes in gas-discharge electron 
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plasma is the ejection of electrons along the magnetic field to the end cathodes from the vortex 
structures and from the regions of electron sheath surrounding them.  

The other physical process connected with the vortex structures is the transport of electrons 
across the magnetic field. As the vortex structure has its own electric field, the sheath electrons 
passing by the vortex structure deviate to the anode or to the cathode and thus, increase their radial 
shifts. When the radial shifts exceed significantly the Larmor radius of electron, there appears the 
neoclassical transport of electrons across the magnetic field. Besides, at the formation of stable 
vortex structure, at the formation and at the stepwise transformation of vortex crystals there appear 
many small irregular vortex structures and filamentary tails that are mixed, merged or dissipated 
chaotically. Thus, a turbulent state appears periodically in nonneutral electron plasma.  

In conclusion, it should be noted that the Drift-Poisson equations describing the noneutral 
electron plasma are isomorphic to 2D Eiler equations for nonviscous incompressible fluid [16,8]. 
Therefore, the investigation of plasma flows, of transport mechanisms, and of the processes of 
formation, interaction and dynamics of vortex structures in nonneutral electron plasma is of interest 
not only for the physics of nonneutral plasmas and for their practical application, but also for 
simulation of large-scale geophysical and astrophysical phenomena.  
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Динамика вихревых структур в бесстолкновительных чистой и 
газоразрядной ненейтральных электронных плазмах 

 
Николоз А. Кервалишвили 

 
 

Резюме 
 

Приводится сравнительный анализ результатов экспериментальных исследований 
процессов формирования, взаимодействия и динамики вихревых структур в чисто 
электронной и газоразрядной электронной ненейтральных плазмах, происходящих за период 
времени, много меньший времени электрон-нейтральных столкновений. Рассмотрены общие 
закономерности формирования и поведения вихревых структур в этих двух плазмах. 
Показано, что имеющиеся различия в поведении вихревых структур обусловлены 
различными начальными условиями ненейтральных электронных плазм. Обсуждается 
вопрос об определяющей роли вихревых структур в процессах, протекающих в 
ненейтральной электронной плазме.  
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warmodgenilia grigaluri struqturebis formirebis, 
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Abstract 
 

The analysis of the results of experimental investigations of equilibrium, interaction and 
dynamics of vortex structures in pure electron and gas-discharge electron nonneutral plasmas 
during the time much more than the electron-neutral collision time has been carried out. The 
problem of long confinement of the column of pure electron plasma in Penning-Malmberg trap is 
considered. The mechanism of self-sustaining long-lived stable vortex structure in gas-discharge 
nonneutral electron plasma is proposed. The collapse of electron sheath in gas-discharge plasma of 
Penning cell is described. The analysis of the interaction between the stable vortex structure and 
the symmetric electron sheath, as well as of the action of vortex structures on the transport of 
electrons along and across the magnetic field is made.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

In [1] the general mechanisms and the differences in the process of formation, interaction 
and dynamics of vortex structures in pure electron and gas-discharge electron nonneutral plasmas 
during a short collisionless time interval following the origination of diocotron instability were 
studied. The analysis of experimental results showed that the process of formation of stable vortex 
structure proceeds in both plasmas practically in the same way, and the observed differences 
connected with the different initial parameters of electron plasma. Independent of the initial number 
of vortex structures, at the end of the process of collisionless evolution in both plasmas only one 
stable vortex structure is left. However, in pure electron plasma, the vortex structure is shifted to the 
axis of trap, and in gas-discharge electron plasma, it remains in the electron sheath near the anode 
surface. The further evolution and dynamics of vortex structure takes place with the participation of 
electron-neutral collisions. The gas-discharge electron plasma differs from the pure electron plasma 
in that it exists unlimitedly long at the expense of ionization. Besides, the ionization takes place not 
only in plasma sheath, but also inside the vortex structure. The other characteristic feature of gas-
discharge plasma is the ejection of electrons from the plasma and vortex structures to the end 
cathodes along the magnetic field in the form of continuous flux and periodically following pulses. 

The present work deals with the comparable analysis of the behavior of vortex structures in 
pure electron and gas-discharge electron nonneutral plasmas in the presence of electron-neutral 
collisions. In section 2, the process of expansion of the column of pure electron plasma in Penning-
Malmberg trap, and the problems connected with its confinement at low pressures of neutral gas are 
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considered. In section 3, the behavior of stable vortex structure in gas-discharge electron plasma is 
studied at different geometries and at different pressures of neutral gas. In section 4, the mechanism 
of self-sustention of long-lived stable vortex structure in gas-discharge electron plasma is 
considered. In section 5 the collapse of electron sheath in gas-discharge plasma in Penning cell at 
the pressures when the density of neutral plasma becomes comparable to the density of electron 
sheath is described. In final section 6, the interaction between the stable vortex structure and the 
symmetric electron sheath, as well as the action of vortex structure on the transport of electrons 
along and across the magnetic field is discussed.  
 
2. Long confinement of pure electron plasma column  
 

A pure electron plasma is formed by injection of electrons into Penning-Malmberg trap and, 
therefore, its initial state can have the arbitrary given density and shape (the central column, the 
hollow column, several columns shifted from the axis, etc). However, independent of the initial 
conditions and of the consequent collisionless processes, the initial state for the time interval 

1
0t ν −Δ  ( 0ν  is the frequency of electron-neutral collisions) will be the axisymmetric picture with 

one vortex structure located on the axis of confinement device and the background of low density 
surrounding it. Under the action of electron-neutral collisions, the vortex structure (the electron 
plasma column) will be expanded. The velocity of expansion is proportional to the pressure of 
neutral gas. Consequently, one could expect a strong increase of the time of plasma confinement at 
the transition to very low pressures. However, the experiment did not prove such suggestion. In [2], 
the time of confinement (the time during which the electron density at the column center was 
halved) of the central column of pure electron plasma in the wide range of neutral gas pressure (He, 

10 310 10p Torr− −< < ) was measured. It turned out that for the pressure of neutral gas 710p Torr−> , 
the time of confinement is determined by the classical mobility of electrons across the magnetic 
field, and at lower pressures, the time of confinement does not depend any more on the pressure [2, 
3].  

In this range of pressures the frequency of electron-neutral collisions becomes less than the 
frequency of electron-electron collisions. However, electron-electron collisions cannot be the reason 
of the observed expansion of electron column. Consequently, there is another process of radial 
transport of electrons that becomes dominant at low pressures. In [2] it was assumed that this 
process can be the asymmetry-induced transport. The asymmetry-induces transport in nonneutral 
plasma located in cylindrical symmetric trap is the transport of charged particles across the 
magnetic field occurred as a result of distortion of cylindrical symmetry caused by the imperfect 
construction of experimental device and by a small asymmetry of electric and magnetic fields. 
Thought his process has been studied for a long period of time, the mechanisms of such process, as 
well as the agreement between the considered theories and experiment have not been fully 
understand yet [4].  

Thus, the attempt to increase the time of confinement of electron (ion) plasma in Penning-
Malmberg trap at the expense of decreasing the neutral-gas pressure was not crowned with success. 
Nevertheless, the method was found allowing to counteract not only the radial expansion of electron 
plasma column, but to compress the electron column increasing multiply its density. This is the so-
called “rotating wall” technique [5,6].  

The description of stable state of nonneutral plasma in strong magnetic field, in cylindrically 
symmetric trap at low pressure of neutral gas is based on conservation of angular momentum. Small 
static asymmetries of trap construction, of electric and magnetic fields create the resistance to 
rotation of nonneutral plasma, and the condition of conservation of angular momentum leads to its 
expansion. To counteract this expansion the technique of rotating wall was developed, in which the 
rotating electric field is used for increasing the angular velocity of nonneutral plasma. This leads to 
the stabilization or to the decrease of the average radius of plasma column, i.e. to the increase of 
confinement or to the radial compression of plasma. In general case, the torque from the rotating 
electric field will compress the plasma if the rotating electric field frequency is larger than the 
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plasma rotation frequency. Here, two regimes are possible. In [5], the frequency of applied electric 
field was in resonance with Trivelpiece-Gould modes and was much higher than the frequency of 
plasma rotation. This is the “slip” regime. In [6], the other regime was used, when the frequency of 
applied electric field is close to the frequency of plasma rotation. In this regime, the plasma was 
compressed and its density was increased until the frequency of plasma rotation approaches the 
fixed applied frequency. This is the “low-slip” regime. In Fig.1 taken from [6], the upper part shows 
the process of compression of electron column under the action of rotating wall field. The lower 
part of the figure shows the process of expansion of the profile of column density after the field of 
rotating wall is detached. As it is seen from the figure, the rate of plasma expansion is much slower 
than the rate of compression. At continuously attached rotating wall, the compressed plasma of high 
density was confined in the stable state for an indefinite time (24 hours in this experiment).  
 

 
 

Fig.1. Evolution of the profile of electron column density 
at compression (upper part) and at expansion (lower part) [6] 

 
 
3. Stability of vortex structure in gas-discharge electron plasma  
 

The behavior of vortex structures in gas-discharge electron plasma during the time much 
more than the electron-neutral collision time depends on the geometry of discharge device and on 
the pressure of neutral gas. As a result of the appearance of diocotron instability, in the geometry of 
inverted magnetron a stable vortex structure is formed rapidly ( 1

0t ν −Δ ) and then it “decays” 
slowly ( 1

0t ν −Δ ) [7, 8]. Hence, during the most period of time we observe one quasi-stable vortex 
structure, the charge of which is decreased slowly. At last, the vortex structure disappears and 
during some time (before appearing the next diocotron instability) the only symmetric electron 
sheath is left without vortices and oscillations. In Fig. 2, the oscillograms of this process are given. 
The upper oscillogram is the oscillations of electric field on the anode wall probe. The lower 
oscillogram is the full current of electrons on the end cathodes.  

The process of development of diocotron instability and of formation of quasi-stable vortex 
structure is accompanied by the pulse of electron current along the magnetic field to the end 
cathodes.  
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Fig.2. Diocotron instability and vortex structures in inverted magnetron [8]  
1.0ar cm= ; 3.2cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.8B kG= ; 0.9V kV= ; 62 10p −= × , 51 10−× , 41 10 Torr−× . 

 
In magnetron geometry and in Penning cell, there exists one stable vortex structure at low 

pressures of neutral gas. At the pressures lower than 51 10 Torr−×  (here and below the pressures of 
argon are given for the parameters of discharge and geometric dimensions of the device at which 
the experiments were made), the vortex structure approaches slowly the anode increasing gradually 
its own charge [9, 10]. At the definite moment of time, there arise the strong radial oscillations of 
the structure being accompanied by ejection of electrons to the end cathodes along the magnetic 
field. The period of radial oscillations of vortex structure is much more than the period of its 
rotation about the axis of discharge device. Therefore, during the radial oscillations the vortex 
structure performs a spiral motion. The ejection of electrons takes place at the moments the vortex 
structure moves away from the anode surface. Let us call such radial oscillations of vortex structure 
the orbital instability. The orbital instability continues during the time much less than the electron-
neutral collision time (5-8 radial oscillations in magnetron, and about 10 – in Penning cell). As a 
result of orbital instability, the vortex structure losses about a third of its charge and returns to the 
initial (smaller) orbit. This process is repeated periodically after the interval of time much more than 
the electron-neutral collision time.  
 

   
 

Fig.3. Periodically repeated orbital instability in magnetron  
3.2ar cm= ; 1.0cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.2B kG= ; 1.5V kV= ; 66 10p Torr−= × . 

 
Fig. 3 shows the oscillograms of this process in magnetron. The upper oscillogram is the 
oscillations of electric field on the anode wall probe, and the lower one - the full current of electrons 
on the end cathodes. Here and below, the little lines on the oscillograms (to the left) indicate the 
initial position of the sweep trace.  

Both, the average frequency of repetition of orbital instability in magnetron and the 
frequency of repetition of diocotron instability in inverted magnetron are proportional to the 
pressure of neutral gas. Both, in magnetron and in inverted magnetron, during the most period of 
time of periodically repeated processes the vortex structure is quasistable. The difference is in that 
in the inverted magnetron the charge of vortex structure decreases slowly, and in the magnetron – 
increases slowly. However, in the narrow range of neutral gas pressure, 5(1 2) 10 Torr−− × , the 
vortex structure in the magnetron geometry remains always stable [9]. Fig. 4 shows the 
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oscillograms of oscillations of electric field on the anode wall probe (upper) and on the cathode wall 
probe (lower) in magnetron in this range of neutral gas pressure. As it is seen from the figure, the 
vortex structure does not have “tails”, and its charge and orbit remain unchanged. 
 

   
 

Fig.4. Stable vortex structure in magnetron  
3.2ar cm= ; 1.0cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.5B kG= ; 1.0V kV= ; 51 10p Torr−= × . 

 
So, in gas-discharge electron plasma, in the time interval 1

0t ν −Δ , the vortex structure in 
magnetron geometry exists indefinitely long and keeps its charge and dimensions despite the 
electron-neutral collisions. Even in the geometry of inverted magnetron where the vortex structure 
“decays” slowly, its expansion in time is not observed. Fig.5 shows the fragments of oscillations of 
electric field on the anode wall probe (upper oscillogram) in inverted magnetron taken at the 
moment when the stable vortex structure is fully formed (left), and at the moment close to its full 
decay (right). The lower oscillogram is the electron current on the end cathodes. 
 

   
 

Fig.5. Decay of vortex structure in inverted magnetron 
2.0ar cm= ; 3.2cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.5B kG= ; 1.0V kV= ; 52 10p Torr−= ×  

 
 
4. The model of self-sustaining stable vortex structure  
 

The stability of vortex structure at the presence of electron-neutral collisions can be 
connected with the simultaneous existence of two processes in the vortex structure: ionization and 
ejection of electrons to the end cathodes along the magnetic field. The pulses of electron current on 
the end cathodes appear at the formation of vortex structures, at their approach and at radial shift of 
vortex structure from the anode surface [7-10], i.e. the moments when the local decrease of 
potential barrier takes place or when the vortex structure itself shifts to the region with less potential 
barrier. At the same time, a part of electrons with the energy sufficient to overcome the decreased 
potential barrier goes to the end cathodes along the magnetic field. However, beside the pulses of 
electron current, there is the continuous flux of electrons from the vortex structure to the end 
cathodes along the magnetic field [11]. Fig. 6 taken from [11] shows the continuous flux of 
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electrons from the vortex structure in the case of one stable vortex structure (left) and in the case of 
two approaching vortex structures (right).  
 

    
 

Fig.6. Continuous electron ejection from vortex structure in Penning cell [12]  
3.2ar cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.9B kG= ; 1.0V kV= ; 51 10p Torr−= ×  

 
Upper oscillograms are the signals from the anode wall probe, and lower oscillograms– the 

current of electrons through the narrow radial slit in the end cathode. The slit was located on the 
same azimuth as the wall probe and the width of slit was much less than the diameter of vortex 
structure. As is seen from the figure, the continues current of electrons flows from the vortex 
structure along the magnetic field and rotates together with the vortex structure around the axis of 
discharge device.           

The average value of total electron current on the end cathodes is rather high and make 
about 50% of the value of discharge current [12,13]. Therefore, this mechanism of losing the 
electrons is necessary to be taken into account together with the ionization and transverse diffusion 
at the consideration of processes taking place both, in vortex structure and in electron sheath of 
discharge. 

In [14] the model of stable vortex structure was proposed, in which from the periphery of 
vortex structure on the side nearest to the cylindrical cathode, a continuous ejection of electrons 
takes place to the end cathodes along the magnetic field. The ejection of electrons compensates the 
ionization in the vortex structure and the expansion of the vortex structure due to electron-neutral 
collisions. Let us consider this process in more detail. The vortex structure rotates about its own 
axis. Therefore, the electrons of vortex structure approach periodically the anode and the cathode. 
In this case, the “longitudinal energy” acquired by vortex electrons at the expense of electron-
neutral collisions near the anode, can be enough for overcoming the potential barrier near the 
cathode after they approach the cathode. The farther are the electrons from the vortex center, the 
more is the value of the “longitudinal energy” acquired by electrons near the anode and the less is 
the potential barrier near the cathode, and consequently, the more probable is the escape of 
electrons along the magnetic field. The electrons originating in the vortex structure at the expense of 
ionization are moved to the periphery of the structure at the expense of electron-neutral collisions 
and go to the end cathodes along the magnetic filed by the considered mechanism. Therefore, the 
transverse dimension of the structure and its charge remain unchanged. If the balance between these 
processes is disturbed, the charge of vortex structure will increase slowly, or on the contrary, will 
decrease slowly. Thus, the above-considered mechanism of the balance of processes of ionization 
and of escape of the electrons along the magnetic field can explain the stability of vortex structure 
in magnetron in the range of pressure 5(1 2) 10 Torr−− × , the increase of the charge of vortex 
structure in magnetron at lower pressure and the decrease of the charge of vortex structure in 
inverted magnetron. 

In the proposed model the electron exchange between the vortex structure and the electron 
sheath is absent. Consequently, the vortex structure is considered as an isolated object. Therefore, 
the mechanism of stabilization of vortex structure should not depend on the geometry (magnetron, 
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inverted magnetron, Penning cell) and on the background. However, the background, geometry and 
the place of location of vortex structure in the discharge gap will have an influence on the 
dimension and the shape of vortex structure. This is connected with the value of gradient of the 
containment potential along the radius of discharge device on the diameter of vortex structure. In 
particular, if, as a result of radial shifting the vortex structure appears in the center of Penning cell, 
the action of above-considered mechanism of stabilization of vortex structure will be stopped. The 
vortex structure will start to expand and the charge will increase. This will lead to the formation of a 
circular sheath, then to the diocotron instability and further to the formation of stable off-axis vortex 
structure. Thus, in the gas-discharge electron plasma there works not only the mechanism of self-
sustention, but the mechanism of self-recovery of stable vortex structure as well. 

For describing the model of stable vortex structure, let us consider two cylindrical 
coordinate systems: the fixed ( ), ,r tθ  with the center on the axis of discharge device, and the 

moving ( ), ,tρ ϑ  with the center on vortex axis. For simplification of the problem let us use the 
planar geometry and assume that the background equals zero, i.e. the electric field between the 
anode and the cathode oE const= . Then, for the electrons of vortex structure in the moving 
coordinate system (moving with the velocity of vortex structure drift d ou cE B= ), the continuity 
equation will have the following form: 
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n n u n
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ρ ν
ρ ρ
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                                                   (1) 

 
Here vn  is the density of electrons, oν  is the frequency of electron-neutral collisions, iν  is 

the frequency of ionization, Γ  is the loss of electrons along the magnetic field. Taking into account 
the Poisson equation and the classical transverse mobility of electrons, in the stationary case 
( 0t∂ ∂ = ) equation (1) will have the following form: 
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Let us solve this problem in the following way. On the basis of experimental data, let us 

give the value of electron density and determine Γ . Then, using the obtained value Γ , let us find 
the dependence of the density of electron current to the end cathodes on the discharge radius in 
magnetron geometry and compare the obtained result with the experiment.  

At 0ρ = , the electrons are not displaced on the radius, and thus, ( )0 0ρΓ = = . Then, from 
(2) it follows that:  

( )
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= = =                                                     (3) 

 
This value of density is close to the experimentally measured density of vortex structures [8, 9, 15]. 
In our model, the shape of distribution of electron density in vortex structure is not of fundamental 
importance and we will use the Gaussian profile of density. Then:  
 

2

2expv o
v

n n ρ
ρ

⎛ ⎞
= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
                                                         (4) 

 
where, vρ  is the radius of vortex structure. Substituting (4) into (2), we will find:  
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                                       (5) 

 
Now, let us use the obtained value of Γ  for magnetron geometry with stable vortex structure and 
electron sheath (background), the density of which, according to the experimental data is about by 
an order of magnitude less than the density of electrons of the vortex structure. In (5), the electron 
losses are distributed uniformly in vortex structure circle. However, as v o oω ω ν>> >>  ( oω  is the 
angular velocity of rotation of vortex structure about the axis of discharge device, and vω is angular 
velocity of rotation of vortex structure about its own axis), for distribution of electron density in 
vortex structure, it is not very important whether the electrons escape from the whole vortex 
structure circle or from any of its point. At this point there should be a minimum potential barrier 
along the magnetic field. Therefore, passing to the fixed coordinate system, let us assume that in the 
magnetron the electrons escape from vortex structure on the straight line segment connecting the 
vortex structure center with the center of discharge device, i.e. at the points of maximum approach 
of electrons near the cathode. In fixed coordinate system, the electron flux from the vortex structure 
will be uniformly distributed on the discharge device circle due to the rotation of vortex structure 
around the axis of discharge device. Hence, for Γ  we can write the following relation:  
 

2 ( ) 2 ( )r rπ πρ ρΓ = Γ          where   vr rρ = −                                      (6) 
 

vr  is the radius of the orbit of vortex structure in magnetron geometry. The density of electron 
current from the vortex structure on the end cathode will be equal to  
 

( ) 2ej e r L= Γ  
 
Here, L  is the anode length. Finally, we will obtain:  
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       (7) 

 
Fig. 7 (left) shows the dependence of vn  and ej  on the radius of fixed coordinate system. 

Though the vortex structure is the isolated system, its influence on the electron sheath is rather 
great. In the sheath there is the velocity shear and each electron of the sheath passes the vortex 
structure many times for the collision interval. As the vortex structure has its own electric field, the 
sheath electrons deviate to the anode or to the cathode while passing the vortex structure. The 
electrons deviated to the cathode, appear in the region of low containment potential and a part of 
them escape to the end cathodes along the magnetic field. Thus, alongside with the electron current 
from the vortex structure, there is also the current of electrons from the sheath to the end cathodes. 
This current is located closer to the cylindrical cathode than the current from the vortex structure. 
The both currents are continuous and rotate together with the vortex structure around the axis of 
discharge device. Fig. 7 (right) shows the experimental dependence of the density of electron 
current along the magnetic field on the radius of end cathode in the magnetron geometry for 
different magnetic field in the region of neutral gas pressures, when one stable vortex structure is 
observed. As it is seen from the figure, the considered model of vortex structure is in qualitative 
agreement with the experimental results. 
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Fig.7. Continuous electron ejection from vortex structure in magnetron  
(right: 4V kV= ; 52 10p Torr−= × ; a - 1.2B = , b - 1.5 , c - 1.8kG ) 

 
 
5. Collapse of gas-discharge electron sheath  
 

At higher pressure of neutral gas, both, in magnetron and in inverted magnetron, there exist 
simultaneously several vortex structures, and higher is the pressure, the more is their number. This, 
probably, is caused by the fact that the decay rate of vortex structure increases with the pressure 
slower than the growth rate of electron density in the sheath. Consequently, the new vortex structure 
formed as a result of the next diocotron instability appears earlier than the preceding structure has 
time to decay.  

Under these conditions, the interaction of vortex structures becomes the dominant process in 
electron plasma. It should be noted that these simultaneously existed vortex structures are not 
coherent. They appear at different time, move on different circular orbits with different angular 
velocities [9]. The vortex structures periodically approach each other, sometimes they merge, and 
sometimes the new structures are formed and all these processes are accompanied by ejection of 
electrons along the magnetic field to the endplate cathodes [7-10]. Fig.8 gives the oscillograms 
showing the process of approaching the vortex structures at different pressures of neutral gas. The 
upper oscillograms show the oscillations of electric field on the anode wall probe, and the lower – 
the full current of electrons on the end cathodes.  

By its structure, the Penning cell is the closes analog of the Penning-Malmberg cell, as there 
is not a central cathode in it. However, at the pressures above 55 10 Torr−×  the average density of 
ions in Penning cell begins to approach the density of electrons, and in gas-discharge electron 
plasma in Penning cell there appear the new effects [18]. In pure electron plasma the ions are absent 
and such kind of problem does not arise.  

In contrast to a magnetron and an inverted magnetron, in a Penning cell the ions oscillate 
along the radius inside the hollow cylindrical anode and, at the same time, they move slowly along 
the axis of a cylinder towards the end cathodes. Outside the anode sheath in the central region of a 
Penning cell, ions are neutralized by electrons. With the increase of neutral gas pressure the density 
of ions increases and, as a result, becomes comparable to the density of electrons. This is the so-
called transition mode of discharge, in which the electron sheath is “enclosed” between the anode 
and the neutral plasma of about the same density as the sheath. In the transition mode the discharge 
current shows a strong nonlinear dependence on the pressure: first, it increases rapidly, passes the 
maximum, then decreases, passes the minimum and then again increases sharply. The electron 
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sheath disappears and the discharge changes abruptly to the low-voltage glow discharge in the 
transverse magnetic field.  
 

   
 

Fig.8. Approach of vortex structures in magnetron  
3.2ar cm= ; 1.0cr cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.5B kG= ; 1.5V kV= ; 41 10p −= × , 44 10 Torr−×  

 
The behavior of vortex structures in transition mode was studied in [18]. The experiments 

was carried out in modified Penning cell, in which a flat cathode was located on the one end of 
cylindrical anode, as in Penning cell, and on the other end a cylindrical cathode was located, as in 
Penning-Malmberg cell. At such modification, the characteristics of discharge and the behavior of 
vortex structures remain the same as in Penning cell with flat cathodes. Behind the cylindrical 
cathode a flat collector was placed serving for measuring the current of electrons or ions ejected 
along the magnetic field from the electron sheath and the neutral plasma. For observation of vortex 
structures a diamagnetic probe was used instead of wall anode probe. This method is described in 
detail in [19] and consists in that only one narrow slit is cut along the whole length of the 
cylindrical anode, and an insulated diamagnetic probe, consisting of several turns of rf cable, is 
placed around the anode. When the inhomogeneity (vortex structure) passes by the slit, the image 
charge induced by it overcomes the slit in the anode by the current flowing around the anode circle 
backwards, and generating the pulse of magnetic field registered by the diamagnetic probe. The 
signal from the diamagnetic probe is similar to the signal from the wall probe and therefore, it is 
convenient to use a diamagnetic probe for the external cylindrical electrode being under a high 
potential. Besides, a diamagnetic probe is capable to register abrupt changes of diamagnetic 
properties of electron sheath caused, e.g. by a partial or a full loss of electrons of the sheath. 

The results of investigations showed that at the beginning of transition mode, the signals 
from collector and diamagnetic probe have the same form as in magnetron. However, starting from 
the pressures that correspond about to a half of a discharge current maximum, the observed pattern 
changes significantly. There appear the strong relaxation oscillations. Fig.9 shows the oscillograms 
of oscillations on the diamagnetic probe (lower), on the collector (upper left), and on the wall probe 
of cylindrical cathode (upper right). The similar oscillations are observed on both sides of discharge 
current maximum.  

First of all, let us pay attention to the large positive pulses on the oscillogram of diamagnetic 
probe. Each pulse is caused by an abrupt increase of magnetic field due to a sharp decrease of 
diamagnetic properties of electron sheath as a result of a partial or a full ejection of sheath electrons 
to the anode. This is indicated by the physical processes taking place before and after the 
appearance of a pulse.  
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Fig.9. Collapse of electron sheath in Penning cell 
3.2ar cm= ; 7L cm= ; 1.0B kG= ; 1.2V kV= ; 41.0 10p Torr−= ×  

 
On the oscillogram of diamagnetic probe each pulse is preceded by the oscillations 

connected with the motion of vortex structures. The vortex structures are formed at the moment of 
appearing the diocotron instability in the discharge electron sheath as in the case of low pressures of 
neutral gas. In the transition mode the annular electron sheath is located between the anode and the 
neutral plasma density of which is about equal to sheath density. The sheath density, as well as the 
plasma density increases in time until the diocotron instability appears and the formation of vortex 
structures starts. The formation and the interaction of vortex structures are accompanied by the 
ejection of electrons along the magnetic field to the end cathodes (upper left oscillogram in Fig.9). 
However, in contrast to low pressures, when the formation of vortex structures limits the increase of 
electron sheath density, in the transition mode the plasma density and the electron sheath density 
continue to increase, as is evidenced by a continuous increase of ion current on the cylindrical 
cathode (upper right oscillogram in Fig.9). The increase of electron sheath density at the fixed 
discharge voltage should be accompanied by its compression. This process will be continued until 
the sheath transforms into one-Larmor sheath, and its density reaches the Brillouin limit. Such 
sheath is unstable and the ejection of the electrons to the anode takes place causing thus the jump of 
magnetic field. As it is seen from the oscillograms, at the same time, on the collector and on the 
cylindrical cathode the large narrow pulses are observed that are caused by an abrupt increase of 
electric field on the cathodes. On the screened collector such pulse does not present. This confirms 
as well the distortion of electron sheath. The appearance of longitudinal electric field causes an 
increase of ion current from the plasma to the collector and a decrease of ion current to the 
cylindrical cathode (upper right oscillogram in Fig.9). Then, the electron sheath begins to recover. 
Its density increases as is evidenced by the decrease of ion current on the collector and by the 
increase of ion current on the cylindrical cathode. Further, the whole process is repeated. Thus, we 
have a periodically repeated process: the compression of electron sheath and its subsequent rapid 
distortion, i.e. the collapse of electron sheath. The compression of electron sheath with the increase 
of neutral gas pressure was discovered long ago [20]. However, in the transition mode there is not a 
continuous (gradual or abrupt) transition from the anode potential drop to the cathode one. In fact, 
the electron sheath in the transition mode “runs” periodically the complete cycle of its development 
from the formation of anode sheath to its maximum compression and subsequent distortion. 

It should be noted that in the transition mode the vortex structures continue to be formed and 
to generate the electron flux along the magnetic field to the end cathodes. The formation of vortex 
structures is observed up to the transition to the glow discharge, while, the ejection of electrons to 
the end cathodes exists only up to the maximum of discharge current. 
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6. Discussion and conclusion 
 

Thus, there is a certain difference in the behavior of vortex structure in pure electron and 
gas-discharge electron nonneutral plasmas in time interval 1

0t ν −Δ , when the electron-neutral 
collisions play a significant role. In pure electron plasma the vortex structure is located on the axis 
of experimental device (on-axis state) and is expanded continuously until it disappears fully. For its 
long confinement and compression, it is necessary to use the rotating electric field - “rotating wall” 
technique. In gas-discharge electron plasma the vortex structure is located near the anode surface 
(off-axis state). This is a stable, self-organizing, self-sustaining and self-recovering structure 
retaining its charge and profile. In a certain sense, the vortex structure in gas-discharge electron 
plasma can be considered as a soliton-like structure, inside of which the formation of particles and 
on the periphery their removal take place.  

In general, the gas-discharge electron plasma is a long existed “symbiosis” of stable off-axis 
vortex structure and of symmetrical electron sheath. This combination is characterized by a strong 
mutual effect of both components on each other and has the new surprising properties. One of them 
is the ejection of electrons from vortex structures and neighboring regions of electron sheath to the 
end cathodes. The electron ejection current is rather great, exists always and is a new mechanism of 
the loss of electrons from the vortex structure and electron sheath. In the vortex structure this 
current compensates the ionization in vortex structure and its expansion at the expense of electron-
neutral collisions. In the electron sheath the electron ejection current limits the electron density. In 
[16,17], the model of electron sheath was considered, in which the equilibrium density of electrons 
is determined not by a balance between the ionization and the mobility of electrons across the 
magnetic field, as it was assumed earlier, but by a “critical” electron density, at which there appears 
the diocotron instability generating the vortex structures. The model describes well the current 
characteristics of discharge in the crossed electric and magnetic fields both, in magnetron geometry 
and in the geometry of inverted magnetron [17].  

The vortex structures located in discharge electron sheath have an influence on the transport 
of electrons across the magnetic field. Even in the case of one stable vortex structure, the sheath 
electrons pass the vortex structure multiply during the mean free time. As the vortex structure has 
its own electric field, the sheath electrons passing by the vortex structure deviate to the anode or to 
the cathode increasing thus their radial shifts. When the radial shifts exceed significantly the 
Larmor radius of the electron, there appears the neoclassical transport of electrons across the 
magnetic field. At relatively high pressures of neutral gas ( 410p Torr−> ), in the discharge electron 
sheath there exists simultaneously several vortex structures, and the higher is the pressure, the more 
is their number. At a great number of vortex structures, their movement and interaction become 
chaotic that can lead to the turbulent transport of electrons across the magnetic field. 

The electron sheath (background), in its turn, has the influence on the behavior of vortex 
structures, for example, on the radial drift of vortex structures and on the formation of vortex 
crystals.  
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Динамика уединенной вихревой структуры в столкновительных 
чистой и газоразрядной ненейтральных электронных плазмах 

 
Николоз А. Кервалишвили 

 
 

Резюме 
 

Приводится анализ результатов экспериментальных исследований равновесия, 
взаимодействия и динамики вихревых структур в чисто электронной и газоразрядной 
электронной ненейтральных плазмах, в течение времени, много большего времени электрон-
нейтральных столкновений. Рассмотрена проблема длительного удержания столба чисто 
электронной плазмы в ловушке Пеннинга-Малмберга. Предложен механизм 
самоподдержания долгоживущей стабильной вихревой структуры в газоразрядной 
ненейтральной электронной плазме. Описан коллапс электронного слоя в газоразрядной 
плазме ячейки Пеннинга. Анализируется взаимодействие между стабильной вихревой 
структурой и симметричным электронным слоем, а также, влияние вихревых структур на 
перенос электронов вдоль и поперек магнитного поля. 
 
 
 
 
 

ganmxoloebuli grigaluri struqturis dinamika 
dajaxebad sufTa da airganmuxtvad araneitralur 

eleqtronul plazmebSi  
 

nikoloz a. kervaliSvili  
 
 

reziume 
 

warmodgenilia sufTa eleqtronul da airganmuxtvad eleqtronul 
araneitralur plazmebSi grigaluri struqturebis wonasworobis, urTierT 
qmedebis da dinamikis eqsperimentuli kvlevebis Sedegebis analizi 
mimdinare droSi, romelic bevrad metia eleqtron-neitralTan Sejaxebis 
droze. ganxilulia sufTa eleqtronuli plazmis svetis xangrZlivi 
Sekavebis problema pening-malmbergis maxeSi. SemoTavazebulia 
xangrZlivarsebuli stabiluri grigaluri struqturis TviTdamWeri 
meqanizmi airganmuxtvad araneitralur eleqtronul plazmaSi. aRwerilia 
eleqtronuli Sris kolapsi peningis ujredis airganmuxtvad plazmaSi. 
gaanalizebulia stabilur grigalur struqturasa da simetriul 
eleqtronul Sres Soris urTierTqmedeba, aseve grigaluri struqturebis 
gavlena magnituri velis ganiv da gaswvriv eleqtronebis gadatanaze.  
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Obituaries: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

In 2011-2012, the Institute of Geophysics they left forever several leading specialists in the field of physics of 
the atmosphere and clouds and plasma physics.  They all - Tamaz Salukvadze, was born into 1934;  Eteri Khelaya, was 
born into 1935;  Roman Doreuli, was born into 1932;  Albert Nodia, was born into 1934, Giorgi Aburjania was born 
into 1951 - after end of the Physics Faculty of Tbilisi State University during several decades were occupied by 
scientific activity in the Department  of Physics of Atmosphere of the Institute of Geophysics.  Today we recall about 
them. 

T. Salukvadze (it worked in the Institute of Geophysics in 1958-2012), E.  Khelaya (1963-2012)  and R. Doreuli 
(1962-2005), they were the specialists of high class in the field of the radar of convective clouds and artificial action on 
the clouds, and A. Nodia (1968-2011  - in the field of the electricity of the atmosphere and clouds. They all took direct 
part in the measurements, the collection and the analysis of observational data.   

T. Salukvadze worked on the different posts from the senior technician to the senior scientific worker.  In 1980 it 
protected candidate thesis.  The significant contribution to the cause of the establishment of the radar structure of 
convective clouds made.  He was the author more than 70 scientific works, including of one monograph and one 
invention.  The rewards and the money rewards of the governments of the Soviet Union and Bulgaria were obtained for 
the successes in the practical activity in the region of artificial action on the hail processes in the different time.   

E. Khelaya worked as junior, then senior scientific worker.  In 1984 it protected candidate thesis.  She made 
the significant contribution to the cause of the establishment of the thunderstorm and hail danger of convective clouds 
by radar methods. She was the author more than 60 scientific works, including of one monograph.  In 1978 in the 
service of fight with the hail of Georgia was inculcated the developed by it radar method of the recognition of hail and 
rain clouds.   

R. Doreuli worked as engineer, junior scientific and scientific worker.  In essence it worked at the composition 
of the detailed maps of the fields of the distribution of hail and thunderstorm processes in Eastern Georgia on the basis 
of radar data.  He was the author more than 40 scientific works, including of one invention.  For the successful work in 
Georgia and Bulgaria it was rewarded with medal and money rewards.   

A.Nodia worked as engineer, junior and senior scientific worker.  In 1990 it protected candidate thesis.  Being 
based on the results of field (including aircraft) and laboratory experiments, it made the significant contribution to the 
cause of the establishment of the electrical structure of clouds and active action on them for the purpose of the 
regulation of their electrical structure.  He was the author more than 110 scientific works.   

Professor Giorgi Aburjania suddenly passed away in Cosenza, Italy during his scientific visit at the University of 
Calabria within the 7th framework project of the Euro Commission, leaving his family, friends and colleagues in deep 
sorrow. Prof. Aburjania’s was born in 1951 in Khobi, Georgia. He has graduated from V.M. Komarov secondary school 
of physics and mathematics in Tbilisi in 1968. In 1973 he completed the course of theoretical physics at the faculty of 
physics at I. Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University (TSU) with honors. In 1978 he defended the dissertation work with 
the degree of candidate of physical and mathematical sciences (PhD) at the institute of physics At Georgian Academy 
of Sciences, Tbilisi in the field of plasma physics. In 1990 he obtained the degree of doctor of physical-mathematical 
science with specialty “theoretical and mathematical physics” in Tbilisi State University, Georgia.  At this university 
prof. Aburjania has prepared and read various general and special lecture courses of physics for students, post graduated 
students and doctoral fellows for many years. He was a head of Laboratory of Investigation of the Extraordinary 
Phenomena at the I. Vekua Institute of Applied Mathematics of TSU. He was Chief scientist at M. Nodia Institute of 
Geophysics, TSU. Well known specialist in the field of plasma physics, physics of ionosphere and magnetosphere, 
theories of linear, nonlinear wavy, solitary vortex structures and vortical turbulences in the dispersed media. He was an 
author of known monograph “Aburjania G.D. “Self-Organization of the Nonlinear Vortex Structures and the Vortical 
Turbulence in the Dispersive Media”, Moscow,  KomKniga –URSS, 2006”. Pro. Aburjania worked at the leading 
scientific centers of Russia, Ukraine, Italy and others. Author more than 190 scientific articles, published in 
international impact factor and refereed scientific journal. His works were always progressive and recognized by the 
international scientific society. All his life he served a science nevertheless his heath condition. Prof. Aburjania was full 
of life, energy, with very special sense of humor. So, smiling he left us – his colleagues in deep sadness.    

They all repeatedly participated in many local and international conferences.   

(1932-2012) (1935-2012) (1932-2012) (1934-2011) (1951-2012) 
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                                                   Brussels, 1 October 2012-11-26 P2/FW 

                          Legal representative of Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University  
 
Dear Mr. Aleksandre Kvitashvili, 
It is with great sadness that I have been informed today about the death of Dr. Giorgi Aburjania during a secondment as 
an experienced researcher in the framework of the GEOPLASMAS IRSES project. 
On behalf of the Research Executive Agency and my unit, please accept our deepest and most sincere condolences. Our 
thoughts are with Dr. Aburjania’s family, friends and colleagues at this difficult time. 
 

Francois Willekens, Head of Unit 
 

Dear family members of Giorgi  
 
I knew Giorgi for almost 40 years. 

 
Last time we met in CALABRIA couple of years ago. He loved this country, enjoyed staying there and it is impossible 
to believe that he passed away in this beautiful place. Giorgi was always full of life and energy, he never complained 
and I even do not know about any heart problems he had. He was very enthusiastic about science, was very active last 
years and I am very proud that we finished our first (and already last) joint paper. I will always remember him smiling, 
writing equations and arguing about plasma science. 

 
Lev Zelenyi, Head of IKI - Space Research Institute 
 

To the family of Giorgi Aburjania, 
 
I am Gaetano Zimbardo, the Italian colleague of Giorgi. As you know, he came here for an exchange visit within the 
framework of a European project called Geoplasmas. Herewith I would like to give you my condolences as well as 
those of all the teams of the Geoplasmas project, including the project officer in Bruxelles. Many people knew Giorgi 
and his passing away was really shocking to us. I was always very impressed by his will to carry out research, as well as 
by his attachment to family and to his own country. 

 
Gaetano Zimbardo, University of Calabria 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION  RESEARCH EXECUTIVE AGENCY 
International Fellowships  Head of Unit 
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